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ABSTRACT
This multiple case study explored how adolescents and their teachers in a virtual
education environment navigated the process of teachers’ digital writing feedback and its
accompanying power dynamics. The study addressed a need in literacy research to
understand how digital writing feedback functions in virtual schools due to concerns
related to lower standardized test scores in reading among virtual schools (Fitzpatrick et
al., 2020) and large increases in virtual school enrollment in recent years (Center for
Research on Education Outcomes [CREDO], 2015). This move toward virtual learning
was accelerated by the COVID-19 pandemic (Farrow et al., 2020). The study’s
theoretical framework included a multiliteracies perspective (The New London Group,
1996) and the theory of academic discourse (Duff, 2010) to help frame the complicated
nature of academic writing within a virtual environment. Based on a multiple case study
design, data collection occurred in one ninth-grade classroom case and two eighth-grade
classroom cases. Much of the data came from embedded teacher-student dyads. Results
indicated that teachers’ writing feedback looked different in each classroom. In addition,
power dynamics varied, but the primary sources of power were similar across cases.
Based on this study’s findings, four assertions are provided as well as implications for
teachers and students and suggestions for future research.
Keywords: writing feedback, digital writing, virtual schools, adolescents,
multiliteracies
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
This dissertation describes a multiple case study that explored the ways
adolescent students and their teachers navigated the digital writing feedback (DWF)
process in a virtual education environment (VEE). This chapter establishes the need for
this study given the background of the topic and the current gaps in research. The chapter
also gives a brief introduction to the theoretical framework grounding this study, details
the study’s research questions, and defines key terms used throughout the study.
Background of the Study
Adolescents’ writing in and out of school looks different in the 21st century than
in previous eras (Jenkins, 2006; The New London Group, 2000). Outside of school,
adolescents engage in writing that uses multiple modes of communication such as audio,
visual, and spatial elements in meaning-making (Dolan, 2016; Jenkins, 2006; Mills,
2010). Most of this multimodal writing is constructed and presented through digital
means (Ito et al., 2008; Jenkins, 2006). Digital technology enables this writing to be
shared globally; consequently, adolescents often write collaboratively and create informal
learning groups out of common interests (Gee, 2004; Jenkins, 2006). These interactions
could be called discourse, or “language-in-use” (Gee, 2005, p. 5). Teens connect with
others who share similar writing interests, thus engaging in peer-based learning (Dolan,
2016; Ito et al., 2008; Jenkins, 2006). These globally connected, digitally mediated
writing practices mirror society’s move toward worldwide connectivity in digital spaces
(The New London Group, 2000).
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Likewise, students’ in-school literacy experiences have shifted toward virtual
environments and digital tools (The New London Group, 2000). Research conducted in
brick-and-mortar schools has shown this trend toward digital writing (Cassidy et al.,
2019; Dalton, 2012). Literacy scholars have called for this shift since the turn of the
century (Graham, 2019; The New London Group, 2000; Yancey, 2009). The Common
Core State Standards, which have been widely adopted across most states, include
competency in digital literacies as part of the ELA standards for every grade level
(National Governors Association Center for Best Practices & Council of Chief State
School Officers, 2010). Additionally, a 2018 survey of 25 leaders in the field of literacy
indicated the most popular literacy topic of the year was digital literacies (Cassidy et al.,
2019).
Following this trajectory of technology growth in brick-and-mortar schools, fulltime virtual charter schools have multiplied over the last 20 years (Miron & Urschel,
2012), with the number growing from 311 schools in 2011 to 656 in 2017 (Miron &
Urschel, 2012; National Center for Education Statistics, 2019). These schools have
implemented new technologies for teaching and learning, and the impact of virtual
teaching on students’ reading and writing skills has been the subject of several large
quantitative studies (Butcher, 2020; CREDO, 2015; Fitzpatrick et al., 2020). Researchers
have also conducted qualitative studies in virtual schools, but few studies have looked in
depth at how both students and teachers are interacting with digital writing in virtual
charter schools (Fitzpatrick et al., 2020; Lowes & Lin, 2018; Molnar et al., 2019).
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The trend toward digital writing accelerated more rapidly in the spring of 2020
when the global spread of a new virus, nicknamed COVID-19, caused much of the world
to limit face-to-face contact (World Health Organization, 2020). As part of the worldwide
shutdowns, U.S. schools moved their classrooms online (Hamilton et al., 2020b). In the
wake of this sudden shift to online learning, principals and teachers in the U.S. expressed
concern that equitable instruction was not available to all students (Hamilton et al.,
2020b). Educators cited barriers such as lack of access to Wi-Fi, inadequate hardware,
and a lack of teacher training (Hamilton et al., 2020b). In a large-scale survey of U.S.
public school leaders, almost 30% of the principals felt teachers needed more training in
teaching online (Hamilton et al., 2020a).
As 2020’s fall semester began, many schools were still spending all or most of
their instructional time in virtual environments (Farrow et al., 2020). Thus, research with
digital writing in virtual environments affects two types of schools: (a) established, fulltime virtual schools whose writing instruction has not yet been thoroughly examined
through qualitative studies (Fitzpatrick et al., 2020; Miron & Urschel, 2012), and (b)
brick-and-mortar schools who have moved some or all of their instruction online and are
seeking further direction in what pedagogical practices may be effective to teach writing
in a virtual secondary school environment (Hamilton et al., 2020b).
An area of literacy pedagogy that has been impacted by a shift to virtual
environments is teachers’ ability to give feedback on students’ writing. Teacher feedback
is one way that teachers and students engage in academic discourse, a term defined as
speech, writing, and other interactions that occur within academic communities such as
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classrooms (Jaworski & Coupland, 1999; Mehan, 1985). These interactions are
instrumental in reifying power dynamics between teacher and student where the teacher
holds much of the decision-making power (Cazden, 2001). Whereas students have
exhibited much agency in how they seek feedback in out-of-school settings (Jenkins,
2006), students often report less agency in their academic writing pursuits (Cazden, 2001;
Jeffery & Wilcox, 2014; Smagorinsky & Daigle, 2012).
Though the teacher holds most of the power in the feedback process, when
students leave the academic realm their work-related writing tasks often require strong
decision-making and collaboration skills (The New London Group, 2000). Therefore,
agency in the feedback process could better prepare students for this type of agentive
future writing (The New London Group, 2000). While peer feedback is an effective
strategy to enable writing growth (Graham et al., 2015; Graham & Perin, 2007;
Philippakos & MacArthur, 2016) and may avoid some of the power dynamics present in
teacher feedback (Lin & Yang, 2011), teacher feedback can positively influence student
writing as well (Graham et al., 2015). Research has indicated teacher feedback is more
effective in improving writing skills than peer feedback (Graham et al., 2015; Graham &
Perin, 2007). Thus, examining the teacher feedback process and its related power
dynamics may help explain how teacher feedback on writing can be used to positively
impact writing skills without negatively impacting student agency.
Digital writing feedback is one form of feedback in which teachers and others can
provide comments on writing using digital tools. This type of feedback has been
implemented in both brick-and-mortar (Hast & Healy, 2018; Johnson et al., 2019) and
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virtual education environments (Alvarez et al., 2012; Cavanaugh & Song, 2014). Studies
have examined DWF given by teachers (Ice et al., 2007), peers (Barnard & Campbell,
2005; Lin & Yang, 2011), and automated technology (Graham et al., 2015; Wilson &
Czik, 2016). Some researchers have suggested DWF may provide more agency to
students than hard copy feedback (Chen, 2014; Chong, 2019; Lin & Yang, 2011), but
further research is needed to examine the power dynamics of DWF in virtual education
environments. The next section explains how this study sought to help address this gap in
the research.
Statement of the Problem
It is not known how teachers in VEEs are conducting DWF and how these
teachers and students are navigating issues of power and agency within the writing
feedback cycle. These topics are important to research for several reasons:
1. Many students in both traditional schools and VEEs are creating and
consuming multimodal, globally connected communication outside of school
(Jenkins, 2006).
2. Most writing feedback given to students in academic settings is given as
traditional text-based feedback (Hast & Healy, 2018; Hattie & Timperley,
2007; Hung et al., 2013; Peterson & McClay, 2010; Shin & Cimasko, 2008;
Teston et al., 2019).
3. Large numbers of students are moving to VEEs (CREDO, 2015).
Research has indicated teachers may be instituting more multimodal, globally
connected writing in schools at other stages in the writing process (Howell, 2018; Nash,
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2018; Smith, 2018), but this trend does not seem to have extended to writing feedback
yet. This lack of multimodality and collaboration in the feedback process means feedback
in schools may not yet reflect literacy practices outside of school (Jenkins, 2006).
In addition, research with student-teacher power dynamics in the writing feedback
process has determined teachers typically have more power than students because
teachers can assign grades (Ice et al., 2010) and are positioned as experts (Hyland &
Hyland, 2001; Lea & Street, 1998). These enactments of power are not problematic in
themselves; teachers’ expert support through writing feedback is often beneficial for
students, and certain types of assessment are key to helping students grow in writing
(Graham et al., 2015). However, student agency throughout the writing process is also
crucial to writing skill development (Graham, 2019), so an extreme imbalance in teacherstudent power could result in lower levels of writing skills growth. Indeed, studies of the
role of student agency in academic writing indicated students who felt able to make
choices throughout the writing process viewed school-assigned writing tasks more
positively and exhibited stronger writing skills (Jeffery & Wilcox, 2014; Smagorinsky &
Daigle, 2012).
To complicate secondary writing instruction further, large numbers of students are
moving to virtual schools (Butcher, 2020; CREDO, 2015). There are unique challenges to
teaching in these spaces, such as differences in the pace of learning and the impact of
limited face-to-face interaction (Hay & Pymm, 2010/2011; Lueken et al., 2015).
Standardized achievement scores in reading and math have been consistently lower in
virtual public schools than in brick-and-mortar public schools (Fitzpatrick et al., 2020;
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Miron & Urschel, 2012). Researchers have posited several reasons for this difference,
including less time spent on instruction, transience between schools, substandard
instruction due to low salary rates, and high student-teacher ratios (Fitzpatrick et al.,
2020; Miron & Urschel, 2012).
One issue that may influence the observed differences in achievement test scores
is that virtual schooling has often been a temporary option for students (Miron & Urschel,
2012). Survey results with families enrolled in one subset of full-time virtual schools
indicated over half of the families planned to move students to another school within two
years or less (Miron & Urschel, 2012). This frequent shift of students between schools
may impact the lower academic performance virtual schools have reported (Miron &
Urschel, 2012). Miron & Urschel (2012) also suggested that lower scores on math and
reading standardized tests could be the result of poor teacher quality and high studentteacher ratios. But Fitzpatrick et al. (2020) were reticent to make such determinations;
instead, they issued a plea for further research on instructional practices:
We currently do not have information on . . . the pedagogical practices of virtual
schools. . . . We strongly recommend that researchers in the future collect data on
. . . instructional practices that would help to contextualize our virtual charter
school findings. (p. 173)
Thus, understanding what teachers are doing in the virtual classroom could clarify
why many virtual school students have exhibited lower scores on standardized tests.
Another important area of study regarding virtual schools’ writing instruction is whether
these schools are supporting students in shifting toward the collaborative, multimodal
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writing predicted by the New London Group (1996) and observed in adolescents’ out-ofschool writing (Dolan, 2016; Jenkins, 2006). This study may provide insight into whether
virtual schools are using pedagogies that facilitate this type of writing.
Public K-12 education’s foray into virtual instruction accelerated during the
COVID-19 pandemic (Farrow et al., 2020). Many school districts initially closed schools
altogether and continued classes online (Butcher, 2020; Hamilton et al., 2020b). In the
fall of 2020, many districts opened virtual schools of their own (Farrow et al., 2020). By
September of 2020, 75% of districts in a large data set of 907 district records reported a
fully virtual or partially virtual beginning to the fall semester (Farrow et al., 2020).
Butcher (2020) predicted that virtual schooling and blended (online and in-person)
schooling would be the new normal after the pandemic ended. Other researchers worried
that encouraging growth in the virtual school population despite limited research proving
its efficacy could cripple students’ learning (Hamilton et al., 2020b; Welner, 2020).
Regardless of the long-term trends in virtual education, the changes implemented during
the pandemic highlighted teachers’ need to understand how to teach effectively in virtual
environments (Hamilton et al., 2020b). Specifically, students need quality feedback on
their writing regardless of a brick-and-mortar or virtual education environment (Graham,
2019). Thus, the value of this study has been compounded by the shift toward virtual
writing instruction caused by the COVID-19 pandemic.
In summary, this study addresses the problem of limited research on virtual
school writing instruction in hopes that understanding teachers’ DWF in VEEs may
contribute to a broader knowledge of virtual school learning experiences, suggest answers
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as to why virtual schools display differences in literacy achievement from brick-andmortar schools, and offer avenues for further research that can assist teachers in crafting
effective teaching strategies for virtual writing instruction (Fitzpatrick et al., 2020;
Hamilton et al., 2020b; Miron & Urschel, 2012). This multiple case study incorporated a
theoretical framework that included a multiliteracies lens and the concept of academic
discourse, which both necessitate an analysis of power (Alvermann, 2017; Bourdieu &
Passeron, 1965/1994). The following section will outline the theories undergirding this
study.
Overview of the Theoretical Framework
This study’s theoretical framework drew from theories of academic discourse
and the New London Group’s (2000) multiliteracies to offer a structure from which
to understand teachers’ DWF. The New London Group (1996) formed as a group of
scholars who were concerned about the implications of globalization and
technological growth for the field of literacy; the resulting theory, titled
multiliteracies, is meant to ground practice and research. Multiliteracies encourages a
view of literacy that acknowledges the multimodality present in much of society’s
communication as well as the increased interaction among languages and cultures
(The New London Group, 1996). The New London Group scholars saw the
imbalance of power across various spheres of modern society and hoped to enable
researchers and educators to prepare the next generation to navigate and critique
societal changes (Garcia et al., 2018).
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The New London Group (1996) further suggested this theory be brought into
the classroom through adopting a pedagogy of multiliteracies. In this pedagogical
structure, teachers focus on several key elements of pedagogy meant to develop
students into successful members of society: (a) experience, (b) conceptualization,
(c) analysis, and (d) application (Cope & Kalantzis, 2015). These pedagogical
elements are further defined in Chapter 2. The Designs of Meaning model functions
as the broad curriculum of multiliteracies pedagogy. The researchers argued
traditional terms of writing and grammar were not sufficient for multimodal writing
and other forms of literacy they saw being enacted (The New London Group, 2000).
Designs of Meaning, then, entails students seeing themselves not just as writers but
as Designers who use Available Designs to craft Redesigned artifacts in a variety of
modes (The New London Group, 2000). Further, the New London Group hoped
students and teachers would see themselves as Designers of society, not just of texts
(Garcia et al., 2018). Though more than two decades have passed since the New
London Group met, these scholars and others maintain that multiliteracies is still
relevant as a theoretical approach to literacy due to its focus on structures of power
and its ability to adapt alongside the rapid progression of technology (Alvermann,
2017; Garcia et al., 2018; Mills, 2009).
A concept implicit in multiliteracies is the unequal power present in the
classroom between teacher and student and between peers with varying levels of
knowledge, skills, or social capital within the academic community (Alvermann, 2017;
Bourdieu & Passeron, 1965/1994; The New London Group, 2000). These power
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dynamics have been labeled academic discourse (Bourdieu & Passeron, 1965/1994;
Duff, 2010). If these power structures are perpetuated without critique, teachers and
students may find themselves “reproducing the cultural values of the most powerful”
without thought for their impact on the less powerful (Alvermann, 2017, p. 102).
Assuming the goal of education is for students to have “full and equitable social
participation” in their communities, then academic discourse should be preparing
students for this participation (The New London Group, 2000, p. 9). Because modern
society is not a singular, isolated culture or discourse, one way to prepare students for
a global society is by interrogating academic discourse practices to ensure they are
explicit and fair such that students can navigate them and obtain access to other
discourse communities (Archer et al., 2018; White & Ali-Khan, 2013).
The process of academic discourse socialization involves teachers socializing
students to the norms of the academic community, though the process is not
unidirectional (Bourdieu & Passeron, 1965/1994; Duff, 2010; The New London
Group, 1996). This socialization is particularly visible in the teacher feedback cycle
(Hyland & Hyland, 2001; Lea & Street, 1998), so academic discourse is an appropriate
lens through which to view teachers’ DWF. The following section identifies the purpose
of this study in light of these theories and the need for further DWF research.
Statement of the Purpose
The purpose of this multiple case study is to understand how secondary students
and teachers in a VEE use teachers’ DWF to propagate or push back on the prevailing
discourses present in their academic environments. The unique environment of a virtual
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school coupled with the rapid growth of these schools in the U.S. make understanding
student needs in this setting important (Fitzpatrick et al., 2020; Miron & Urschel, 2012).
Due to the inherent integration of digital tools with VEEs, this type of environment is an
appropriate setting to study DWF. In addition, writing feedback from teachers has been
framed as a teacher-centered activity (Cazden, 2001). However, some scholars have
suggested students may enact more power with teachers’ writing feedback than
previously thought (Hyland and Hyland, 2001; The New London Group, 2000; Smidt,
2002).
A few research studies have included data from both students and teachers in their
explorations of writing feedback, but most of these studies occurred in English for
speakers of other languages classes or higher education courses, not secondary
classrooms made up primarily of native English speakers (Ferris, 1997; Hyland &
Hyland, 2001; Ruegg, 2015; Straub, 1997). The field of study focusing on DWF is small
as well, and many past studies were likewise conducted in postsecondary environments
or classrooms focused on language learning (Ali, 2016; Cavaleri et al., 2019; Ice et al.,
2007; Vincelette, 2013). More specifically, there is limited research examining DWF
with adolescents in VEEs (Lenters & Grant, 2016).
Quantitative studies of literacy achievement in VEEs have called for qualitative
studies to examine the experiences of teachers and students (Fitzpatrick et al., 2020;
Miron & Urschel, 2012). Therefore, this study used qualitative methods, specifically a
multiple case study design, to describe the relationships and experiences of these
stakeholders with the teacher DWF process in a K-12 VEE located in the southeastern
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United States (Stake, 2006). The following section outlines how this multiple case study
may impact the field of literacy.
Significance of the Study
The results of this study may be significant for both researchers and practitioners
in the field of literacy because writing feedback, according to theories of academic
discourse (Duff, 2010) and previous research on the topic (Graham, 2019; Graham et al.,
2013; Graham et al., 2015; Hattie & Timperley, 2007), is a crucial aspect of writing
pedagogy. Effective writing feedback can encourage, motivate, and strengthen students in
their writing and writing identities (Barnard et al., 2015; Graham, 2019; Graham et al.,
2015; Hyland, 2003; Mackiewicz & Thompson, 2013; Philippakos & MacArthur, 2016;
Waner, 2013). Ineffective feedback, on the other hand, can weaken a student’s desire to
write personally and academically (Hast & Healy, 2018; Mustafa, 2012). While feedback
from peers, teachers, and even computers has demonstrated a positive effect on student
writing (Graham et al., 2015), teacher feedback is ubiquitous and has produced a greater
statistical impact on writing than other sources of feedback (Graham et al., 2015). This
study, therefore, focuses primarily on teacher feedback.
The results of this study may provide insights for practitioners on how students
and teachers in a particular setting interacted with the power dynamics present in
teachers’ writing feedback. Past research has found varying power dynamics using virtual
tools for writing feedback; in some instances, students have been able to enact more
power in the feedback process by using DWF (Hast & Healy, 2018; McGrath &
Atkinson-Leadbeater, 2016). In other contexts, the markers of traditional academic
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discourse remained the same while using digital tools (Johnson et al., 2019). However,
due to the multiple case study design of this research, educators should not seek to
generalize broadly regarding the results of the study. Stake (2006) established a useful
concept of generalization: qualitative findings from multiple case studies should “abstain
from formal projection to cases that are not examined; rather, they show how a variety of
components and constraints lead to a partly irreducible individualism among the cases”
(p. 90). Thus, readers may expect detailed descriptions of each case and its context, but
“the responsibility of making generalizations should be more the reader’s than the
writer’s” to avoid generalizations that are taken as prescriptive for other locations (Stake,
2006, p. 90; see also Molnar et al., 2019).
Literacy researchers may also benefit from this study due to the combining of
both student and teacher views within a multiple case study research design and the VEE
setting. Most current research within VEEs was primarily focused on student
achievement (Barbour et al., 2018; Fitzpatrick et al., 2020) or evaluation of virtual
schools at the program level (Lowes & Lin, 2018; Molnar et al., 2019). Few qualitative
research studies have been done in VEEs to describe pedagogical characteristics and
teacher-student relationships in K-12 virtual schools (DiPietro, 2010; Ingerham, 2012;
Lowes, 2010; Lowes & Lin, 2018; Molnar et al., 2019). Thus, this study addresses the
gap in the literature on VEEs, specifically the lack of research on current instructional
practices in virtual charter schools (Fitzpatrick et al., 2020), by providing insight into
how teachers and students in secondary VEE classrooms are navigating issues of power
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and agency through the DWF process. The next section will detail the research questions
used to guide this study in light of the study’s purpose and theoretical framework.
Research Questions
This multiple case study explored how secondary students and teachers in a VEE
used DWF. Because the goals of this study were to understand the phenomenon of
teachers’ DWF in VEEs and to delve into power relationships within DWF processes,
this study used a multiple case design (Stake, 2006; Yin, 2014). Research questions
aimed at exploration and understanding are typically formatted as how or what questions
(Yin, 2014). Therefore, the following research questions guided the study:
1. What does digital writing feedback look like in a virtual education
environment?
2. What are the power dynamics present in the digital writing feedback process?
3. How is teacher-student power negotiated through the digital writing feedback
process in a virtual education environment?
4. How does the virtual education environment as tool and space affect teacherstudent power dynamics in the context of digital writing feedback?
These questions were appropriate for addressing the problem of a lack of research
with DWF in VEEs (Fitzpatrick et al., 2020; Lowes & Lin, 2018) because they allowed
close, contextualized examination of the phenomenon at hand (Stake, 2006). These
questions also aligned with the primary goal of multiple case study research, which is to
“understand the case” (Stake, 2006, p. 2). The following section defines key terms used
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throughout this study to provide common understandings from which to discuss these
concepts.
Definition of Terms
The following section defines key terms used throughout this study. Important
terms include those necessary to understand digital literacies, the VEE, and the power
dynamics present in teachers’ DWF.
Academic Discourse
Discourse has been defined as “all forms of spoken interaction, formal and
informal, and written texts of all kinds” (Potter & Wetherell, 1987, p. 7). Gee (2005) adds
the concept of “language-in-use,” to this definition, which denotes language and its
accompanying habits or nonverbal cues used to facilitate relationships, identities, and
other social purposes (Gee, 2005, p. 5). Academic discourse, then, is the language and
social interaction used to define the boundaries of an academic community (Duff, 2010).
Because teachers traditionally hold the power to determine whether students are
effectively communicating within academic communities, issues of power and agency
among teachers and students complicate these discourses (Cazden, 2001; Charteris &
Smardon, 2018; Duff, 2010).
Agency
Agency is defined by Bandura (1989) as the ability to bring about change. Agency
is operationalized as the ability to see and make choices in a situation. The extent to
which individuals possess power and agency over themselves is contextually and
historically situated (Foucault, 1975/1995).
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Digital Literacies
Gillen and Barton (2010) define digital literacies as “the constantly changing
practices through which people make traceable meanings using digital technologies” (p.
9). These practices include understanding how to navigate digital spaces, construct texts,
read texts that may be multimodal and nonlinear, and critically assess digital media.
Digital literacies skills may be essential for students’ academic success in VEEs (Tang &
Chaw, 2016).
Multiliteracies
Multiliteracies is a term used by the New London Group (1996) to identify a new
way of viewing literacy in light of the globally connected, multimodal nature of literacies
in modern society. A group of researchers crafted a pedagogy of multiliteracies to address
the question of what and how students should learn (The New London Group, 1996); this
framework was subsequently revised after further research and discussion (Cope &
Kalantzis, 2015). Digital literacies, in contrast, is a subset of literacy texts and skills that
are crafted through digital technologies and is not synonymous with multiliteracies.
Multimodality
Multimodality is the use of multiple modes of communication and is identified as
one tenet of multiliteracies (Jewitt, 2005; New London Group, 1996). Visual, spatial,
auditory, and other modes can be combined in multimodal media and texts. Many of the
texts developed for current digital technologies are multimodal (New London Group,
1996).
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Power
Foucault (1975/1995) defined power as a “dissymmetry of forces” (p. 55). Power
is operationalized in a variety of ways depending on the context, but one visible aspect of
power is the enacting of agency (Charteris & Smardon, 2018).
Virtual Education Environment
A virtual education environment is a synthetic, often digital, space used
specifically for learning, typically under the purview of an academic institution
(Blascovich et al., 2002). The term VEE is used in this study instead of virtual learning
environment because the latter term has traditionally referred to environments that are
limited in function and level of complexity (Britain & Liber, 2004).
Writing Feedback
Hyland and Hyland (2001) define feedback as “a means of channelling [sic]
reactions and advice to facilitate improvements” (p. 186). Thus, feedback is a form of
conversation. Teachers, peers, and even automated programs may give feedback on
students’ academic writing (Graham et al., 2015; Graham & Perin, 2007; Hattie &
Timperley, 2007). Because this study focuses on the power interactions between teacher
and student, much of the focus will be on teachers’ feedback. Teachers usually give
feedback with the expectation that students will make changes to their writing (Cazden,
2001). Cazden (2001) characterizes teachers’ writing feedback as a cycle titled IREF, or
Initiate, Respond, Evaluate, give Feedback. In this model, the teacher initiates a writing
task, the student responds to that task through writing, and the teacher evaluates the
response and then gives feedback on the writing. This cycle is not the same as a revision
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cycle; in revision, students may use multiple forms of assessment and feedback, including
self-assessment or feedback from a teacher, peer, computer, or other individuals (Graham
et al., 2015). These multiple influences may affect the changes a student makes to a text
and should be taken into account. But the primary concern in the IREF cycle is the
interaction between teacher and student around a student’s writing and how that
interaction affects a student’s writing process.
Summary
This multiple case study explored the experiences of secondary virtual school
students and their teachers in the DWF process. This study addressed a need for both
researchers and practitioners: there is a lack of current research in understanding how
stakeholders navigate the power-laden feedback process (Fitzpatrick et al., 2020; Lowes
& Lin, 2018; Molnar et al., 2019). The four remaining chapters describe this study in
detail. Chapter 2 situates this study within the relevant literature and further describes the
theories undergirding this study. Chapter 3 addresses the methodology of the study,
including a justification for the selected methods and a thorough description of the
procedures and protocols followed during the study. Chapter 4 details the findings of this
study within each case. Chapter 5 discusses the cross-case analysis of these findings
through a theoretical lens and outlines the ramifications of the findings for practical and
theoretical applications and future research. The following chapter describes the
theoretical framework grounding this study and provides an overview of the relevant
literature in school digital literacies, writing feedback, and VEEs.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
The purpose of this chapter is to establish the existing trends and findings in the
field of writing feedback and to understand what is still unknown in this area of research.
The sections below review the theoretical perspectives of the study and provide an
overview of relevant research on VEEs, school digital literacy practices, and writing
feedback. This literature review is primarily limited to research conducted in secondary
and postsecondary academic environments, though a few seminal studies outside of these
contexts are included for the knowledge they add to the field. This review further reveals
a gap in research on teachers’ digital writing feedback, particularly in virtual education
environments. The current study addressed this gap through a multiple case study
exploring teachers’ and students’ experiences with DWF in VEEs. The following section
details this study’s theoretical framework.
A Review of Theoretical Perspectives
The theories of academic discourse (Duff, 2010) and multiliteracies (The New
London Group, 2000) ground this study. More specifically, the pedagogical concept
of Designs of Meaning (The New London Group, 2000) offers a structure from
which to understand student perceptions of teachers’ writing feedback.
Academic Discourse
Academic discourse is a set of linguistic practices and social cues that embody
what it means to be academic and to do school (Duff, 2010). In all discourses, words
and actions are not neutral; they are imbued with meaning by both the giver and the
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receiver and are socioculturally situated (Gee, 2005). In academic discourse, students
and teachers negotiate a community of practice that determines what social
interactions are acceptable or unacceptable and what forms of knowledge are valid
(Duff, 2010; Gee, 2005). As part of this negotiation, discourse communities
determine which sources of power are legitimate in a community (Gee, 2005).
Foucault (1975/1995) defined power as a “dissymmetry of forces” (p. 55). Power is
operationalized in a variety of ways depending on the context, but one visible aspect of
power is the enacting of agency. Agency is the ability to understand one’s options in a
situation, choose an option, and act on that choice (Bandura, 1989). The extent to which
individuals possess power and agency varies based on personal, social, cultural, and
historical factors (Foucault, 1975/1995).
In academic discourse, the sources of power are often teachers, grades, and
rules that define scholarly speaking or writing, such as formal language or a list of
acceptable genres for writing (Duff, 2010). Teachers generally take on the powerful
role of enculturating students to the discourse of the classroom (Cazden, 2001; Duff,
2010; Gee, 2011). Thus, the teacher-student relationship is fraught with the concept of
power and negotiated identities (Duff, 2010; Gee, 2011). Because student agency is
related to academic success (Archer et al., 2018; Bickerstaff, 2012; Vaughn et al.,
2020), and agency can be reinforced or suppressed through academic discourse
socialization (Charteris & Smardon, 2018; Cook-Sather, 2020; Prinsloo et al., 2016),
examining the factors that impact student agency may provide a path forward for
students to succeed in school and their future careers (Charteris & Smardon, 2018).
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Despite the disparities in power, both students and teachers must participate in the
process for students to be integrated into academic discourse communities (Duff, 2010).
This process can be uncomfortable for students, especially in situations where students’
home and community discourses do not align closely with the discourse habits of school
(Duff, 2010). This disconnect between discourses is more common for students of color
and economically exploited students as they attempt academic, social, and economic
success (Fisher, 2017; García-Carrión et al., 2018; White & Lowenthal, 2011). However,
students find the process of academic discourse socialization easier when teachers model
the “values and practices implicit in the culture” of academic discourse and state them
clearly for students by supplying the “language, skills, support, and opportunities
[novices] need to participate” in academic discourse (Duff, 2010, p. 176). Therefore,
interrogating the discourse process may aid in developing equitable opportunities for all
students to participate in the DWF process effectively.
The concept of academic discourse is relevant to this study for two reasons: (a)
academic discourse socialization is prevalent in writing pedagogy (Duff, 2010), and (b)
academic discourse exists in full-time virtual schools but has not yet been widely studied
(Duff, 2010; Yim, 2005). First, this theory applies to writing feedback research because
teachers use classroom writing to socialize students to the writing styles, topics, and
genres that are academically acceptable (Duff, 2010). This socialization often occurs
within the writing feedback process because teachers’ writing feedback is usually
connected to an evaluation of student writing as good or bad, correct or incorrect
(Cazden, 2001; Hyland & Hyland, 2001; Lea & Street, 1998). Therefore, as students
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align their writing with academic expectations, they are rewarded with positive
evaluations that signal their growth toward full participation in academic discourse
(Cazden, 2001; Duff, 2010; Hyland & Hyland, 2001). However, the writing feedback and
evaluation processes may simultaneously limit student agency in writing (Charteris &
Smardon, 2018).
Second, this theory is applicable to this study because academic discourse exists
in VEEs, but the discourse rules are different because students navigate additional
technological tools and take on different roles than in traditional education environments
(Duff, 2010; Yim, 2005). Research on academic discourse and student agency has not
fully explored the types of school contexts in which agency is fostered or suppressed
(Adie et al., 2018; Vaughn et al., 2020). This study contributes to that knowledge by
including an examination of the school setting and larger institutional forces at work
in the literacy pedagogy practices of a VEE.
Near the end of the 20th century, literacy researchers observed that these
academic settings, practices, and power dynamics were changing due to increased
cultural connectivity and rapid technology developments (The New London Group,
1996). Literacy researchers grappled with how to understand literacy beyond
traditional reading and writing, resulting in a theory entitled multiliteracies (The New
London Group, 1996). The section below explains the history of multiliteracies and
its applications for this study of DWF.
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Multiliteracies
Digital writing feedback is mediated by digital technology and is therefore an
artifact of a worldwide digital shift in literacy pedagogy (Cope & Kalantzis, 2000). With
the advent of new technologies in the 21st century, classroom and real-world literacies
transitioned from a focus on paper-and-pencil texts to digital texts; features of these new
texts such as hyperlinks and the ability to share content widely across an online
community caused educators and researchers to wonder whether these practices
constituted a new form of literacy or something else altogether (Cope & Kalantzis, 2000).
Further, scholars grappled with whether literacy pedagogy needed to change alongside
these global shifts in literacy (Cope & Kalantzis, 2000).
The New London Group (1996), a collection of seasoned literacy researchers
from across the globe, met in the late 1990s to explore the question of how to establish
“appropriate literacy teaching in the context of the evermore critical factors of local
diversity and global connectedness” (p. 3). The New London Group’s answer to defining
this perceived morphing of literacy was the theory of multiliteracies. Multiliteracies
presents an expanded notion of literacy to account for the rapid development of
technology, the global connectivity of society, and the ways these changes have impacted
what it means to be literate (Cope & Kalantzis, 2000; The New London Group, 1996).
Concurrently, these scholars observed a decades-long tension in education over
two approaches to pedagogy: didactic pedagogy, in which teachers were the source of all
knowledge and students were meant to stay passive and silent until called upon, and
authentic pedagogy, in which teachers focused on what the student wanted to learn and
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avoided declaring a right or wrong way to do something (Cope & Kalantzis, 2015). These
pedagogical views aligned with various perspectives on academic discourse socialization
as well. Those who embraced didactic pedagogy were likely to view academic discourse
as a gatekeeping strategy that students must overcome with little help from the academic
community to succeed in their education (Cazden, 2001; Goeke, 2009). Proponents of
authentic pedagogy argued that academic discourse was a social construct that was no
longer needed (Dewey, 1928/2008). As a reaction to this conflict, scholars took authentic
pedagogy a step further and suggested critical pedagogy. Supporters of this pedagogical
approach sought to give voice to students whose cultural resources had traditionally been
silenced or even derided as unfit for academic work (Cope & Kalantzis, 2015; Freire,
1972).
A further view, entitled balanced pedagogy, arose as a compromise to the
previous approaches (Delpit, 1995; Graham, 2018; Kirschner et al., 2006). Scholars
backing a balanced pedagogy view argued for transparent academic discourse
socialization, in which educators recognize that academic discourse is necessary for
success but make the rules of the discourse community explicit for students (Cope &
Kalantzis, 2015). Educators also brought in elements of the authentic and critical
approaches by incorporating real-world application, positioning students as sources of
knowledge, and helping students critique the inequities of academic discourse (Cope &
Kalantzis, 2015; Delpit, 1995; Graham, 2018; Kirschner et al., 2006). The New London
Group adopted this balanced view of pedagogy and subsequently crafted a pedagogy of
multiliteracies meant to reflexively move between direct instruction and authentic,
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student-directed experience (Cope & Kalantzis, 2000, 2015). Though digital technologies
can play a role in creating connected, authentic learning for students, digitally mediated
learning does not avoid didactic pedagogy by default (Cope & Kalantzis, 2015; Jenkins,
2006). For example, electronic lectures and e-textbooks still position students as passive
consumers of knowledge (Cope & Kalantzis, 2015). Thus, a purposeful integration of
technology that supports critique of academic practices and texts is integral to a pedagogy
of multiliteracies (Cope & Kalantzis, 2015).
The original structure of the pedagogy of multiliteracies consisted of four
learning processes teachers were to facilitate: situated practice, overt instruction, critical
framing, and transformed practice (Cope & Kalantzis, 2000). Recently, Cope and
Kalantzis (2015) revisited the New London Group’s model of learning to assess its
usefulness to modern teaching. They renamed these four knowledge processes to reflect
their updated thinking on this model based on their ongoing research. The updated terms
and definitions are as follows:
1. Experiencing allows students to incorporate their own experiences while
engaging in new experiences as well.
2. Conceptualizing involves learning the processes necessary to be an expert
member in a community of practice.
3. Analyzing positions students to take an analytical stance toward their
learning by developing explanations and arguments within a given topic.
4. Applying involves students putting their new skills to work in real-world
contexts.
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Though these processes are meant to be implemented across disciplines, this work
toward a balanced view of pedagogy was primarily driven by a focus on reforming
literacy teaching (Cope & Kalantzis, 2015). Part of the New London Group’s work
involved expanding the meaning of text composition to allow for multimodality (Cope &
Kalantzis, 2000). Multimodality refers to the use of multiple modes of communication in
one text, such as a combination of visual and auditory modes (The New London Group,
1996). Multimodality is not a new concept, but its use has become widespread due to
technological advancements that allow for new types of texts, such as videos,
infographics, and hypertext-rich documents or internet pages (Cope & Kalantzis, 2000).
While multimodality is sometimes conflated with multiliteracies, the former term is
simply one element of the larger theory (Alvermann, 2017).
Having observed this move toward multimodal texts, the New London Group felt
that the traditional structure of grammar did not account for the ways individuals craft
these types of writing (Cope & Kalantzis, 2000). Consequently, the researchers offered a
model for composing entitled Designs of Meaning. Designs of Meaning allows for other
design structures in creating texts by allowing writers to draw from tools beyond
traditional semiotic resources. Available Designs, which could be letters, words, pictures,
or other semiotic tools, are acted upon by a Designer or multiple Designers (traditionally
framed as the writer). The Redesigned artifact emerges as a new structure.
The Designs of Meaning framework is taught through the four key elements of
pedagogy previously described: experience, conceptualization, analysis, and application
(Hibbert et al., 2015). Designs of Meaning and the four pillars of literacy pedagogy
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are key to a full understanding of multiliteracies because through these pedagogical
structures students are taught to navigate and critique the discourses around them and
are given more power to become Designers of texts and communities (Alvermann,
2017; Garcia et al., 2018).
While the Designs of Meaning structure has rarely been applied to writing
feedback research (Towndrow et al., 2013), Cope and Kalantzis (2000) used the construct
to explain art, literacy, and even culture itself. And Allan Luke, one of the New London
Group members, suggested in a recent interview that Designing is an “agentive bridge
between convention and innovation” (Garcia et al., 2018, p. 75). Thus, the creators of the
construct allow for varied and broad applications. Some studies have used the
multiliteracies framework to explore multimodal feedback use and assessment of
multimodal writing (Bourelle et al., 2017; Towndrow et al., 2013; Vojak et al., 2011).
Because DWF is a subset of literacy pedagogy and may be a way in which students enact
agency, the Designs of Meaning model may be an appropriate way to understand the
teacher feedback cycle in light of teacher-student power dynamics. Therefore, I
developed a model for visualizing how Designs of Meaning might apply to the writing
feedback process in the context of academic discourse (Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1
Model of Designs of Meaning in Academic Writing Feedback

This model places students in the role of Designer and focuses on their actions
with feedback instead of focusing on how students respond to prompts by teachers, thus
shifting away from a didactic view of teacher feedback and toward a dialogic view (Cope
& Kalantzis, 2015). The situating of the model in the context of academic context
acknowledges the power dynamics that surround these interactions.
One question that arises from the use of multiliteracies as a theoretical basis
involves its applicability to modern literacy research because the landscape of
technology, society, and education has changed dramatically since the turn of the century
(Alvermann, 2017). Multiliteracies is still explored in current literacy research; members
of the New London Group have tested the theory of multiliteracies in further research
(Cope & Kalantzis, 2015), and other literacy researchers have argued for and against
using the theory of multiliteracies (Alvermann, 2017; Leander & Bolt, 2013; Mills,
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2009). Leander and Bolt (2013) suggested many studies that used a multiliteracies
perspective relied too heavily on texts instead of embracing a broader view of
multimodal composing. Alvermann (2017) felt that multiliteracies was used
frequently but inaccurately; too often the essential concept of power is left out of a
study that claims to use the multiliteracies perspective. A search across databases
produced more than 300 studies published between 2018 and 2020 in which researchers
claim multiliteracies as their work’s undergirding theory. Topics ranged from how
multiliteracies applies to the teaching of English as a foreign language (Lee et al., 2019;
Lo et al., 2020; Pang, 2020) to elementary science teaching (Allison & Goldston, 2018).
Some studies included only the aspect of multimodality in their discussion of
multiliteracies (Cordero et al., 2018; Yelland, 2018), but others incorporated an analysis
of power (Drewry et al., 2020; Khadka, 2018; Kim & Xing, 2019).
Despite the questions surrounding the use of this theory, Cope and Kalantzis
(2015) along with other researchers (Alvermann, 2017; Drewry et al., 2020; Khadka,
2018; Kim & Xing, 2019; Lee et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2019) have concluded that
multiliteracies is still applicable to literacy teaching and learning in this decade because it
is useful for highlighting disparities in power, further globalization, and further
development of multimodality through technological advancement. In a 2017 interview,
New London Group scholar Allan Luke commented on the prescience of a pedagogy of
multiliteracies:
Many students and communities have to contend not just with poverty,
joblessness and inequality, but also the stark effects of autocracy and plutocracy,
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renewed racism and sexism, ideological distortion and untruth, unethical and
unjust social relations and conditions, and fundamental issues around freedom,
policing and public safety, control and surveillance. Now, more than ever,
schooling, education, and literacies have to be about reading and writing the
world—to paraphrase Freire. Lives and futures are on the line. (Garcia et al.,
2018, p. 73)
Thus, to explore the power dynamics of DWF processes in a VEE, this
multiple case study used multiliteracies and academic discourse as a theoretical
framework. The following section reviews the research scholars have done in fields
relevant to the current topic and establishes how this study fits in the broader
spectrum of literacy research.
A Review of the Literature
This literature review addresses the following topics that are relevant to this
study: (a) virtual education environments, (b), school-based digital literacies, and (c)
sources and types of writing feedback. A detailed understanding of the VEE context is
necessary because VEEs are unique academic spaces (Dawson et al., 2013; DiPietro et
al., 2008; Richardson et al., 2015; Tsankov et al., 2018). Part of this context is the
enacting of school-based digital literacies (DiPietro et al., 2008), so this review also
provides a brief overview of digital literacies and the academic and social forces that
affect these practices in schools. Finally, a review of literature on writing feedback
clarifies the need for this study and the ways this study drew on past research in decisions
regarding methodology.
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Search Method
To gather relevant literature for this review, the following search terms were used
in various combinations: virtual school, virtual education, virtual environment, writing
feedback, digital literacies, and multimodal. The delimiters secondary, education, and
adolescent were added at times throughout the search to ensure studies that matched
closely to this study’s population were included. To conduct the literature search, I
utilized the EBSCO suite of databases, Google Scholar, and my university’s library
catalog search function. I stored the search terms and their results in a keyword tracking
spreadsheet and the notes for each included study in review matrices spreadsheets. I
analyzed a total of 217 studies ranging from the late 1990s to 2020. The last decade of the
20th century was a natural starting point for this search because research on virtual
education environments and digital literacies was becoming more popular during this
timeframe. Additionally, the New London Group met in 1994 and published a major
article on their theoretical framework in 1996, thereby setting the stage for studies that
incorporate this theory (The New London Group, 1996). A sampling of the most relevant
studies on each topic appears in the sections below to develop a sufficient understanding
of the topics as they relate to this study.
Virtual Education Environments
This section provides a brief history of the development of VEEs and synthesizes
the research on VEEs from the early 1990s to 2020. I describe what is understood about
VEEs, explore the various sources of power present in VEEs, and consider VEEs as
spaces, places, and tools. Finally, I consider the methodological implications of past
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research. Most of the studies included here are based in K-12 VEEs, though a few studies
in postsecondary VEEs are discussed to deepen understanding as needed.
A Brief History of Virtual Education Environments. The groundwork for
virtual education environments was laid more than a century ago. Good (2019) described
the early forays into multimodal teaching. In the 1900s, manufacturers of 3D
technologies, such as lantern pictures and stereographs, marketed their wares to educators
as meaningful additions to their curriculum. Advertisements for the products appealed to
Americans' strong sense of patriotism and a keen interest in exploring virtual worlds.
Students felt they were viewing realistic depictions of places and people (Good, 2019).
These technologies were meant to give students a sense of the rest of the world,
but with that globalization goal came a reification of power. The verbal guidance given in
these curriculum supports asked teachers to highlight more advanced, powerful societies
and contrast them with lesser developed societies (Good, 2019). In short, teachers were to
use multimodal strategies to perpetuate the values of industrialization and modernization.
This view of multimodality use in education was in opposition to that of multiliteracies
because student empowerment, not student conformity, was the goal of a pedagogy of
multiliteracies (Cope & Kalantzis, 2015). This study, then, is interested in examining
whether current VEEs continue in the goal of developing students to fit into an industrial,
nationalistic society or enable students to Design their social futures for the betterment of
a global society (Garcia et al., 2018).
The advent of the computer marked a transition from simply multimodal
technologies in classrooms to more complex virtual worlds (Downey, 2014). Immersive
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virtual worlds began in the 1970s to facilitate multi-player gaming (Downey, 2014). A
virtual environment named Second Life in the 1990s marked education's first consistent
foray into virtual worlds as VEEs. Though most of today’s VEEs do not mimic the
gamified character of Second Life and other virtual gaming worlds, they do echo the
same purposes of connection beyond physical space and collaboration toward a common
goal, namely, the education of students (Downey, 2014).
Throughout the 1990s and early 2000s, educators experimented with VEEs and
the digital technologies that supported them (Noden, 1995; Whalley & Barbour, 2020). A
few years into the 21st century, VEEs experienced a marked increase in the types and
number of environments being established (Morgan, 2015). By 2013, most states in the
U.S. had founded virtual schools (Morgan, 2015). In a 2019 review of K-12 VEEs, over
800 virtual schools existed across the U.S. (Molnar et al., 2019).
Research in and about VEEs has expanded in recent years, with studies focusing
both on theory (Gee & Gee, 2017; Jacobs, 2012/2013) and empirical research (Arnesen et
al., 2019; Whalley & Barbour, 2020). But one difficulty that has persisted in research on
K-12 VEEs is that the definitions used to identify online and offline learning have not
been standardized (Lowes & Lin, 2018). In this study, a virtual environment is defined as
“an organization of sensory information that leads to perceptions of a synthetic
environment as non-synthetic” (Blascovich et al., 2002, p. 128). In other words, users
think of the environment as more than just a technological tool but as a place in which
they can interact and participate. K-12 VEEs are most often categorized as one of three
types: full-time, supplemental, or blended environments (Molnar et al., 2019). Full-time
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VEEs provide all instruction in the VEE, and communication can be both synchronous
and asynchronous (Molnar et al., 2019). Supplemental VEEs are a subset of full-time
VEEs that provide individual classes to students, usually for specific purposes, such as
offering courses not currently offered at a local school or helping students recover credits
for failed courses (Oliver et al., 2009). These VEEs are often state-run schools
(Evergreen Education Group, 2018; Molnar et al., 2019). Studies of VEEs indicate
supplemental VEEs typically used more asynchronous communication than full-time
VEEs (Eisenbach & Greathouse, 2020; Hawkins et al., 2012; Hawkins et al., 2013; Lin et
al., 2017). Blended K-12 VEEs provide virtual courses in a physical classroom, with part
of the day dedicated to virtual instruction and the rest of the instruction delivered face-toface (Molnar et al., 2019). Even within these broad categories, some VEEs are difficult to
classify (Molnar et al., 2019). The increase in VEE-based studies has, however, produced
some general understandings as well as some concerns regarding the use of VEEs.
General Characteristics of Virtual Education Environments in Modern
Research. Research in VEEs has indicated VEEs are similar to brick-and-mortar schools
in their organization (Reid et al., 2009; Taylor & McNair, 2018) but different in the roles
their stakeholders and technologies play in the education process (Dawson et al., 2013;
DiPietro et al., 2008; Richardson et al., 2015; Tsankov et al., 2018). Reid et al. (2009)
reported that despite the ever-changing nature of the virtual realm, VEEs required intense
organization and planning just as brick-and-mortar schools did to be successful.
Similarly, Taylor and McNair (2018) concluded the planning of organizational structures
was more important even than the selection of an online platform for VEE success.
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However, while the need for structure remains in VEEs, the structure itself varies
from brick-and-mortar schools (Dawson et al., 2013; DiPietro et al., 2008; Richardson et
al., 2015; Tsankov et al., 2018). First, the role of technology shifts from supporting
learning to mediating almost learning (Tsankov et al., 2018). Second, teachers have
different responsibilities in VEEs (Dawson et al., 2013; DiPietro, 2010; DiPietro et al.,
2008; Ferdig et al., 2009; Tunison & Sackney, 2004; Wilkens et al., 2014). Namely,
teachers function as facilitators instead of authoritarians as students move through the
curriculum (Dawson et al., 2013; DiPietro, 2010; Tunison & Sackney, 2004; Wilkens et
al., 2014). They may also find themselves becoming administrative assistants (Ferdig et
al., 2009), technology experts (DiPietro et al., 2008; Ferdig et al., 2009), and sometimes
course designers (Ferdig et al., 2009).
Third, school leaders experience a shift in their roles and workload. VEE
administrators in a case study by Richardson et al. (2015) explained they struggled more
with hiring because of the frequent enrollment fluctuations. In another study, online
principals spent more time as teacher evaluators and managers than as curricular leaders
(Quilici & Joki, 2011). Administrators have also taken on the role of transition coach,
helping students and teachers adjust to the VEE (Pollock, 2020). These differences in
VEE structures and roles have produced some concerns (Belair, 2012; Zhu et al., 2019).
Concerns with Virtual Education Environments in Modern Research.
Rresearchers and educators have expressed concern regarding several VEE issues,
including communication strategies used in these schools (Belair, 2012), issues of equity
(Barbour et al., 2012; Rice et al., 2019), and evidences of decreased academic
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achievement (Callahan & King, 2018; Fitzpatrick et al., 2020; Molnar et al., 2019). One
concern has been the method and frequency of communication in VEEs (Belair, 2012).
Observational studies have tracked student-teacher contact and found attempts at regular
contact with students may fail, resulting in lower grades for students (Belair, 2012). The
best strategy appears to be a multiplicity of avenues for communication and a regular
schedule for communication (Belair, 2012). Thus, the importance of teacher contact with
students makes the study of teachers’ DWF processes a salient topic for VEE-based
research.
Another aspect of concern has been how to ensure equity among students in VEEs
(Barbour et al., 2012; Rice et al., 2019). Some researchers feel VEEs increase inequity in
their schools by marketing themselves to all students as better options, yet the data does
not bear out this reality (Barbour et al., 2012; Jaroslawska et al., 2016; Rice et al., 2019;
Thompson et al., 2012). For example, in a case study by Rice et al. (2019), one parent of
a child with multiple disabilities felt that the advertised education and the results the child
received did not align; the student’s workload was too intense, and teacher support was
lacking. In another study, rural Canadian students enrolled in VEE courses completed the
coursework assigned in a supplemental VEE course while at their local brick-and-mortar
school because most of them had slow or nonexistent internet access at home (Barbour et
al., 2012). If they had been required to work outside of school such as is the case with
full-time VEEs, they would not have been successful (Barbour et al., 2012).
In contrast with these concerns, some research has found VEEs to be adequate in
supporting diverse student needs (Beck & Beasley, 2020; Drew & Banerjee, 2019). Beck
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and Beasley (2020) concluded older, established VEEs demonstrated strong
differentiation techniques and robust professional development for helping teachers meet
diverse student needs. In another study, VEEs in Great Britain reported an effective
system for attending to the academic, social, and emotional needs of foster care students
who may need extra support at school (Drew & Banerjee, 2019).
Beyond these various stances on equity in VEEs, U.S. virtual schools have
struggled to meet the expectations of national and state entities (Callahan & King, 2018;
Molnar et al., 2019; Nespor & Voithofer, 2016; Thompson et al., 2012). To complicate
this matter, state accountability ratings were unavailable for over half of the VEEs in
existence when Molnar et al. (2019) attempted to survey this data across U.S. virtual
schools. Of those who reported ratings, less than half (48.5%) exhibited passing scores
(Molnar et al., 2019). Several factors have contributed to these lower scores, including
low average graduation rates (Callahan & King, 2018; Nespor & Voithofer, 2016) and
lower standardized achievement scores in reading and math (Fitzpatrick et al., 2020).
Some schools have also reported lower grades when students move from a brick-andmortar school to a VEE (Lin et al., 2019; Thompson et al., 2012), but one study’s results
suggested this phenomenon could have been caused by the negative impact of moving
between any two school locations, not necessarily the move to a VEE (Lueken et al.,
2015).
The factors influencing student success in VEEs have included students’ levels of
intrinsic motivation (Johnston & Barbour, 2013; Reid et al., 2009; Zhang & Lin, 2020)
and students’ consistency of time spent in the course (Ingerham, 2012; Pazzaglia et al.,
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2016; Rice et al., 2019). The size of a VEE-based school and individual class sizes may
be additional factors, with smaller schools and moderately sized classes performing better
(Lin et al., 2019; Waddell, 2017). Interestingly, class size did not affect academic success
in an English Language Arts class in one study of over 12,000 secondary students (Lin et
al., 2019). Though no standard class size has been established for full-time K-12 VEEs
yet, Molnar et al. (2019) found most VEE teachers took on an average of 2.7 times the
number of students present in traditional teachers’ classrooms. This finding contradicted
findings on class size with college classes, which indicated online class sizes should be
smaller than face-to-face classes to account for the increased teacher workload of VEEbased teaching (Tomei & Nelson, 2019).
The structure of the course, or whether the course is asynchronous or has
synchronous elements, also seems to have played a role in student outcomes, though
there does not appear to be a straightforward formula that predicts which course type will
work for differing student populations (Zhang & Lin, 2020). Finally, feedback affected
student achievement as well, and timely, frequent feedback predicted higher student
grades in several studies (Liu & Cavanaugh, 2012; Oliver & Kellogg, 2015; Oliver et al.,
2012). Thus, a study of writing feedback in VEEs may provide information on feedback’s
potential impact on student achievement.
These previous sections have outlined general characteristics of VEEs and the
ongoing concerns related to these environments. As with all sites of education, issues of
power are present as well (Alvermann, 2017; Bourdieu & Passeron, 1965/1994; The New
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London Group, 2000). The next section delves into the sources of power influencing
VEEs.
Power in Virtual Education Environments. VEEs have typically been
governed by one of three organizing bodies, either a state, a local district, or an education
management organization (EMO) (Molnar et al., 2019). Most EMOs are publicly traded
businesses, which adds a layer of power to the schools under an EMO’s purview (Molnar
et al., 2019). Much of the power in VEEs seems to be wielded by whichever entity
controls the resources (Beese & Martin, 2020; Dana et al., 2013; Pollock, 2020; Rice,
2018). In some VEEs, limited financing and staff have been shown to decrease the
quality of online course design (Rice, 2018) and frustrate administrators and teachers
(Pollock, 2020). The rapid transition to VEEs during the COVID-19 pandemic amplified
these frustrations as well (Pollock, 2020). But other virtual schools may find freedom in
this release from the traditional school financing structure; for example, teachers in one
VEE celebrated increases in professional development spending that were particularly
useful given their rural location (Dana et al., 2013). Another group of school leaders
posited that the novelty of starting a new VEE-located school brought extra money to
their district that would have otherwise gone to other schools (Taylor & McNair, 2018).
EMOs may currently maintain a large amount of power in the K-12 VEE landscape
because at last count 64% of the current virtual school student population attended
schools operated by EMOs (Molnar et al., 2019). Nespor and Voithofer (2016) found that
EMOs held much sway over individually chartered schools because they provided
supplemental financing, curricular resources, and technical support.
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The power dynamics of EMOs and VEEs are complicated further by the fact that
many of these organizations have existed to turn a profit for investors (Bausell, 2016).
Share values of the second largest EMO operating in the U.S. have consistently climbed
in recent years, indicating they are indeed making money on VEEs and related virtual
school products (Bausell, 2016). This reality has influenced some scholars to advise
against the growth of VEEs by for-profit EMOs due to the fear that these corporations
will cut costs at the expense of students’ education (Bausell, 2016; Molnar et al., 2019).
Others have argued that EMOs are more likely to find ways to make the quality of their
services better to maintain enrollment growth (Hentschke et al., 2002). Because this study
was situated in a VEE controlled by a for-profit EMO, the examination of power in the
data necessarily included these larger institutional forces.
On a pedagogical level, teachers may feel more freedom and power in VEEs than
in brick-and-mortar schools (Dana et al., 2013; Taylor & McNair, 2018). Additionally,
the technology itself often has become a mediator of power, depending on who controls
the VEE spaces and tools (Tsankov et al., 2018). Thus, this study incorporated an
exploration of these sources of power as well. This brief review of research with VEEbased education has shown VEEs are not necessarily online replications of traditional
schools (Barbour et al., 2012; Dawson et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2019; Pollock, 2020;
Tsankov et al., 2018). Because of the unique nature of these environments, this review of
VEE-based research also elaborates on the ways VEEs operate in new ways as space,
place, and tool.
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Virtual Education Environment as Space, Place, and Tool. The following
sections highlight the ways VEEs are spaces of academic discourse, places inhabited by
people, practices, and objects, and tools that require specific skills from stakeholders. The
notions of place and space have been debated among literacy researchers and
philosophers (Comber, 2011; Foucault, 1967/1984; Green, 2012). As digital media and
globalization spread, Green (2012) and others (Comber, 2011; Gieryn, 2000) sought to
expand the definitions of place and space, particularly in light of the fluidity between the
real and the virtual. Individuals act on these spaces through the use of VEE tools
(Vygotsky, 1978). In the paragraphs below, the concepts of space, place, and tool are
further defined and explored as they apply to VEEs.
Virtual Education Environment as Space and Place. Space is understood in this
study as a “set of relations by which a given site can be defined” (Foucault, 1967/1984, p.
3). Place is “space filled up by people, practices, objects and representations” (Gieryn,
2000, p. 465). Because VEEs lack physical boundaries, the notions of space and place are
blurred in these environments (Green, 2012), and VEE space and place can be defined by
the tools, people, and practices that interact within the VEE (Green, 2012). In other
words, VEEs exist for education; therefore, they are defined by the roles and practices of
academic discourse (Duff, 2010; Gee, 2011). These environments may perpetuate
traditional notions of academic discourse (Adelstein & Barbour, 2017; Goodfellow, 2005;
Hawkins et al., 2011) or redesign it (Chou & Liu, 2005; Gregory, 2014; Howard et al.,
2020; Waddell, 2017). One way VEEs may impact academic discourse is through the
VEE space itself. Because VEEs lack physical boundaries they can create a sense of a
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more open, neutral space than brick-and-mortar school spaces (Richardson et al., 2015).
In turn, this sense of openness may blur power structures between roles such as teacher
and student (Richardson et al., 2015).
Another way academic discourse might be transformed in VEE space and place is
through the people who navigate the VEE (Chou & Liu, 2005; Ligorio & Van Veen,
2006; Tunison & Sackney, 2004; Waddell, 2017; Wilkens et al., 2014). Students may be
given more power as sources of knowledge (Ligorio & Van Veen, 2006; Tunison &
Sackney, 2004) or designers of their school schedules or pacing (Waddell, 2017; Wilkens
et al., 2014). Teachers may affirm this power shift as well through their offering students
more opportunities to lead curricular decision making (Cloutier, 2018). A third area in
which VEE spaces and places may be different than traditional school spaces is VEE
literacy practices, which are some of the most basic elements of academic discourse
socialization (Duff, 2010). In VEEs, strategies such as gamification have allowed literacy
to be reimagined and re-purposed (Apperley & Beavis, 2011; Beavis et al., 2009; Flewitt,
2011).
As with all spaces of social interaction, VEEs are not without conflict (Lakkala et
al., 2007; Rice & Carter, 2016; Zeide & Nissenbaum, 2018). Conflicts have arisen
primarily around the distribution of power. Green (2012) encouraged literacy researchers
to think about place as socioculturally situated; he argued one’s place could not be
separated from the forces of power at work in society. Previous studies observed these
conflicts (Rice & Carter, 2016; Zeide & Nissenbaum, 2018). For example, students in
one study were frustrated by teachers’ limiting student autonomy in pacing and course
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structure (Rice & Carter, 2016). In another instance, educators in a VEE and the
businessmen who owned the VEE’s platform disagreed over how resources should be
allocated (Zeide & Nissenbaum, 2018). Thus, past research with VEEs demonstrated
these environments were power-laden spaces. These findings informed the current
study’s approach to exploring power dynamics in VEE-based DWF by suggesting
possible areas of conflict and sources of power present in the VEE space. One important
feature of the VEEs as space and place is its ability to allow collaboration across other
spaces (Apperley and Beavis, 2011; Bulfin & North, 2007; Flewitt, 2011; Lammers &
Van Alstyne, 2019; Steinkuehler & King, 2009). VEEs may be extensions of the
classroom (Flewitt, 2011; Lammers & Van Alstyne, 2019; Steinkuehler & King, 2009) or
alternatives to the classroom (Hay & Pymm, 2010/2011). They may also serve as
connections between school and students’ other communities, such as home or peer
groups (Apperley and Beavis, 2011; Bulfin & North, 2007; Lammers & Van Alstyne,
2019; Lapadat et al., 2010; Rafalow, 2018). This collaborative aspect of VEEs aligns
with the notion of local and global connectivity in multiliteracies (The New London
Group, 1996).
Virtual Education Environment as Tool. Due to VEEs’ mediating role in
communication and learning, these environments also function as mediating tools, or
external agents by which individuals construct new meanings or actions (Vygotsky,
1978). VEEs have been used as pedagogical tools to teach a variety of subjects (Hay &
Pymm, 2010/2011). VEEs have also mediated social classroom interactions that would
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previously have occurred face-to-face (Cassell et al., 2007; Hay & Pymm, 2010/2011;
Roussinos & Jimoyiannis, 2011; Swinth & Blascovich, 2002).
Several studies have investigated VEEs as tools for literacy learning (Cassell et
al., 2007; Flewitt, 2011; Kambouri et al., 2006). VEEs may be able to teach digital
literacy skills that students need to interact in other digital spaces (Eyman, 2007;
Roussinos & Jimoyiannis, 2011). But these environments have also required specific
skills from stakeholders for learning to occur (Barbour et al., 2014; Cavanaugh & Roe,
2019; Oliver et al., 2010). Navigation may be particularly important in the virtual realm,
where hyperlinks and popups have often been among the multimodal design features
(Cope & Kalantzis, 2000; Eyman, 2007). Though VEEs may help facilitate education,
when VEEs function solely as tools without interaction between stakeholders, students’
academic outcomes and social interactions can suffer and teachers can feel less effective
(Hawkins et al., 2013). Thus, analyzing the concepts of the VEE as space, place, and tool
are all essential to understanding how a VEE functions. This review of research in VEEs
recounted the history of VEEs, common VEE characteristics and related concerns, and
the relevant theoretical constructs necessary to understand these environments. The
following section provides an analysis of this previous research from a methodological
perspective.
Methodological Considerations for Research in Virtual Education
Environments. This review of research in VEEs reveals several key methodological
considerations for researchers working in this field. Research in VEEs has spanned many
different methodologies from experimental studies (Guegan et al., 2020) to
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phenomenological case studies (Eisenbach & Greathouse; 2020). A consistent trend in
VEE research has been a lack of a clear theoretical basis (Adelstein & Barbour, 2017; Lin
et al., 2017; Oliver et al., 2009). Therefore, the current study sought to draw connections
between theory and data in each chapter (Reinking & Yaden, 2020). Another common
point of confusion in the literature was a lack of a specific, named methodology
(Cavanaugh & Roe, 2019; DiPietro, 2010; Ingerham, 2012; Oliver et al., 2010; Rice &
Carter, 2016). To avoid this pitfall, I thoroughly explain the implementation of multiple
case study methods in Chapter 3. Because modern VEEs are facilitated by digital
technologies (Molnar et al., 2019; Morgan, 2015), stakeholders engage in digital
literacies as part of their involvement in these spaces (Tang & Chaw, 2016).
Consequently, the next section gives an overview of current research with school-based
digital literacies practices.
School-Based Digital Literacies
Though scholars use a variety of terms to describe technology-mediated literacy
practices (Livingstone et al., 2008), in this study I use the term digital literacies, defined
as literacy practices that incorporate the use of digital tools to craft meaning (Gillen &
Barton, 2010). Understanding school-based digital literacies is important to this study
because 21st-century writing is grounded in digital literacies (Yancey, 2009), and digital
literacies skills are an integral part of students’ success in VEEs (Tang & Chaw, 2016).
Digital literacies also play a key role in approaching writing pedagogy from a
multiliteracies standpoint. Cope and Kalantzis (2015) recommended the inclusion of
digital literacies skills as part of a pedagogy of multiliteracies. Additionally, a review of
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multimodal writing in secondary classrooms indicated digital spaces were the most
common sites of multimodal composing (Nash, 2018). Several common themes exist
across the field of research with school-based digital literacies:
1. School-based digital literacies have differed from traditional school reading
and writing (Liu, 2005; Martin & Lambert, 2015; Ranker, 2008).
2. These literacies have posed benefits to some students (Flewitt et al., 2014;
Gruszczynska et al., 2013).
3. These literacies have also presented barriers to certain groups of students
(Archer, 2012; Burnett et al., 2006).
A Comparison of Digital and Traditional School-Based Literacies. Schoolbased digital literacies have changed the act of reading from a linear approach to a
browsing approach (Liu, 2005). Digital writing tasks have also expanded and transformed
(Cope & Kalantzis, 2015; Nash, 2018; Ranker, 2008). For example, student writing has
been more easily collaborative in digital spaces (Jenkins, 2006; Martin & Lambert,
2015), and students’ researching has been more rapid and included additional types of
searching such as image searches (Ranker, 2008). Students have also had the opportunity
to write for larger, more immediate audiences than were possible with traditional schoolbased literacies (Martin & Lambert, 2015; Yancey, 2009). Along with changes to the acts
of reading and composing, the roles of teachers and students have morphed as well
(Miller, 2007). For example, in one study teachers more frequently gave up their position
as an expert with students’ text production (Miller, 2007). The main driver for these
differences in digital writing processes may be an increase in multimodal text creation, or
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the concurrent use of more than one mode of communication, including visual elements,
kinetic elements, and audio elements (Archer, 2012; Jenkins, 2006; Jewitt, 2005; The
New London Group, 1996).
As a concept, multimodality is not new; writing and reading have been
multimodal since humans first developed sign systems (Jewitt, 2005). But digital
technology has transformed multimodality by changing the way readers and writers
attend to the various modes (Jewitt, 2005). Decision-making about text elements has been
emphasized, and the number of decisions to be made around text design has increased
(Jewitt, 2005). The interaction between modes has become more dynamic and complex as
well; consider, for example, the many kinetic features available on simple computer
applications such as PowerPoint that have facilitated text movement and interaction
between text, audio, and visual elements (Jewitt, 2005).
Multimodality in school-based digital literacies has implications for equity and
power because students must have access to tools to craft these texts and must grasp
difficult academic language to analyze and critique them (Archer, 2012). Multimodality,
then, is also tied to discussions of academic discourse (Archer, 2012). The interaction of
academic discourse with multimodality as part of school-based digital literacies has
produced some benefits and barriers for students (Burnett et al., 2006; Cassell et al.,
2007; Flewitt et al., 2014; Ranker, 2008; Shin, 2014; Zammit, 2013).
Benefits of School-Based Digital Literacies. Gruszczynska et al. (2013)
suggested that digital literacy pedagogy can be motivating for students, can offer ways to
connect learning across disciplines, and can position students as powerful and
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knowledgeable. A further benefit of digital literacies is that underrepresented students
may find new ways to interact with academic discourse through digital tools (Cassell et
al., 2007; Flewitt et al., 2014; Ranker, 2008; Shin, 2014; Zammit, 2013). As one
example, Cassell et al. (2007) developed digital interactive avatars that engaged with
preschool and early elementary students to build emergent literacy skills such as
storytelling. One avatar was programmed to encourage storytelling according to certain
norms of African-American Vernacular English (AAVE), resulting in emergent literacy
skills growth for students who spoke AAVE as their primary dialect (Cassell et al., 2007).
English language learners may also find digital spaces helpful for negotiating new
identities and expanding their language skills, as in the case of a student whose
participation in a class blog led to increased confidence in academic interactions (Shin,
2014). Though some studies have highlighted the benefits of using school-based digital
literacies, other researchers have pointed out the barriers students may encounter to
engaging with these literacies (Archer, 2012; Burnett et al., 2006; Jenkins, 2006).
Barriers to School-Based Digital Literacies. A primary barrier to students’ use
and enjoyment of school-based digital literacies may be their previous experiences with
technology in general; in a previous study, students with broad technology experience
tended to have the necessary mindsets and skills to be successful with digital literacies at
school (Burnett et al., 2006). Lack of access to needed technology skills outside of
school, on the other hand, reduced the likelihood of successfully developing the needed
skills at school (Burnett et al., 2006). In other research, a further barrier to student
involvement was not possessing a deep knowledge of the academic and technical
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language needed to engage with digital, multimodal texts (Archer, 2012). Teachers may
be able to lessen this gap in participation and knowledge through explicit teaching of
terminology, genres, and power structures necessary for navigating digital literacies
(Archer, 2012; Jenkins, 2006).
School-Based Digital Literacies in Virtual Education Environments. Digital
literacies have been used across a variety of schools and grade levels (Archer, 2012;
Krishnan et al., 2019; Liu, 2005), but some schools are facilitated through VEEs, which
may further complicate the teaching and learning of digital literacies (DiPietro, 2008).
VEE-based ELA teachers reported that understanding digital communication strategies
was more important for their content area in this type of environment because giving
feedback on students’ writing in a VEE felt harsher without a strong relationship between
teacher and student (DiPietro, 2008). The COVID-19 pandemic pushed schools to move
rapidly to VEEs (Hamilton et al., 2020b), consequently affecting school-based digital
literacies practices in new ways (Rauf, 2020). Students and teachers often lost access to
technologies they had at school and schools were left scrambling to supply the needed
tools and devices (Pollock, 2020; Rauf, 2020). Teachers reported needing help shifting
their curricula online, indicating they may have lacked the necessary digital literacies
skills to complete this task (Hamilton et al., 2020a). These needs compounded existing
disparities in access to digital literacies and furthered the participation gap described by
Jenkins (2006).
Another concern with implementing digital literacies in virtual schools has been
that the physical separation between students and teachers may cause some students with
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budding digital literacy skills to struggle without face-to-face support (Pollock, 2020).
Amid school shutdowns that exacerbated these concerns, Reynolds et al. (2020)
suggested teachers use frequent writing assignments paired with multiple sources of
digital writing feedback to best assess student learning. The literature on DWF generally
supports the authors’ recommendations (Barnard et al., 2015; Chong, 2019; Grouling,
2018; Johnson et al., 2019; Reynolds et al., 2020), but there has been little research done
regarding the use of DWF in full-time VEEs (Dagen et al., 2008; Vincelette, 2013).
Therefore, this study is relevant to the field of school-based digital literacies due to the
need for more data on how VEE-based teachers can enact effective DWF strategies. The
following section delves into the nature of writing feedback based on past research by
comparing various sources and modes of feedback and highlighting the relevant data on
DWF.
Writing Feedback
Previous research on writing feedback has indicated some general understandings
as well as enduring conflicts within the topic. Writing feedback has been a frequent and
almost expected element of literacy instruction (Graham & Perin, 2007; Hattie &
Timperley, 2007). Researchers, for their part, have taken various stances toward writing
feedback; one such divergence has been the role of writing feedback in writing pedagogy
(Anson, 2000; Hattie & Timperley, 2007). Some scholars viewed feedback as necessary
(Beck, 2006; Duijnhouwer et al., 2012; Ferris, 2014; Hattie & Timperley, 2007; McVey,
2008; Osborne & Walker, 2014; Peterson & McClay, 2010; Waner, 2013; Vandercook,
2012), while others saw feedback as optional (Anson, 2000; Batchelor, 2018; Murphy,
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2000). Researchers tended to agree more readily on certain traits of effective writing
feedback; feedback more often resulted in improved writing skills when the giver of
feedback understood the learner’s needs and gave feedback that the learner perceived as
helpful and personalized (Barnard & Campbell, 2005; Barnard et al., 2015; Chong, 2019;
Hyland, 2003; Mackiewicz & Thompson, 2013; Macklin, 2016; Pedersen, 2018).
Effective writing feedback also positively influenced students’ motivation to write (Chen,
2014; Lin & Yang, 2011).
Many scholars identified writing feedback as essential for building students’
academic writing skills, indicating this practice was a means of academic discourse
socialization (Anson, 2000; Barnard & Campbell, 2005; Barnard et al., 2015; Batchelor,
2018; Benko, 2012; Brakel, 1990; Ferris, 2014; Hayes & Flower, 1983; Murphy, 2000;
Osborne & Walker, 2014; van den Bergh et al., 2015). As such, power dynamics
appeared at times in writing feedback research (Chen, 2014; Chong, 2019; Ferris, 2014;
Lin & Yang, 2011). In several studies, students and teachers expressed that they desired
writing feedback to function as a dialogue; and students often did not want mandated
changes but rather suggestions from their teachers (Chen, 2014; Chong, 2019; Ferris,
2014; Lin & Yang, 2011). In short, writing feedback appears to be a common academic
practice imbued with power.
Writing Feedback as Part of Revision. Revision is rewriting a text to strengthen
it and remove observed problems in the writing (Hayes et al., 1987). Revision can occur
at any point in the writing process; a writer can revise during planning, for instance, or
after a draft is completed (Fitzgerald, 1987). Hayes et al. (1987) identified key
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differences in the processes expert and novice writers go through to revise a text; namely,
experts typically find more complex problems in a text while revising, but they also
conceive more possible solutions for solving these problems. If teachers can be
considered expert academic writers, then their input during the revision process may
strengthen student writing, but more research is needed in this area (Graham & Perin,
2007; Graham et al., 2015). Not surprisingly, K-12 students may often struggle with
identifying and solving problems in their writing (Hayes et al., 1987). Research has
indicated several effective methods for improving students’ skills in this area, including
teacher writing feedback (Graham et al., 2015), peer writing feedback (Graham et al.,
2011; MacArthur et al., 1991; Philippakos & MacArthur, 2016), and support in
organizing the mental steps for revision (Graham, 1997). A review of writing feedback
research by Graham et al. (2015) indicated that writing feedback from a variety of
sources can be effective. The following sections detail recent research findings on the
most common sources of writing feedback for students: peer writing feedback, automated
writing feedback, and teacher writing feedback.
Peer Writing Feedback. Peer writing feedback has been studied for its impact on
student motivation to write (Lin & Yang, 2011) and its impact on student revision skills
and writing quality (Cho & MacArthur, 2010; Graham et al., 2015; Philippakos &
MacArthur, 2016). Peer review may benefit both the giver (Philippakos & MacArthur,
2016) and the receiver of feedback (Graham et al., 2015). One study conducted by
Philippakos & MacArthur (2016) used a randomized control group and data from pretests
and posttests to examine the effects of peer review on older elementary students’
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revisions. Results indicated that giving peer feedback benefited students’ revision skills
and improved their persuasive writing (Philippakos & MacArthur, 2016). In another
study, students expressed mixed feelings about peer feedback, but they tended to view it
more positively if peers were not involved in grading procedures (Kaufman & Schunn,
2011).
When implementing peer writing feedback, scaffolding from experts or teachers
appears to be helpful to students (Barnard et al., 2015; Philippakos & MacArthur, 2016).
Students in a study of undergraduate students’ perceptions of writing feedback felt their
efforts at peer writing feedback were effective due to their teachers’ clear structure and
guidelines for the strategy (Barnard et al., 2015). Further, Philippakos and MacArthur
(2016) demonstrated that fourth- and fifth-grade students who received practice in giving
writing feedback and using evaluation criteria strengthened reviewers’ own writing.
Beyond peer writing feedback, another type of writing feedback that appears in the
research literature is automated writing feedback.
Automated Writing Feedback. Due to the growth of technology and its
continued application to the field of education, researchers have begun to explore the
possibilities of using computer technology to automate the writing feedback process in
hopes this shift could save time for teachers and students while maintaining a high level
of effectiveness ((Roscoe & McNamara, 2013; Graham et al., 2015; Zhang & Hyland,
2018). The body of research in this area is not extensive, but results from recent studies
indicated computer-directed feedback can produce growth in student writing (Graham et
al., 2015; Roscoe & McNamara, 2013). Graham et al. (2015) cautioned against looking at
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these results as a full endorsement of automated writing feedback, however, because of
the limited research. Automated writing feedback has also been one-sided, not dialogic,
which contradicts stated student and teacher preferences for feedback in other studies
(Chen, 2014; Chong, 219; Ferris, 2014; Lin & Yang, 2011). One recommendation for
further research in this area was to pursue studies that examine the relationship between
computer feedback and teachers’ feedback and their combined effects on student writing
(Graham et al., 2015). This study included both of these feedback types in one case, thus
forwarding the stated research needs.
Peer and automated writing feedback have proven to be effective strategies to
enable writing growth (Graham et al., 2015; Graham & Perin, 2007; Philippakos &
MacArthur, 2016), and peer feedback appears to remove some of these power dynamics
present in teacher feedback (Cho & MacArthur, 2010). However, it is unlikely that either
of these feedback sources will ever completely replace teacher writing feedback, nor
should they because teacher writing feedback may positively influence student writing as
well (Graham et al., 2015; Graham & Perin, 2007). The subsequent section surveys the
research on teachers’ writing feedback.
Teacher Writing Feedback. Teacher writing feedback has been perhaps the most
common source of academic writing feedback (Hast & Healy, 2018; Osborne & Walker,
2014; Peterson & McClay, 2010; Torres & Anguiano, 2016; Zhan, 2016). Teachers may
typically lead this process (Hast & Healy, 2018; Osborne & Walker, 2014; Peterson &
McClay, 2010; Torres & Anguiano, 2016; Zhan, 2016), following what Cazden (2001)
labeled IREF: Initiate, Respond, Evaluate, and give Feedback. In this model, the teacher
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initiates a writing task, students respond with a submitted text, and the teacher evaluates
it and gives feedback to the student. Recent studies on text-based writing feedback
affirmed this model (Benko, 2012; Ferris, 2014; Hattie & Timperley, 2007; Huang, 2016;
Lenters & Grant, 2016; Peterson & McClay, 2010).
Teachers generally seemed to care about how students perceived their feedback
(Hyland & Hyland, 2001), and they understood the relationship between their feedback
and student motivation to write (Peterson & McClay, 2010). Results on whether teacher
feedback is effective in improving student writing were mixed (Graham & Perin, 2007;
Graham et al., 2015; Hattie & Timperley, 2007). Researchers theorized this lack of solid
support for or against teacher feedback results stemmed from limited research on the
topic (Graham et al., 2015). Truax (2018) affirmed the connection between teachers’
writing feedback and students’ motivation to revise; findings showed feedback positively
impacted student motivation when it was focused and specific but not overly critical.
Teacher writing feedback may be a place of resistance to academic discourse
(Kang & Dykema, 2017). Freshman composition students in a study by Kang and
Dykema (2017) interacted with teacher feedback in a multiplicity of ways from complete
acceptance to outright rejection of the feedback. The researchers interpreted some of
these interactions as acts of student agency (Kang & Dykema, 2017). Besides research on
different sources of writing feedback in the classroom, researchers have also studied the
impact of different types of writing feedback, such as hard copy (Bardine, 1999) or
digital (Alvarez et al., 2012; Chen, 2014; McVey, 2008), and text-based (Hast & Healy,
2018; Zhan, 2016) or multimodal (Ali, 2016; Bourelle et al., 2017). In the following
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sections, I discuss the common features of text-based writing feedback and compare the
research on hard copy and digital text-based writing feedback with multimodal writing
feedback.
Text-Based Writing Feedback. Across writing feedback research, much of the
focus has been on text-based feedback (Hast & Healy, 2018; Osborne & Walker, 2014;
Peterson & McClay, 2010; Torres & Anguiano, 2016; Zhan, 2016). Several themes
appeared across research on text-based feedback. One common thread was that receivers
of effective text-based writing feedback experienced increased motivation to write
(Barnard et al., 2015; Hyland, 2003; Mackiewicz & Thompson, 2013; Waner, 2013).
Another common focus in text-based feedback research was the level of detail in teacher
feedback language, with more detail generally considered to be a positive trait of writing
feedback (Duijnhouwer et al., 2012; Hyland, 2003; Huang, 2016; Hyland & Hyland,
2001; Johnson et al., 2019; Ruegg, 2015; Zhan, 2016). A third focus in research was the
tone and emotion conveyed in teachers’ feedback language. Emotional language is
conceived here broadly as the actual written words a teacher uses or as the perceived tone
of feedback language (Hyland & Hyland, 2001). Results of studies on this topic indicated
students pay attention to tone, sometimes even reading tone into words that might seem
neutral to an external reader (Chen, 2014; Huang, 2016; Hyland & Hyland, 2001).
Students also sometimes appreciated when their teachers took a less formal stance in their
feedback tone, thereby mitigating teacher power (Chen, 2014; Huang, 2016).
A final recurring theme in the research was the influence of academic discourse
socialization in teachers’ writing feedback (Ädel, 2017; Beck, 2006; Kang & Dykema,
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2017; Stellmack et al., 2015; Torres & Anguiano, 2016; Zacharias, 2007). Teachers held
strong values about what students needed to know and be able to do and sometimes
assumed alignment between student and teacher values regarding academic writing
(Ädel, 2017; Beck, 2006). Students saw text-based writing feedback as helpful, but they
also noticed the disparity between teacher-student power and occasionally took
opportunities to push back on that power by rejecting feedback (Kang & Dykema, 2017).
Comparing Hard Copy and Digital Text-Based Feedback. With the advent of
digital technologies in the classroom, research has moved toward exploring how digital
text-based feedback fits within the larger corpus of feedback research. Digital text-based
feedback has generally been more effective and easier for students and teachers to use
than hard copy text-based feedback (Barnard & Campbell, 2005; Barnard et al., 2015;
Cheng et al., 2015; Chong, 2019; Grieve et al., 2016; Grouling, 2018; Johnson et al.,
2019; Lin & Yang, 2011; Pedersen, 2018). Students sometimes perceived digital textbased feedback as less authoritative (Chen, 2014; Chong, 2019; Lin & Yang, 2011)
though this finding was not universal (McGrath & Atkinson-Leadbeater, 2016). Student
motivation to engage with writing feedback also varied when feedback was delivered
online (Hast & Healy, 2018; Lam et al., 2018). Some students disliked the physical
distance and isolation of the digital text-based feedback, whereas others appreciated the
flexibility of time and space (Lam et al., 2018).
When digital text-based feedback was delivered individually, students tended to
view it as more private (Lam et al., 2018; McGrath & Atkinson-Leadbeater, 2016).
Contrarily, digital text-based feedback presented to students in a wiki, blog, or discussion
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format generally felt more dialogic and more connected to a real audience (Lin & Yang,
2011). Chen (2014) also found that university students appreciated teacher feedback
through a blogging site because the distance in power between the teacher-student roles
seemed to be lessened.
Students may use digital text-based feedback more frequently than hard copy textbased feedback (Barnard & Campbell, 2005; Lin & Yang, 2011; McGrath & Leadbeater,
2016). Student preferences for digital or hard copy text-based feedback seemed to be
connected to their personal learning preferences and technology skills (Grieve et al.,
2016; McCabe et al., 2011). Teachers generally perceived digital text-based feedback to
be easier to implement unless they faced similar barriers to technology (Grouling, 2018;
McCabe et al., 2011).
Based on current research, digital text-based feedback was sometimes more
detailed and longer than hard copy feedback (Chong, 2019; Grouling, 2018; Johnson et
al., 2019; McGrath & Atkinson-Leadbeater, 2016). Interestingly, in two studies
multimodal texts were assessed and given feedback using text-based means instead of
using multimodal feedback (Shin & Cimasko, 2008; Teston et al., 2019). While digital
text-based feedback has seemed promising based on research findings, multimodal
feedback may be an effective means of writing feedback as well (Ali, 2016; Grigoryan,
2017; Vincelette, 2013). The following section outlines current trends in multimodal
writing feedback.
Multimodal Writing Feedback. Multimodal writing feedback has encompassed
a variety of feedback methods (Ali, 2016; Bourelle et al., 2017; Tham, 2017). Studies
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have examined the use of screen casting (Ali, 2016; Cunningham, 2017; Grigoryan,
2017), audio recordings (Bourelle et al., 2017; Ice et al., 2007), and even Google Glass
wearable technology that could record video feedback as the reader looked through a
draft (Tham, 2017). Though multimodal feedback is not synonymous with digital
feedback, many current studies on multimodal feedback used digital technologies to
implement this feedback (Ali, 2016; Bourelle et al., 2017; Dagen et al., 2008; Grigoryan,
2017; Ice et al., 2007; Tham, 2017; Lenters & Grant, 2016; Vincelette, 2013). Themes in
the literature on multimodal writing feedback reflected similar topics to text-based
writing feedback, but they resulted in different findings related to the impact of teacher
tone in feedback (Dagen et al., 2008; Grigoryan, 2017; Ice et al., 2007), the level of detail
(Ali, 2016) and personalization of multimodal writing feedback (Lenters & Grant, 2016),
and the factors that influenced students’ motivation to revise (Cavaleri et al., 2019).
Regarding feedback tone and emotion, students whose teachers used multimodal
writing feedback perceived their teachers as more caring and interested in students’
writing development (Ali, 2016; Dagen et al., 2008; Grigoryan, 2017; Ice et al., 2007;
Vincelette, 2013). This perception may have been due to the dialogic nature of
multimodal feedback (Ali, 2016; Ice et al., 2007; Vincelette, 2013). Students also
characterized multimodal feedback as more detailed and personalized than text-based
feedback (Ali, 2016; Dagen et al., 2008; Grigoryan, 2017; Ice et al., 2007; Tham, 2017;
Lenters & Grant, 2016; Vincelette, 2013) In two studies, multimodal feedback was
verified to be more detailed as well based on comparisons of teachers’ digital text-based
and screencast feedback (Cavaleri et al., 2019; Cunningham, 2017).
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Another area in which multimodal feedback seemed to eclipse text-based
feedback was that students experienced higher levels of motivation and engagement with
multimodal feedback (Ali, 2016; Cavaleri et al., 2019; Grigoryan, 2017; Ice et al., 2007;
Tham, 2017; Vincelette, 2013). In one study, students’ receiving screencast feedback
spurred them to respond to teachers in kind with multimodal responses, indicating this
type of feedback could encourage students to use multimodality in the classroom
(Vincelette, 2013). In exploring the relationship between academic discourse and
multimodal feedback, Cavaleri et al. (2019) found students who struggled more with
academic writing revised more extensively and used more of the teachers’ comments
after receiving audiovisual feedback. This improvement may have partially been due to
teachers’ more detailed explanations of their feedback as opposed to listing directives,
which characterized teachers’ text-based feedback (Cavaleri et al., 2019).
These positive findings were not universal, however; some users experienced
barriers to using multimodal feedback (Ali, 2016; Brick & Holmes, 2008; Grigoryan,
2017; Ice et al., 2010; Tham, 2017). Examples from the research included access to
needed technologies, difficulty using the technology, and increased time spent giving or
receiving feedback (Ali, 2016; Brick & Holmes, 2008; Grigoryan, 2017; Tham, 2017).
Beyond technological or time impediments, students sometimes simply preferred digital
text-based feedback over multimodal feedback (Ali, 2016; Ice et al., 2007).
In summary, multimodal feedback has produced promising results in classrooms
(Ali, 2016; Cavaleri et al., 2019), multimodality is key to a multiliteracies approach (The
New London Group, 2000), and this study is set in a VEE where multimodality may be
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expected more often in the instructional process (Oliver et al., 2009). One of the cases in
this study included a classroom implementing multimodal feedback, thus potentially
adding to the data on this topic.
Methodological Trends in Digital Writing Feedback Research. This review of
writing feedback research holds important implications for the methodological design of
this study. Other reviews of writing feedback have urged for further research regarding
teacher feedback (Graham et al., 2015; Graham & Perin, 2007). This study addressed this
gap by focusing on teachers’ DWF. One characteristic of past writing feedback research
was the emphasis on perceptions of feedback (Bardine, 1999; Bickerstaff, 2012; Chen,
2014; Ferris, 2014; Lee, 2008; Hast & Healy, 2018; Hyland, 2003; Kang & Dykema,
2017; Lee, 2008; Mustafa, 2012; Zhan, 2016). Perceptions are important because they
form the basis of self-efficacy and agency (Bandura, 1982).
However, students and teachers may sometimes perceive the writing feedback
process as helpful when the feedback may not produce any meaningful changes to
student writing; studies that collected actual feedback and writing data in addition to
surveys and interview data were able to detect this discontinuity (Dagen et al., 2008;
Ferris, 2014; Grouling, 2018). Thus, this study collected feedback and writing artifacts as
well as interview and observation data to enable triangulation across stated perceptions,
student writing, and teacher writing feedback. The variety of feedback sources (Graham
et al., 2015; Philippakos & MacArthur, 2016; Roscoe & McNamara, 2013) and types
(Bardine, 1999; Bourelle et al., 2017; Lin & Yang, 2011) across the literature also
prompted the purposeful selection of the cases in this multiple case study.
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Discussion
This literature review of VEEs, school-based digital literacies, and writing
feedback revealed several key themes regarding where the research has previously
focused and how future research studies should proceed. Perceptions of VEEs have
varied (Johnston & Barbour, 2013; Molnar et al., 2019), but traditional means of school
assessment have indicated secondary VEEs are not meeting the needs of U.S. students
(Fitzpatrick et al., 2020; Molnar et al., 2019). Yet VEEs are expanding rapidly, and
schools supported by for-profit EMOs have taken on the majority of the student
population (Molnar et al., 2019). Molnar et al. (2019) recommended VEEs stop growing
while researchers and educators try to figure out what is going wrong. Other scholars
pushed for further growth, citing the ways VEEs can reach rural and traditionally
marginalized populations (Johnston & Barbour, 2013). The COVID-19 pandemic
accelerated VEEs’ growth (Farrow et al., 2020) and intensified arguments on both sides
of the VEE issue (Butcher, 2020; Welner, 2020). Fitzpatrick et al. (2020) consequently
called for more qualitative research in these environments to examine what teachers and
students are doing in these schools.
Another theme from the research on VEEs is that academic discourse has been
enacted in different ways in these environments (Chou & Liu, 2005; Gregory, 2014;
Howard et al., 2020; Waddell, 2017). Finally, VEE research has often been treated in
aggregate, even though full-time and supplemental VEEs looked different across several
studies in student demographics, curricular approaches, and communication strategies
(Barbour et al., 2012; Molnar et al., 2019; Sweeney & Gray, 2019; Waddell, 2017).
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Therefore, this study sought to add precision to the field of VEE research by focusing
solely on a full-time VEE.
Much of the writing feedback research has been qualitative, but many studies
collected only one or two types of data (Barnard et al., 2015; Cunningham, 2017; Ice et
al., 2010; Tham, 2017). In particular, studies often did not collect writing feedback
artifacts, opting instead to gather survey responses or conduct interviews (Barnard et al.,
2015; Ice et al., 2010; Tham, 2017). Studies on writing feedback using think-aloud
protocols (Hodges, 1997; Hyland & Hyland, 2001) and collecting student writing and
teacher feedback (Dagen et al., 2008; Ferris, 2014; Grouling, 2018) captured a more
complete picture of the phenomenon, but there is still a gap in understanding writing
feedback due to the lack of varied data collection. This gap may be partially addressed by
the multiple case study approach used in this study, where multiple sources of data were
collected.
Another area of need in writing feedback research relates to the study of teachers’
DWF in secondary VEEs. Few studies of DWF have taken place in VEEs (Barnard et al.,
2015; Chen, 2014; Grigoryan, 2017; Ice et al., 2007; McVey, 2008), indicating a possible
gap in writing feedback research. Additionally, few studies have explored how VEEs as
space, place, and tool affect the power dynamics in the DWF process (Comber, 2011; Ice
et al., 2007). In a comparison of research with various types of writing feedback,
multimodal writing feedback appeared to encourage deeper revision of content and form
and received a more positive student reception than text-based writing feedback (Ali,
2016; Dagen et al., 2008; Grigoryan, 2017; Ice et al., 2007; Lenters & Grant, 2016;
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Tham, 2017; Vincelette, 2013). Therefore, I included one classroom implementing
multimodal feedback in this study to continue this line of exploration. Based on this
review of relevant research, the current study addressed a need for research on the
practices and power dynamics of digital writing feedback in full-time virtual education
environments. The following chapter outlines the methods I used to explore this topic.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHOD
The purpose of this study was to explore the nature of teacher-student interactions
around teachers’ digital writing feedback (DWF) in a virtual education environment
(VEE). This study was needed because a gap exists in researchers’ understanding of
VEE-based writing pedagogy (Fitzpatrick et al., 2020), and researchers have concerns
about the effectiveness of VEE-based literacy instruction (Hamilton et al., 2020b; Miron
& Urschel, 2012) but enrollment in virtual school is growing rapidly (Molnar et al.,
2019). This chapter explains why I used a multiple case study design in this study and
how this design was enacted in a VEE context. A thorough discussion of the case
construction, selection of participants, data collection, and data analysis is provided as
well. Finally, I explain the ethical considerations applicable to this study and the known
limitations of the study’s design and research context. The following research questions
guided the study:
1. What does digital writing feedback look like in a virtual education
environment?
2. What are the power dynamics present in the digital writing feedback process?
3. How is teacher-student power negotiated through the digital writing feedback
process in a virtual education environment?
4. How does the virtual education environment as tool and space affect teacherstudent power dynamics in the context of digital writing feedback?
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Because these questions required an exploration of the phenomenon of DWF in
the context of a VEE, a multiple case study design was appropriate (Yin, 2014). The
following section describes the reasons for this design choice and outlines the design of
this study.
Research Design
Qualitative methodology was appropriate for this study because the research
questions aimed at exploring and describing the phenomenon of DWF in a VEE
(Creswell, 2007; Merriam & Tisdell, 2015). More specifically, the research questions
required a study of relationships among people, relationships between context and
people, situated power dynamics, and complex DWF processes. These types of
phenomena require a methodology that allows for situated study within the VEE context,
for which qualitative research is well-suited (Creswell, 2007).
Qualitative research designs vary based on the purpose of a given study
(Creswell, 2007). This study used a multiple case study approach because the study’s
research questions best aligned with this design (Yin, 2014). A qualitative case study
seeks to explain a current phenomenon while maintaining a “holistic and real-world
perspective” (Yin, 2014, p. 4). Case study design also stems from an epistemological
viewpoint that knowledge is constructed through the interaction of context and entity
(Stake, 2006). A multiple case study design, then, is the study of an existing phenomenon
in multiple contexts (Stake, 2006). The research questions for this study focused on the
interactions among individuals, the VEE, and the larger forces of power at play within a
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specific context. Therefore, a multiple case study design was a good fit for this research
topic.
The phenomenon of interest in this study was the student-teacher interaction
around teachers’ DWF in a VEE. Thus, using a multiple case study design allowed me to
gather several perspectives from which to understand this phenomenon (Stake, 2006).
The context of the study was a virtual education environment; as such, the boundaries of
the context were somewhat difficult to define (Leander, 2008). For multiple case studies
where “the boundaries between phenomenon and context may not be clearly evident”
(Yin, 2014, p. 2), Yin (2014) recommends using tightly focused cases to enable the
researcher to look deeply at the data. Thus, I selected individual classrooms as cases for
this study (Yin, 2014). Each case was a VEE-based English Language Arts classroom. In
case study research, bounding the case refers to determining the limits on time, space,
and participant interactions that exist in a case (Yin, 2014). Because VEE-based
classrooms are not bounded by physical space (Leander, 2008), I defined the bounds of
these cases as the teachers and students in the class. Consequently, any physical or virtual
environments were included as part of the individual case if they were sites of student or
teacher interaction with teachers’ DWF. A total of three cases was acceptable for this
study because this number of cases provided adequate data to address the research
questions (Stake, 2006).
A multiple case study design can strengthen the conclusions to be made from the
data by using replication logic to establish literal and theoretical replication of constructs
in the study (Yin, 2014). Based on previous research on DWF (Barnard et al., 2015;
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Grigoryan, 2017; Ice et al., 2007; McVey, 2008), observations I conducted at the start of
the study, and my previous experience in a full-time VEE, digital text-based feedback is
more common than digital multimodal feedback in this setting. Cases 1 and 2 reported
using digital text-based feedback more often, so these two cases were selected to be
literal replications of each other (Yin, 2014). Case 3 used digital multimodal feedback
more frequently, so this case functioned as a theoretical replication of Cases 1 and 2 to
further strengthen the analysis (Yin, 2014). To enable a closer examination of the
relationships and power structures in the DWF process, embedded units were pulled from
within each classroom case (Yin, 2014). Each embedded unit consisted of a single
teacher-student dyad. I attempted to secure two embedded dyads for each classroom case
to establish replication within the cases as well (Yin, 2014). Figure 3.1 below depicts this
study’s design.
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Figure 3.1
Multiple Case Study Design

Beyond outlining the overarching structure of a multiple case study, identifying
case-level issues is key to multiple case study design because data analysis is conducted
at both the individual case level and the phenomenon level; analyzing the data for all
three cases only in aggregate would likely result in surface-level findings or findings that
do not reflect the unique situations present in the cases (Stake, 2006; Yin, 2014). To aid
in identifying these issues, I developed an individual case plan, which I adapted from
Stake (2006). Figure 3.2 illustrates this case plan. The plan identifies the entities within
each case that provided data. The figure below also details the sources of power and
potential etic issues identified in previous research and through prior engagement with
the study’s setting (Stake, 2006).
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Figure 3.2
Individual Case Plan for Multiple Case Study

In addition to the etic issues and outside influences on participants identified in
the above figure, emic issues also arose during data collection and analysis (Stake, 2006).
I dealt with newly discovered issues at the case level by writing memos and adding
interview questions where appropriate to collect data on these emerging concepts (Stake,
2006). Findings from these additional emic issues are shared in the results chapter. The
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study design and individual case plan guided the development of the study’s procedures
(Stake, 2006; Yin, 2014). The next section discusses these procedures.
Procedures
The procedures for this study were based on suggestions from experienced
researchers for conducting effective multiple case study research (Stake, 2006; Yin,
2014), theories of appropriate research procedures when researching in digital contexts
(Dressman, 2016; Haas et al., 2012), and input from my university’s institutional review
board. I first recruited a study site that fit the criteria of a full-time VEE serving
secondary students. I screened all potential sixth- through twelfth-grade classrooms for
their use of multimodal or text-based DWF. I then selected three cases that met the
following three criteria as encouraged by Stake (2006):
1. The case included the phenomenon of teachers’ DWF.
2. The case contributed to diverse perspectives on the phenomenon.
3. The case allowed for detailed data gathering and close examination of the
setting.
After confirming participation from each classroom case, I enlisted the teachers’
help to recruit students for the student-teacher embedded dyads. Then I proceeded
through data collection, case-level data analysis, and cross-case analysis. Further details
of the data collection and analysis processes are shared later in this chapter. Figure 3.3
depicts the study procedures from case construction to data analysis; this figure is
modeled after Yin’s (2014) recommendations for mapping out a case study.
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Figure 3.3
Procedures for Multiple Case Study
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I implemented these procedures over three school semesters, from the spring
semester of 2020 to the spring of 2021. Table 3.1 below displays the timeline for this
study.
Table 3.1
Timeline of Multiple Case Study
Timeframe

Procedure

January 2020

Recruited study site

August-September 2020

Contacted teachers; screened for inclusion

August-September 2020

Teacher initial interviews; selected cases

September 2020
September 2020-December 2020

Selected embedded unit dyads
Gathered data at the case level and embedded unit level

December 2020-January 2021

Analyzed data and wrote up findings

February 2021

Conducted cross-case analysis

Knowing the context of a multiple case study is important because this knowledge
can facilitate a deeper understanding of the phenomenon (Mjøset, 2009). Thus, the
section below describes the context of this study.
Context of the Study
This discussion of context outlines the population of the study, the broad setting
in which the three cases existed, and the individual case contexts. The broad context of
the study was public, K-12, full-time VEEs in the U.S. The target population was 6th-12th
grade teachers and students participating in ELA classrooms within full-time VEEs.
Preference was given to individuals who had at least one year of previous experience in
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VEEs, but some participants had less than a year of experience in VEEs due to the need
for variety across cases (Yin, 2014) and difficulty securing participants.
The context of this study was multilayered and involved local, state, and national
stakeholders. The following sections describe the context of the school recruited for this
study and the individual case contexts. The outside forces that exert pressure on the
school and classroom cases are outlined in detail because a thorough grasp of the layers
of power in these contexts was crucial to answering the research questions posed in the
study (Cope & Kalantzis, 2015; see also Alvermann, 2017).
School Context
Throughout this study, I refer to the school context as both a VEE and a virtual
charter school. This latter term is helpful to differentiate between a VEE in general and
the specific type of VEE studied here, which is that of a public charter school that
functions as a full-time VEE (Molnar et al., 2019). Virtual charter schools are different
from state-run virtual schools because state-run virtual schools are often created to
support a brick-and-mortar school’s curriculum. Most students in state-provided VEEs
take credit recovery courses or supplemental courses their brick-and-mortar schools do
not offer (Molnar et al., 2019). Students in virtual charter schools, on the other hand,
attend virtually full-time (Molnar et al., 2019).
For this study, I selected a virtual charter school overseen by a for-profit EMO
because EMO-supported virtual charter schools house over half of the virtual school
student population (Molnar et al., 2019). Though this type of school management appears
to be popular among virtual charter schools, previous research has shown that EMOs can
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complicate issues of power for stakeholders such as teachers and students (Hentschke et
al., 2002; Nespor & Voithofer, 2016). I also selected this virtual charter school because I
previously taught in this school; this insider perspective helped me gain access to the
study site and understand the inner workings of the cases more completely (Unluer,
2012).
I conducted this study’s research in a K-12 virtual charter school in the
southeastern U.S. The school is hereafter mentioned by its pseudonym, Southeastern
Virtual School (SVS). I gained access to this study site by contacting the school
administrators in accordance with IRB-approved procedures; signed approval letters for
the study site and the administrator recruitment email template are available in
Appendices A and B. SVS is supported by a large EMO that manages virtual schools in
29 states. SVS opened in 2008 as a public virtual charter school. Current enrollment
hovers around 6,000 students, which is up from 5,443 in the 2019-2020 school year. This
enrollment level establishes SVS as the largest virtual charter school in its state.
According to the most recent publicly available data from last school year, SVS educates
more 7th and 8th graders than any other school in the state, and it is the 5th largest high
school in the state. Figure 3.4 shows the percentage of students enrolled in each grade
level compared to state averages. Even though the school accepts K5 through 12th-grade
students, a majority of its students are in 7th-12th grades, according to the state department
website.
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Figure 3.4
SVS Versus State Average: Enrollment by Grade 2019-2020
SVS Verse State Average: Enrollment by Grade 20192020
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Regarding demographics, SVS had similar percentages of male and female
students during the 2019-2020 school year compared to state averages. Additionally,
White students and students identifying with two or more ethnicities were represented in
higher numbers at SVS, while the percentages of Black/African American, Hispanic, and
Asian students attending SVS were lower than the state averages. However, each
category of ethnicity identified by the state was represented in the school, including
students identifying as American Indian (21 students) and Pacific Islander (five students).
Figure 3.5 below depicts the demographics of the school compared to statewide averages.
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Figure 3.5
SVS Versus Statewide Average: Enrollment Demographics 2019-2020
SVS Versus Statewide Average: Enrollment Demographics 2019-2020
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Compared to the statewide average, a smaller percentage of students with free and
reduced lunch status attended SVS. For the 2020-2021 school year, the percentage of
students qualifying for free or reduced lunch status (51.9%) was lower than the previous
year’s percentage despite SVS enrollment going up by almost 900 students. In the fall of
2020, 55 students (.08%) in the school were recognized as having limited English
proficiency, 732 (11.7%) were served for one or more disabilities, and 779 (12.5%) were
classified as high achieving.
SVS is regionally accredited, and the school’s EMO is accredited by Cognia,
formerly known as AdvancED. Previous research on VEEs has cited teacher quality and
low salaries as a potential impetus for low academic achievement in the schools (Miron
& Urschel, 2012). Thus, details about teacher qualifications and salaries were important
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to include as part of the context. Most teachers working for SVS are considered highly
qualified by national guidelines, and all teachers must be certified in their subject area.
Faculty salaries for SVS teachers and four of the state’s other virtual schools averaged
$44,912, which was the lowest district average across the state. Previous research also
cited student-to-teacher ratio as a possible cause for low standardized test scores in
reading (Miron & Urschel, 2012); SVS’s ratios for ELA courses were estimated to be
148:1 in middle school and 178:1 in high school for the 2020-2021 school year. These
ratios were difficult to compare to brick-and-mortar classrooms in the state due to limited
available data. However, the state’s maximum allowable student load in brick-and-mortar
schools for 6th-12th ELA classes is 150 students across the school day.
While SVS’s demographics look somewhat different from the average school in
its state, as a VEE this school is also a unique space where communication practices and
sometimes pedagogical strategies are different from its brick-and-mortar counterparts
(Apperley & Beavis, 2011; Beavis et al., 2009; Flewitt, 2011). To understand these
differences, I conducted two pilot survey studies over the course of two years with
students, teachers, and caretakers. Additionally, I completed informal interviews with
teachers. As a former teacher at the school, I also had some insider knowledge on how
the school functioned. These interactions and my own knowledge helped me understand
the general workings of SVS as they applied to middle and high school students and their
teachers.
Most of the school’s daily activity occurs on the school’s learning management
system (LMS), a product designed and supported by SVS’s EMO. When a student first
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logs into the LMS, a colorful homepage awaits with pie charts indicating progress for
each course, lists of lessons due that day glowing in blue or red text, and a list down the
righthand side of the page with each of the student’s teachers and their phone numbers
plus links to the teacher’s email. Ironically, this list is on a backdrop seemingly intended
to look like a sheet of notebook paper.
To complete their courses, students access preloaded curricula for each course and
work linearly through the lessons; the units are designed by an external curriculum design
team hired by the EMO. Students can view all the lessons upfront except tests and
quizzes, but they cannot complete lessons out of order. Teachers cannot move lessons
around for individual students either, though they can request that units be reordered for
an entire class. Teachers do have the ability to drop lessons or assignments for individual
students and whole classes, and they can add modification notes for lessons as well.
While many of the high school ELA courses have not been substantially changed for over
five years, the middle school ELA courses boasted a new look in the fall semester of
2020 with a streamlined interface and expanded capabilities for teachers. Some of these
differences are outlined in the results chapter because they affected the student and
teacher experience with DWF.
Synchronous peer-to-peer and student-to-teacher interaction in the LMS is
facilitated by a customized Adobe Connect classroom application. Based on informal
conversations with teachers during case recruitment, the amount of time secondary
students spend in class settings with their peers varies widely by teacher, from one hour a
week to five hours a week. Some students never attend a group class setting because
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synchronous sessions are not required. Other facets of the LMS allow for asynchronous
peer-to-peer and student-teacher interaction, such as a webmail system that is only
accessible within the LMS. Teachers can also send Starmail, animated webmails with
encouraging phrases like “great job,” to encourage students. The LMS also houses a
discussion board for each course as well as the counseling department. The discussion
board looks similar to an older style wiki, with text-based hyperlinks and linear
navigation between boards.
While a significant portion of the interaction between student and teacher is
mediated by technology, offline interactions also serve as a means of communication.
Many conversations between student and teacher occur on the phone and by text.
Teachers are required to log these conversations in an LMS-based digital log, but the
level of detail in the logs varies by teacher. In addition, previous school years included
frequent field trips and learning experiences or events centered on a particular learning
goal. Students participated in events such as geometry-based treasure hunts at a local
fairground and writing-in-place workshops in city parks. Standardized test preparation
and administration usually occurred in person as well. This year COVID-19 restrictions
limited in-person events to standardized testing only.
Phone, text, and in-person interactions serve as forms of boundary crossing
between online and offline worlds that can complicate the understanding of learning in a
virtual space (Leander, 2008); therefore, I sought out additional data from these offline
conversations where possible.
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Beyond understanding the general structure and daily workings of SVS, the focus
on power in this study required an examination of the external sources of power that
affected SVS (Foucault, 1975/1995). Several sources of power were evident in this
school context. The chartering entity determines the general school structure such as
administration and the role of a school board, and the EMO provides several vital
services to the school, including the school’s LMS, enrollment and technical support, and
high-level direction for the school’s hiring practices and salary negotiations. Thus, both
the EMO and the chartering entity hold sway over SVS’s decision-making.
The school recently moved its charter to a newly opened charter holder.
Incidentally, most virtual schools in the state moved their charters to this new entity
within the last two years, a move that aligned with a systematic crackdown performed by
the former chartering district on its virtual charter schools because the schools had
received failing scores according to the state’s school evaluation criteria. These
governing bodies of the EMO and the charter holder undoubtedly exert pressure on SVS
but in different areas. The charter holder is primarily concerned with the school’s markers
of academic success, while the EMO oversees SVS’s levels of parent and student
satisfaction and impacts faculty and staff hiring through the ways they limit or expand
salary budgets.
Another layer of power acting on SVS is the state board of education. Though this
state has not adopted the Common Core State Standards, their state-created standards
reflect a stance toward digital literacies similar to that of the Common Core standards. In
addition, all schools in this state are required to undergo yearly evaluations. Metrics for
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this evaluation include graduation rate and standardized test scores. Due to poor
performance on these metrics, SVS was placed on a list of schools needing improvement
in 2018. Schools on this list were identified as being in the lowest 10% of schools in the
state. These schools are reevaluated every two to three years, and SVS was scheduled to
be reevaluated in the spring of 2020. COVID-19 complications caused this reevaluation
to be pushed out to 2021. SVS receives $140,000 during each year of enrollment in this
program; the funds are allocated based on school size and must be used to implement
specific academic goals identified by the school but approved by the state. SVS was also
assigned a transformation coach, a state-hired consultant who works with the school to
monitor progress. This year, SVS’s transformation coach focused on 9th grade English as
a specific area for improvement, indicating that the school’s improvement goals include
ELA though the goals are not publicly available to reproduce as part of this study. These
details are pertinent to understanding the study setting the state’s increased scrutiny may
have exerted power on pedagogical choices in ELA classes.
Outside of these larger influences on SVS, some of the school’s operating
decisions come from an elected school board made up of stakeholders from around the
state. Current members include SVS teachers, current SVS parents, and other individuals
from the business and education sectors. The board primarily functions in a financial
capacity, with most of the pedagogical decisions falling to the EMO and the school
administrators. This overview of SVS bears out findings from previous literature that this
VEE-based school is not simply a replica of a typical brick-and-mortar school (Dawson
et al., 2013; DiPietro et al., 2008; Richardson et al., 2015; Tsankov et al., 2018). The
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demographic makeup of the students, the student and teacher experience, and the sources
of power acting on the school are different at SVS than in the brick-and-mortar schools.
Though all three cases in this study came from this school site, individual cases were
different from one another as well (Stake, 2006; Yin, 2014). The subsequent section
details the individual case contexts.
Individual Case Contexts
After recruiting SVS as the study site, I recruited three middle and high school
classrooms to serve as cases. The following sections provide a detailed description of
each case’s context to enhance the rigor of this study (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). The
participants described below and in later sections are referenced by their pseudonyms,
which were self-selected in most instances, as suggested by Allen and Wiles (2016).
Case 1 Classroom Context. Case 1 was a ninth-grade classroom with 156
students. Based on the initial screening email filled out by the teacher, Case 1 was
classified as a typical case with asynchronous, text-based DWF as the most prevalent
type of feedback. Their DWF came from outside the LMS. Case 1 students met once a
week on Thursdays at 12:30 p.m. for synchronous whole class sessions. They also had a
study hall hour available each week, one hour a day Tuesday through Friday, in which
they could ask questions and get support from the teacher. Table 3.2 provides general
demographic details for the classroom and participants in Case 1. Further details
regarding participants are provided in a later section.
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Table 3.2
Case 1: Ninth-Grade ELA Classroom Demographics
Case 1: Ninth-Grade ELA Classroom
# of Students: 156
Primary method of DWF: asynchronous, text-based, outside LMS
Pseudonym Ethnicity Gender
Age Previous School Experience
Melanie
White
Female
44
8 years brick-and-mortar
Teacher
Smith*
public; 10 years VEE
Focal
Blythe
Mixed
Female
14
6.5 years brick-and-mortar
Student #1
public; 1.5 years VEE
Focal
Adam
White
Male
16
8 years brick-and-mortar
Student #2
private
Note. Pseudonyms with an asterisk indicate participant-selected pseudonyms. All
ethnicity descriptors were self-selected by participants. Gender was self-identified by
participants.
Because SVS’s transformation coach focused on improving 9th grade ELA
standardized test scores, the teacher in Case 1 felt extra pressure from the state to show
growth in literacy skills with her students.
Case 2 Classroom Context. Case 2 was an eighth-grade ELA class of 144
students. According to the teacher’s initial screening information, this class experienced
mostly asynchronous, text-based DWF that was given within the LMS. Table 3.2 lists the
pertinent information of the Case 2 teacher and embedded unit participant.
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Table 3.3
Case 2: 8th Grade ELA Classroom Demographics

Teacher
Focal
Student #1

Case 2: Eighth-Grade ELA Classroom
# of Students: 144
Primary method of DWF: asynchronous, text-based, in LMS
Pseudonym Ethnicity Gender Age Previous School Experience
Honest
Not
Male
30
4 years brick-and-mortar
Truth*
provided
public; 1 year VEE
Víctor
Latin
Male
14
.5 years brick-and-mortar
American
public; 1.5 years
homeschool; 2 years online
homeschool; 4 years VEE

Focal
The student left the school before data collection could be completed.
Student #2
Note. Pseudonyms with an asterisk indicate participant-selected pseudonyms. All
ethnicity descriptors were self-selected by participants. Gender was self-identified by
participants.

Case 2 students met once a week on Wednesdays at 11:00 a.m. for synchronous
class sessions. These sessions were not required, so usually, only a portion of the class
attended. Case 2 and Case 3 shared some data because they were both eighth-grade
classes, and the teachers co-taught the synchronous whole class sessions. The students
also had access to study hall sessions twice a week where they could ask questions and
get individualized help from the eighth-grade teaching team.
Case 3 Classroom Context. Case 3 was also an eighth-grade classroom. This
class consisted of 138 students. Their DWF, as specified in the teacher’s screening email,
was primarily a mix of multimodal and text-based DWF given with the LMS. Therefore,
like Case 2, Case 3 students met once a week as a group for an Adobe Connect session on
Wednesdays at 11:00 a.m. These sessions, as previously mentioned, were not required, so
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though approximately 100 students might attend a given class session, this group was
comprised of students from four different ELA classes. Table 3.4 presents the
demographics of Case 3 and its embedded unit participants.
Table 3.4
Case 3: 8th Grade ELA Classroom Demographics

Teacher

Case 3: Eighth-Grade ELA Classroom
# of Students: 138
Primary method of DWF: multimodal/text-based, in LMS
Pseudonym
Ethnicity Gender Age
Previous School
Experience
Matthew
Black
Male
33
5 years brick-and-mortar;
Sinclair*
2.5 years VEE
Kinsley*
White
Female 13
6.5 years brick-and-mortar

Focal
Student #1
Focal
Hudson
White
Male
13
7 years VEE
Student #2
Note. Pseudonyms with an asterisk indicate participant-selected pseudonyms. All

ethnicity descriptors were self-selected by participants. Gender was self-identified by
participants.
As mentioned previously, the isolated nature of VEE pedagogical processes
meant most of the data in these cases was gathered from the case teachers and the focal
students within the embedded dyads. A more detailed description of each case’s
participants is provided in the following section.
Participants
I recruited study participants by email after receiving a list of teacher names and
emails from the school administrators. Teacher participants were required to be statecertified and teaching ELA in the fall semester of 2020. Interested teachers answered
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several questions in a brief recruitment and screening email to provide additional
information about the types of feedback they currently used in their classes (Appendix
C). I then completed an initial interview with each potential participant. Appendix H
contains the semi-structured interview protocol used for teacher interviews. Upon
selection of cases, the three teacher participants sent out a recruitment email to the class’s
student list through the school’s internal email system to request student participation
(Appendix D).
Within each case, I also recruited focal students to participate in embedded
teacher-student dyads who met the following criteria: (a) one student with an average
ELA course score of A or B (80%-100%) for the current school year, (b) and one with a
writing score average of C or below (0%-79%). This specification was intended to help
ascertain from the resulting data if students who had differing levels of success in
academic writing had varying experiences with DWF. Six student participants agreed to
be in the embedded unit dyads, but one student moved to a new school before data
collection began. Thus, Cases 1 and 3 included two embedded cases, and Case 2
contained one embedded case. The following sections describe the participants in each
case with thick, rich description to aid in establishing credibility and confirmability in the
study (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
Case 1 Participants
The Case 1 classroom participants were a ninth-grade teacher, Melanie Smith, and
two ninth-grade students for the embedded unit dyads, Adam and Blythe. The sections
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below describe each participant as individuals and in their roles as ELA teacher or
student.
Melanie. Melanie Smith has taught ELA for 18 years. She began teaching after a
career in journalism; she mentioned in an interview that from her first foray into teaching
English, she felt she had found her calling. Melanie spent the first half of her teaching
career in brick-and-mortar public schools; she described in her interviews that she
implemented a writing workshop model in her writing pedagogy, and she was
particularly interested in arts integration with ELA skills.
Melanie had a clearly defined philosophy of DWF. In her first interview, Melanie
described the purpose of DWF as a “guide” to “empower” students toward improving
their writing and aligning it with the academic goals of a given assignment. She felt
students should view themselves as writers and feel more confident after going through
the DWF process with a teacher. Melanie made it clear throughout our discussions of
DWF that her role as a VEE teacher was primarily to give feedback. During an interview
she commented, “I am not a curriculum designer of online learning. . . . I'm not an expert
at that. My expertise is in the feedback.” Melanie appreciated the fact that SVS provided
a curriculum so that she could spend more of her time providing meaningful feedback to
her students.
Melanie also felt giving quality feedback required teachers to know how to assess
student writing and how to move students toward a writing goal. In one interview she
described her approach as “proactive rather than reactive,” or an attempt to “anticipate
[students’] needs” as much as possible. Another belief that Melanie articulated during the
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interview was that DWF is a process: “The most important place for feedback is the
rough draft.” In her opinion, it was “more beneficial for students to get that feedback
along the way” when they can make revisions to the text. And spending more time with
students’ writing during drafting saved teachers time as well. Melanie mentioned during a
think-aloud for Blythe, one of the embedded dyad students, that in a well-crafted DWF
process the “final draft should be faster” to grade if students had taken DWF on previous
drafts into account.
Another element of Melanie’s feedback philosophy, as explained in an interview,
was writing feedback should allow an “opportunity for improvement,”, or in other words,
each feedback cycle should allow students the chance to revise their writing based on the
feedback. As Melanie prepared her DWF during a think-aloud for Blythe, she endeavored
to align her feedback with the curricular goals and state standards by “match[ing] it to the
rubric” provided in the LMS. In this way, Melanie seemed to acknowledge that teachers’
DWF is given in an academic setting and is therefore constrained by the rules and
structures of academic discourse.
However, Melanie also emphasized the need for individualization and
personalization during her interviews. She described during one interview how she
usually narrowed in on “one or two things depending on what the kid need[ed]” and
acknowledged, “Every kid’s writing is different.” Having never taught this grade level,
Melanie expressed in another interview her expectation that DWF for younger secondary
students may require “hand-holding,” or highly involved support through her feedback
throughout the entire writing process from planning to revising. Melanie also held
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preferences for certain types of DWF; according to interview data, she felt that
synchronous DWF was typically better than asynchronous DWF because it was
interactive and responsive. In sum, Melanie held a clear philosophy of DWF that
reflected her experiences in both brick-and-mortar and VEE schools.
Adam. Adam is a sixteen-year-old male student in 9th grade. He spent eight years
in a private brick-and-mortar school environment and came to SVS in the fall of 2020.
Overall, he described being pleased with the school experience, particularly because he
was not glued to a chair all day and could get outside. Adam is happiest when he’s
working outside. Each time I met with Adam he had just come in from a different job or
activity; once he had been planting acorns, another time he was hunting down a ground
hornet’s nest for his neighbor. When he joined me for his final interview, he had spent the
previous afternoon at his part-time job picking cotton and peanuts. His caretaker
described him as a “nature child” who is “his own best friend.” He knows a multitude of
fascinating facts about various animals and plants and readily shares them. Most of his
knowledge came from reading encyclopedias as a small child. But Adam’s “brain
functions in its own way” according to his caretaker, and writing is not his preferred
activity.
Adam described his greatest struggle as a writer as “finding the right words”
while he was writing. He was familiar with digital writing because his previous school
used iPads regularly for class. His family decided to transition to a full-time VEE shortly
after his school shifted to virtual learning due to COVID restrictions. His caretaker felt
that “a lot of things were distracting for him in school,” and he seemed to focus better at
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home without a classroom full of other students. Though his caretaker was initially
“terrified of the transition,” she told me by the end of the semester that she felt it was the
“best decision [she] ever made” regarding Adam’s education. He was making As and Bs
in all his classes, which was a “really big achievement” for him.
Perhaps the reason Adam was so successful at SVS was the support system he had
at home and school. The theme of support came up several times during conversations
and observations. Melanie commented on the great “support system” he had at home and
how his caretaker sought “to help him as much as possible.” Melanie herself formed solid
relationships with the family early in the semester and felt that they were “comfortable”
with her. Adam’s caretaker had shared some of his struggles in academic environments
and particularly with writing, so Melanie assured them, “I will take care of him this
year.” Thus, Melanie indicated the processes of DWF she directed for Adam were driven
by a desire to support him toward a feeling of success. The details of these processes are
provided in Chapter 4.
Blythe. Blythe is a 14-year-old ninth-grade student who spent 6 years in public
brick-and-mortar schools. Blythe reported in her first interview that brick-and-mortar
school became difficult for her in sixth grade when the peer pressure and distractions of
working in a traditional environment caused her caretaker to seek other options. In
Blythe’s view, brick-and-mortar classes were not as “independent as [she] would have
wanted,” and the structure of the teachers’ “timeline” meant that she “would have to take
[work] home” and spend hours studying to stay caught up with the class. Her first move
to a VEE was in the spring of her seventh-grade year; she enrolled in another virtual
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charter school while on the waiting list for SVS. She enrolled at SVS in the fall of 2019,
and she initially felt “mesmerized” by SVS and the fact that everything she needed for
school was “right there” on the computer. She also appreciated the “community” of SVS
and how responsive the teachers were to her needs.
Blythe also explained in her first interview that after transitioning to a VEE her
greatest challenges were navigating the VEE space, ensuring VEE tools were working
correctly, and figuring out how to establish meaningful peer relationships in this new
space. This observation was understandable for someone like Blythe, who was bubbly
and talkative during our conversations. However, once she settled in with how to use the
technology and found a fellow SVS student who lived nearby, she grew to appreciate the
differences she perceived between the two types of schooling. Blythe explained in an
interview that she valued independence, so the more flexible schedule and
communication styles of the VEE supported her growth as a writer. Blythe loved “writing
essays” and spent hours throughout data collection working by herself and with Melanie
on her writing assignment. During her final think-aloud and interview, she admitted
writing a critical analysis text was “a little harder than [she] imagined” at first, but her
successful navigation through the DWF cycles made her “aware of how well [she could]
write” and made her more “confident” in her abilities. Chapter 4 discusses Blythe’s
journey with DWF in further detail.
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Case 2 Participants
Case 2 participants were a teacher and student in an eighth-grade classroom.
Honest Truth was Case 2’s teacher, and Victor was the student involved in the embedded
unit data collection.
Honest. Honest defined his journey into education by saying, “I just fell into
teaching.” He earned a degree in business after high school and later began this career
shift by taking a position as a little league football coach, remembering how his own
dad’s coaching had been influential in his life and the lives of his peers. After making the
move to football coaching, it was a natural transition to the classroom for him. An
alternate certification program made the process simple, and he spent four years teaching
ELA and coaching football in a brick-and-mortar public school before joining SVS in
2019. Honest described his “identity as a Christian” as the most important part of him,
and his attempts to be “slow to speak and quick to listen” led him to provide carefully
crafted, precise responses during the interview conversations and think-alouds. Honest is
“laid-back” and “introverted,” but he also prizes “efficiency” in his classroom. These
concepts of thoughtfulness and efficiency affected his navigation of DWF in the Case 2
classroom.
When asked what the purpose of DWF was during an interview, Honest replied it
was to “help [students] to learn.” He conceived of the DWF cycle as a “refining process”
in which the teacher should point out strengths they saw while also identifying “errors” or
“deficiencies.” This view of DWF seemed to place the teacher in the position of an expert
writer who should assess student writing (Graham et al., 2015).
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Victor. Victor is a 14-year-old eighth-grade student. He is a friendly teenager
who loves math class and tolerates English class. Outside of school, Victor is heavily
involved in technology spaces. Victor video chats with his friends and creates music
mashups. Victor first enrolled in SVS after being bullied in a local brick-and-mortar
school; he was homeschooled briefly and spent some time in a different asynchronous
VEE before moving to SVS. He has attended SVS for five years, and he finds it a
comfortable schooling environment.
Victor’s sisters also attended SVS, and he finds most of his friends within his
robust church community, so he reported he does not feel isolated as a virtual school
student. He also mentioned he is grateful to be in a VEE and avoiding the higher risk of
COVID-19 transmission that he felt might accompany in-person school attendance.
Though Victor does not generally like to write, he knows his way around the VEE and
has a well-developed sense of his role within it. Chapter 4 delves into how Victor’s VEE
experiences and personal preferences influenced his DWF processes.
Case 3 Participants
Participants in the Case 3 eighth-grade class were Matthew Sinclair and the two
embedded dyad students Hudson and Kinsley. The sections below describe each
participant.
Matthew. Matthew Sinclair is a 33-year-old eighth-grade ELA teacher. Matthew
is an avid tennis player, artist, and poet, and the screen behind his image during each of
our video calls was filled with one of his paintings: a beautiful mixed media painting of a
demigod-like rendition of Earth. Matthew brings the same care and depth to his teaching
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that he brings to his art; his penchant for seeing the bigger picture was apparent in
interviews.
With a total of eleven years of experience, Matthew has taught ELA courses
across most high school grade levels. He previously taught in brick-and-mortar schools
and another full-time virtual charter school before coming to his current position at SVS
in 2019. During his first interview, he asserted that teaching should “make sense,” and
instructional materials should have a “pleasing . . . aesthetic.” These beliefs seemed to
align with Matthew’s personal preferences for logic, clarity, and artistic expression.
Matthew explained that he became a teacher because an eighth-grade teacher
mentored him in middle school and pushed him to do his best in his academic pursuits.
Matthew described in his interviews that he enjoyed teaching middle school because he
felt it was a chance to catch students before they were too far gone academically to
redeem their high school careers. These themes of the power of academic discourse and
the fight to help all students succeed were prevalent in our conversations and his work
with students through DWF. As mentioned previously, Matthew and Honest were on the
same eighth-grade teaching team. These teachers met together and planned group lessons,
but both reported individualizing their classrooms and DWF based on their preferences.
Hudson. Hudson is a 13-year-old eighth-grade student. He was friendly and easy
to talk to during our conversations, and he described himself as “helpful” and “funny”;
His love for his family was apparent, and several of his five sisters also attend SVS.
Hudson loves to spend his time either outside hiking or inside playing video games. He
has been at SVS since first grade, and he expressed his preference for this schooling
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format in interviews. He saw one of the benefits of SVS this year as avoiding an
increased risk of illness, particularly COVID-19. Though he did not enjoy writing, he
seemed to keep an upbeat attitude about the writing assignment he tackled during data
collection.
Kinsley. Kinsley is also a 13-year-old eighth-grade student. She started at SVS in
the fall of 2020, and she left the school in November of that same semester to go back to
her local brick-and-mortar school. Kinsley is an avid animal lover; she especially enjoys
playing with her cat, Joe, and reading about animals. Kinsley is also an outgoing person,
and she loves spending time with her friends. Kinsley transitioned to SVS from her local
school because her caretaker had concerns about her attending school in person during
the COVID-19 pandemic. However, Kinsley missed her friends deeply, so she
transitioned back to her brick-and-mortar school mid-semester to rejoin her peer group.
Though Kinsley’s experiences with DWF in a VEE were brief, she did move through two
feedback cycles and was able to provide significant insight into the characteristics of the
DWF she received.
The diversity of demographics, VEE experience, and types of DWF among the
cases is evident from the thick, rich description of participants in the above sections
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Therefore, these three cases were a good fit for this study to
explore various dimensions of teachers’ DWF in a full-time secondary VEE (Stake,
2006). The following section outlines the sources of data and data collection processes I
used in this study.
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Data Collection
The purpose of collecting data in a multiple case study is to gather information
about the phenomenon at hand “as it occurs in its contexts and in its particular situation”
(Stake, 2006, p. 2). The data sources collected and the length of time spent in data
collection are decisions that must be made intentionally and in line with the study’s
research questions and theoretical framework (Creswell & Miller, 2000; Stake, 2006;
Yin, 2014). Thus, to establish a chain of evidence for this study and reflect an explicit
“mental line of inquiry,” I selected data sources and determined the timeline for data
collection based on the research questions (Yin, 2014, p. 91). First, I divided broader
research questions into case-level questions as recommended by Stake (2006). These
case-level questions were developed using terms in the research questions, the etic issues
I anticipated encountering in each case (Stake, 2006), and the theoretical perspectives
outlined in Chapter 2. I then used these questions to guide the selection of data sources
and design interview questions (Yin, 2014).
Within each case, I collected data during two feedback cycles per embedded
teacher-student dyad; feedback cycles began when the teacher initiated a new opportunity
for a student to write or revise and ended when the teacher gave feedback on a student’s
text (Cazden, 2001). I collected the following types of data: (a) observations of any class
sessions that addressed writing during each of the feedback cycles, (b) two semistructured interviews with each teacher and focal student, (c) documents that pertained to
the feedback cycles, including student writing and teacher feedback, (c) artifacts such as
screenshots of the VEE, and (d) one think-aloud protocol during each of the two feedback
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cycles with each teacher and focal student. Table 3.5 below illustrates these connections
between research questions, case-level questions, types of data sources, and interview
questions.
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Table 3.5
Multiple Case Study Sources of Evidence
Research Questions
Research Question #1:
What does digital
writing feedback look
like in a virtual
education environment?

Case-Level Questions
What are the general steps
taken to give and receive
feedback in the VEE?

What types of technology are
used to facilitate feedback in
the VEE?

How do students and teachers
interact with DWF through the
VEE?

Interview Questions
Teacher question
• Could you walk me through an example of a time you gave
feedback to a student recently?
Student question
• Can you walk me through an example of a time you
received your teacher’s feedback recently?
Teacher questions
• What types of virtual tools do you use for giving feedback?
• Why do you use these particular tools?
Student questions
• What types of virtual tools do you use for
receiving/working with your teacher’s feedback?
• What are your experiences with these tools, and how do
you feel about these experiences?
Teacher questions
• In your opinion, what is the role of teachers’ writing
feedback?
• Can you tell me about your virtual school experience with
writing feedback?
• Describe the process for teachers giving feedback on
students’ writing.
Student questions
• Can you tell me about your virtual school experience with
writing feedback?
• Describe the process for teachers giving feedback on your
writing.
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Data Types
Classroom
observations
Semi-structured
interviews
Think-aloud
protocols
Documents and
artifacts of student
writing and teacher
feedback

Research Questions
Research Question #2:
What are the power
dynamics present in the
digital writing feedback
process?

Case-Level Questions
Who has the ability to bring
about change in the DWF
process?

Where is there dissymmetry of
forces in the DWF process if
any?

What factors impact student
agency in the DWF process?

Interview Questions

Data Types

Teacher questions
• Do you feel students have a choice in whether or not to use
the feedback you give on their writing? Why or why not?
• How do you see students using or not using the choice they
may have in the feedback process?
• How do you prioritize choice in your writing instruction?
Student question
• Do you feel you have a choice in whether or not to use your
teacher’s feedback on your writing? Why or why not?
Teacher questions
• Describe the process for teachers giving feedback on
students’ writing.
• Do you feel students have a choice in whether or not to use
the feedback you give on their writing? Why or why not?
Student questions
• Describe the process for teachers giving feedback on your
writing.
• Do you feel you have a choice in whether or not to use your
teacher’s feedback on your writing? Why or why not?
Teacher questions
• Do you feel students should have a choice in whether or not
to use the feedback you give on their writing? Why or why
not?
• Do you feel students have a choice in whether or not to use
the feedback you give on their writing? Why or why not?
Student questions
• Is this feedback process different from if you were
writing/composing outside of school? How so?
• Do you feel students should have a choice in whether or not
to use the feedback you give on their writing? Why or why
not?

Classroom
observations
Semi-structured
interviews
Think-aloud
protocols
Documents and
artifacts of student
writing and teacher
feedback
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Research Questions

Case-Level Questions

Research Question #3:
How is teacher-student
power negotiated
through the digital
writing feedback
process in a virtual
education environment?

Between the teacher and
student, who is perceived as
having more power in the
DWF process?

Research Question #4:
How does the virtual
education environment
as tool and space affect
teacher-student power
dynamics in the context
of digital writing
feedback?

In what ways does the VEE
impact student agency in
DWF?

In what ways do students
enact agency/not enact agency
in the DWF process?

In what ways does the VEE
impact teacher-student
relationships around DWF?

Interview Questions

Data Types

Teacher question
• Who determines how the writing feedback process works?
Why?
Student question
• Who determines how the writing feedback process works?
Why?
Teacher question
• How do you see students using or not using the choice they
may have in the feedback process?
Student questions
• Can you walk me through an example of a time you
received your teacher’s feedback recently?
• What is your role with the feedback you receive?
Teacher question
• How does the online environment affect the amount of
choice a student gets in the feedback process?
Student question
• How does the online environment affect the amount of
choice you get in the feedback process?
Teacher question
• How does the online environment affect your relationship
with your students around the writing feedback process?
Student question
• How does the online environment affect your relationship
with your teacher around the writing feedback process?

Classroom
observations
Semi-structured
interviews
Think-aloud
protocols
Documents and
artifacts of student
writing and teacher
feedback
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Classroom
observations
Semi-structured
interviews
Think-aloud
protocols
Documents and
artifacts of student
writing and teacher
feedback

Because the nature of case study research is such that research questions are
answered by mining data across multiple sources (Stake, 2006; Yin, 2014), the abovelisted sources of data were used in concert to answer the four research questions and
accompanying case-level questions. The next section explains each source of data in
further detail.
Sources of Data. Gathering a variety of data types in a multiple case study helps
the researcher gain a fuller understanding of participant perspectives (Stake, 2006; Yin,
2014) and improves the construct validity of the study through data triangulation
(Creswell & Miller, 2000; Yin, 2014). The following sections detail the rationale and
protocols for each type of data source collected in the study as well as the number of data
sources collected for each type.
Observations. To understand the process and power dynamics of DWF in its
context and thereby answer the research questions, I collected class observation data
(Stake, 2006). Observations were limited to classroom sessions that focused on writing
during each of the two feedback cycles for each embedded unit dyad. Teachers sent out a
Webmail to all students in their classes before the first observation with a description of
the study and permission forms (Appendix G). I observed one class session with Cases 1
and 2, and with Case 3 I observed one whole group session and two small group sessions
for a total of five total observations from all three cases. Most of these class sessions
were approximately one hour, though one Case 3 small group session lasted just under 30
minutes.
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The teachers used the Adobe Connect application to record the lessons.
Recordings included both screen capture and audio recording. Teachers deleted the
participant names to aid in confidentiality, so students were identified as “User” and a
number based on when they entered the classroom. Some teachers opted to send me
recordings after the lessons instead of having me attend live; this alternate method of
observation did not change the nature of the data; therefore, it was an acceptable option.
For all observations, I followed an observation protocol (Appendix J). I took field notes
whether I participated in a class session live or watched the session recording later. From
pilot studies in this school context and my previous experience as a teacher in this type of
environment, I anticipated that many DWF processes would occur at an individual level
between teacher and student. Thus, I also collected several types of data from embedded
teacher-student dyads to enable a deeper look at these processes. The following sections
describe these data sources, which included interviews and think-aloud protocols.
Semi-structured Interviews. To answer Research Questions 1, 2, and 3, I
conducted two semi-structured interviews with each teacher and focal student at the
beginning and end of the data collection period for a total of 16 interviews across all three
cases. Semi-structured interviews were an effective source of evidence because they
allowed for flexibility in the questions I asked and helped establish a deeper sense of the
participants’ experiences with teachers’ digital writing feedback (Creswell, 2007; Yin,
2014).
I established semi-structured interview protocols for the teacher participants
(Appendix H) and the student participants (Appendix I). The questions for these
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protocols were crafted using a variety of sources, including the study’s research questions
and case-level questions, survey questions used in pilot studies at this research site, and
terminology from a validated survey instrument meant to address students’ perceptions of
writing feedback (Marrs, 2016). These questions were also screened by other researchers
in the field of literacy. Each interview question aligned to specific research questions and
case-level questions in this study (Table 3.5). In addition to following these interview
protocols, I also made notes for each participant throughout data collection and addressed
any lingering questions with participants in their final interviews.
Interviews took place either over the phone or in a video-conferencing
application. Participants could choose which type of interview they preferred. Twice
when I was having difficulty scheduling a meeting with one student participant, a teacher
suggested meeting in Adobe Connect, which is integrated into the school’s LMS. Adobe
Connect functioned as the classroom environment for the school; consequently, to avoid
the perception of increased teacher power over the research process I met the student in
Adobe Connect and sent them a link to a Zoom meeting room. All interviews were audioor video-recorded and transcribed within 48 hours using Otter.ai, an automatic
transcription service. I reviewed transcriptions for accuracy during data analysis. I also
wrote notes during each interview and typed them into Word documents after each
session. In addition to interviews, I conducted think-aloud protocols during two cycles of
teachers’ DWF to capture students’ and teachers’ thoughts as they navigated these cycles.
The next section further explains the rationale for this source of data and describes the
protocol.
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Think-Aloud Protocols. Conducting think-aloud protocols with participants as
they gave or received DWF aided in answering the research questions because this
protocol can help gather participants’ inner thoughts during a process (Charters, 2003;
Ericsson & Simon, 1981; Hodges, 1997). I conducted think-aloud protocols with the
teachers and focal students for each of two feedback cycles for a total of 20 think-alouds.
I asked teachers to schedule each session with me when they would be viewing the
student’s paper for the first time in that feedback cycle, and students were to schedule a
session before they viewed their teacher’s feedback for the first time. While this timing
did not occur for every think-aloud session, most sessions did occur within these
parameters and helped me gather more authentic data on participants’ thoughts (Charters,
2003). I followed a think-aloud protocol for all sessions that was modeled after
procedures recommended by researchers experienced in this data collection method
(Charters, 2003; Ericsson & Simon, 1981). This protocol is available in Appendix K. I
also asked clarifying questions after the think-aloud was complete if needed. I videorecorded all sessions and transcribed the data within 48 hours using Otter.ai.
Documents and Artifacts. Documents and artifacts were additional sources of
evidence that were needed to answer the study’s research questions. I collected two sets
of students’ writing and teacher DWF for the embedded unit dyads, one for each
feedback cycle. I also sought opportunities to capture video, audio, and pictures as
artifacts of the phenomenon of DWF because these multimodal forms of data aided in
showing the interaction between environment and participant (Bhatt et al., 2015),
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information that was needed to answer Research Question 4. I collected a total of 39
documents and artifacts across the three cases.
The sources of data described above were appropriate for a multiple case study
design because they captured aspects of the relationships, preferences, inner thought
processes (Charters, 2003), and human-computer interactions (Taylor, 2013) related to
DWF processes. Table 3.6 below lists the number of data sources I collected in each case
by the type of data.
Table 3.6
Number of Data Sources by Case
Case

Number of
Classroom
Observations

Participant

Number of
Interviews

1

1

2

1

3

3

Total

5

Melanie (Teacher)
Adam (Student)
Blythe (Student)
Honest (Teacher)
Victor (Student)
Matthew (Teacher)
Hudson (Student)
Kinsley (Student)

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
16

Number of
ThinkAloud
Protocols
4
2
2
2
2
4
2
2
20

Number of
Documents
and
Artifacts
7
8
7
1
3
5
3
5
39

In addition, I allowed the bounds of cases themselves to be further defined and
redefined as I gathered data because cases are fluid entities that are constantly changing
(Stake, 2006). For example, I collected additional screenshots of text messaging and
email logs that were not initially part of this data collection plan because some of the
teacher-student interactions in embedded unit dyads occurred by text instead of in the
VEE. Each of these data types served to build a chain of evidence for the study and
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thereby strengthened the rigor of the study (Yin, 2014). Because the phenomenon studied
was teachers’ DWF, the primary focus during data collection was on interactions around
this type of feedback. However, I knew from the teachers’ screening email answers that
peer feedback and automated feedback would be part of the feedback cycles in Case 1.
Therefore, I collected data about these other types of feedback at any points where they
intersected with teachers’ DWF. Further details regarding the various sources of DWF
present in the cases are provided in the results chapter. Another consideration in
designing the study was the length of time to collect data. The next section describes the
timeframe of the data collection.
Data Collection Timeframe. To understand the phenomenon of teachers’ DWF
in each case, I aimed for a period of data collection that would be long enough to grasp
the complexity of interactions around DWF but brief enough to avoid adding to teachers’
already heavy workloads. Teachers’ writing feedback tends to come at the end of a
distinct cycle: the teacher assigns a text for students to create, the student composes a text
as a response, and the teacher evaluates and gives feedback on the student’s text (Cazden,
2001). This study classifies feedback cycles in this manner, or as Cazden (2001) labels
them, Initiate-Respond-Evaluate-Feedback (IREF) cycles. These cycles may or may not
coincide with a final assessment of the text. A new feedback cycle begins when the
teacher initiates a new opportunity to write, which may be an entirely new text or an
invitation to revise a previously written text for more evaluation and feedback.
Data collection, then, continued through two teacher DWF cycles. Spending
extended time at a research site aids in lending validity to a qualitative study, but there is
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no set length of time established for qualitative research (Creswell & Miller, 2000). I
chose to limit my data collection to one semester to end the collection at a logical break
in the school year and to respect participants’ time.
To draw connections between data sources and facilitate later analysis, I took
notes during participant observations, interviews, and think-aloud protocols and saved
them electronically (Stake, 2006; Yin, 2014). I also wrote memos after each interview
and intermittently as needed to document my thoughts or tentative themes in the data
(Saldaña, 2016). Upon completion of data collection, I analyzed the data using several
coding and analysis strategies. The section below provides the rationale and details for
this study’s data analysis plan.
Data Analysis
The primary means of data analysis in this study were coding of individual case
data and cross-case synthesis (Stake, 2006). Haas et al. (2012) recommend several data
analysis strategies for researching digital literacy practices, three of which were relevant
to this study: (a) starting data analysis inductively, (b) using quantitative analysis to aid in
identifying common themes, and (c) collaborating with participants to develop the
analysis. Data analysis began with in vivo coding coupled with descriptive and emotion
coding to allow for an inductive analysis approach (Haas et al., 2012). In the next rounds
of coding, I employed provisional coding and qualitative content analysis (Julien, 2008;
Mayring, 2000; Saldaña, 2016). I then used frequency counts to aid in mapping codes and
developing themes (Haas et al., 2012). Finally, I conducted a cross-case analysis (Stake,
2006). Table 3.7 outlines each stage of data analysis, aligns them with the research
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questions they answered and case-level issues they addressed, and lists the data sources
used for each stage.
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Table 3.7
Data Analysis Plan
Round of
Coding
One

Emergent or
A Priori
Emergent

Provisional coding
(Saldaña, 2016)

Two

A priori

Student interviews
Teacher interviews
Observations
Think-aloud protocols

Qualitative content
analysis (Julien,
2008; Mayring,
2000)

Three

Emergent
and a priori

Observations
Think-aloud protocols
Documents and artifacts (e.g.
screenshots)

Analysis Strategy
Descriptive
coding, In vivo
coding, and
emotion coding
(Saldaña, 2016)

Data Source
Researcher Memos
Student interviews
Teacher interviews
Student writing
Written teacher feedback
Observations
Think-aloud protocols
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Case-Level Issue(s)
Addressed
1. Student-teacher interaction
with DWF
2. Participant interaction with
VEE around DWF
3. Power dynamics among
stakeholders

1. Student-teacher interaction
with DWF
2. Participant interaction with
VEE around DWF
3. Power dynamics among
stakeholders
1. Student-teacher interaction
with DWF
2. Participant interaction with
VEE around DWF
3. Power dynamics among
stakeholders

Research Question(s) Addressed
1. What does digital writing
feedback look like in a virtual
education environment?
2. What are the power dynamics
present in the digital writing
feedback process?
3. How is teacher-student power
negotiated through the digital
writing feedback process in a
virtual education environment?
4. How does the virtual
education environment as tool
and space affect teacher-student
power dynamics in the context of
digital writing feedback?
3. How is teacher-student power
negotiated through the digital
writing feedback process in a
virtual education environment?
4. How does the virtual
education environment as tool
and space affect teacher-student
power dynamics in the context of
digital writing feedback?

Analysis Strategy
Themeing the data;
codemapping
(Saldaña, 2016)
Cross-case
synthesis (Stake,
2006; Yin, 2014)

Round of
Coding
Four

Emergent or
A Priori
Not
applicable

Five

Emergent

Data Source
Codes from all data
Categories from qualitative
content analysis
Researcher memos
Researcher memos
Selected coded excerpts from
the following sources:
Student interviews
Teacher interviews
Student writing
Written teacher feedback
Observations
Think-aloud protocols
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Case-Level Issue(s)
Addressed
Not applicable

All research questions addressed

Not applicable

All research questions addressed

Research Question(s) Addressed

Because agency and power were important concepts to analyze, I used in vivo
coding as a first-round coding strategy for each classroom case and the embedded units,
which allowed for an inductive approach that was also a form of participant collaboration
in the analysis (Haas et al., 2012; Saldaña, 2016). In vivo coding uses the participants’
own words to develop initial themes and concepts in the data (Saldaña, 2016). This round
of coding was used to answer Research Questions 1 through 4.
I then coded data using emotion coding and descriptive coding with the embedded
unit data to ascertain participants’ feelings toward and experiences with the process of
giving and receiving teachers’ DWF in hopes of parsing out student-teacher power
dynamics (Saldaña, 2016). Emotion coding involves coding the words, actions, and
nonverbal cues of participants for specific emotions (Saldaña, 2016). Descriptive coding
aids in establishing general terms and categories by which to explore a topic further
(Saldaña, 2016). These coding schemes helped answer all four research questions
because they established general categories for future coding and analysis and parsed out
participant emotions.
Reliability in these emergent coding schemes was established through qualitative
means, which can be helpful when the coding process does not involve distinct
categorical codes (Syed & Nelson, 2015). These methods of reliability included gathering
and analyzing data from multiple stakeholders about the same DWF process (Syed &
Nelson, 2015; Yin, 2014), conducting member checking with participants regarding the
analysis (Creswell & Miller, 2000), and providing thick, rich description of the results
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Syed & Nelson, 2015; Yin, 2014).
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Stake (2006) argued that some stages of data analysis should be completed by the
researcher who gathered the data in embedded multiple case studies because context is
vital to accurately analyze the data; therefore, I conducted the first round of coding
independently. However, further rounds of coding that become more complex sometimes
require more than one researcher to sort through various interpretations (Stake, 2006).
Thus, during the second round of coding with the embedded units, I enlisted the help of
two fellow literacy researchers to assist in coding the data and establishing reliability.
The process of determining intercoder reliability is described in further detail below.
This second round of coding focused on the teacher-student dyads selected as
embedded units because the data collected from both teachers and focal students offered
more detail from which to explore power dynamics than the class level data. The secondround coding strategy incorporated a priori coding; research supports the combining of
emergent and a priori coding structures to increase rigor in data analysis (Fereday &
Muir-Cochrane, 2006). I used the a priori coding strategy of provisional coding to
analyze the power dynamics in teachers’ digital writing feedback and thereby answer
Research Question 3 (Saldaña, 2016). Provisional coding, which uses a preset list of
codes, is appropriate when a list of expected responses or categories exists based on
previous research or a study’s theoretical framework (Saldaña, 2016). Provisional codes
were based on a typology of power, also called the bases of power, previously established
by researchers in the field of communication (French & Raven, 1959). The bases of
power are reward, coercion, legitimacy, reference, and expertise. These bases are held to
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be the most common reasons given for viewing an individual’s power as valid. Table 3.8
below provides the definitions for these bases of power.
Table 3.8
Bases of Power
Reward

Coercion

Ability to give
rewards (physical,
emotional, mental,
social)

Ability to give
punishments

Legitimacy
Right to exercise
power due to
socioculturally
agreed-upon
authority

Reference

Expertise

Right to exercise
power due to
personal
relationship

Right to exercise
power due to
higher level of
knowledge or skill

Because these codes are categorical, reliability was best established using the
quantitative measures of intercoder reliability and intercoder agreement (Campbell et al.,
2013). Additionally, Stake (2006) recommends gaining multiple perspectives on a large
corpus of data to add clarity to the findings. Thus, I used the following steps to ensure
integrity in this round of the coding process, following the processes laid out by
Campbell et al. (2013).
First, I met with the second coder and discussed the aims of this study as well as
the theoretical framework. I presented the provisional codes in the form of a brief
codebook that included definitions and sample coded text for each code (Appendix L). I
then selected two transcripts to be coded. Research has indicated coding anywhere from
five pages to a full 10% of the data with a second coder is enough to establish intercoder
reliability (Campbell et al., 2013); therefore, I determined that having the second coder
code a total of nine pages was an appropriate amount of data to determine coding
reliability given the total amount of data.
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I then coded the entire transcript, bracketing it by meaning units of analysis as I
coded. Coding by meaning units refers to unitizing the data based on where meaning
begins and ends for a certain code, even if the meaning crosses grammatical barriers such
as sentences or paragraphs (Campbell et al., 2013). This method of determining units of
analysis may be more effective in semi-structured interviews and other similar types of
data where responses may be disjointed or cut across grammatical units and different
speakers (Campbell et al., 2013). I determined the units of analysis for both my coding
and the second coder because I was more knowledgeable of the full case context and the
coding scheme (Campbell et al., 2013).
I then removed the codes and sent the bracketed transcript to the second coder.
Once Coder 2 finished coding, I compared the codes for each bracketed section and
established intercoder reliability using Cohen’s kappa (Syed & Nelson, 2015). Cohen’s
kappa (Ƙ) is considered a helpful reliability index beyond simple percentage agreement
because it includes the possibility of chance agreement in its measure of reliability (Syed
& Nelson, 2015). Reliability index Ƙ was .60 (80% agreement) for provisional coding,
indicating a fair level of agreement (Syed & Nelson, 2015). To improve the level of
intercoder reliability, Coder 2 and I discussed the coding instances that were different
between coders and sought agreement where we could. I also adjusted codebook
definitions based on our co-constructed understanding of the codes. This final step
resulted in a Ƙ value of .78 (88% agreement), indicating an excellent level of agreement
(Syed & Nelson, 2015). Upon establishing intercoder reliability of the provisional codes
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in this manner, I coded the remainder of the embedded unit transcripts alone (Campbell et
al., 2013).
A third round of analysis used qualitative content analysis to answer Research
Question 4, which dealt with the VEE’s impact on DWF processes (Julien, 2008). This
analysis was crucial to this study because much of the data was multimodal, and the
theoretical framework of this study supported multimodal data analysis (Halverson et al.,
2012). This round of analysis was completed with both case-level and embedded unit
level data and focused on multimodal data such as think-aloud protocols and classroom
observations. I used both inductive and deductive methods to establish analysis categories
and codes (Mayring, 2000); these codes and categories and their definitions are available
in Appendix L. I applied the same intercoder reliability procedures described above with
the six qualitative analysis codes, this time selecting a think-aloud protocol transcript at
random and using timestamps as the bracketing for analysis. The initial intercoder
reliability analysis resulted in a Ƙ of .39 (67% agreement), and after discussion and
seeking agreement on the code names and parameters, Ƙ for final intercoder reliability
was .90 (95% agreement).
After completing coding and qualitative content analysis at the case level, I sorted
the case-level and embedded level codes into themes, collapsing codes as needed
(Saldaña, 2016). I calculated frequency counts for each code as suggested by Haas et al.
(2012) to identify which ideas were more prominent and which concepts or codes could
be combined. Frequency counts for the most common codes are provided in the codebook
in Appendix L. I then developed findings by collapsing themes from each level. I sorted
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these findings into categories that aligned with the case-level questions and research
questions (Stake, 2006). Figure 3.6 below illustrates this process of analysis with one
case-level theme from Case 1.
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Figure 3.6
Sample of Organizing Data from Codes to Findings in Case 1
Getting
permission

Descriptive Codes

impact of
finances on DWF
process
impact of LMS
limits on DWF
How honest do
you really want
me to be?
I don’t want to be
negative

EMO Power
In vivo codes

They’re supposed
to make that
better
Do we have
permission from
the EMO?

Category:
Power
Dynamics in
DWF (Aligns
with Research
Question 2)

Finding: Sources
of Power in DWF

Revised Theme:
Sources of Power

Emotion code

Hopeful

Descriptive code

impact of state on
DWF

Initial Themes

State Power

Transformation
coach
In vivo codes
state standards

School Leaders'
Power
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Descriptive code

Impact of school
leaders on DWF

I also wrote analytic memos throughout this process to track my thinking and
develop a chain of evidence (Yin, 2014). Upon completion of the individual case
analysis, I wrote up the results. To conduct member checking, I sent relevant portions of
the results to teachers and focal student participants (Haas et al., 2012; Yin, 2014). They
were given two weeks to read and respond to the written results with any questions or
comments. Participants could use the commenting feature in Microsoft Word or Google
Docs, or they could send their comments to me via email. No participants offered
comments on the drafts; therefore, the results were drafted without further input from
participants. These case results are provided in Chapter 4.
In the final stages of data analysis, I completed cross-case analysis to synthesize
the findings into assertions that answered the study’s research questions (Stake, 2006). I
adapted these processes from Stake (2006). First, I reread each case results section and
wrote a one- or two-sentence summary of each finding from the case. I noted both
similarities and unique information I saw across the findings. I then wrote assertions that
attempted to capture the situated experiences of all three cases. Findings were already
organized by research question, so I labeled each assertion by research question as well. I
rated each finding as high, middling, or low on its utility for developing a given assertion
(Stake, 2006).
I then selected or combined assertions for each research question until one
assertion remained that answered each research question. Where possible, I sought
assertions in which most of the applicable case findings were rated as high or middling
utility. I also gave priority to unique findings to allow for the individuality of the cases to
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be visible in the assertions (Stake, 2006). Chapter 5 delves into the cross-case analysis
results and provides a chart (Table 5.1) listing the final assertions and the supporting
findings.
As seen in the above-described analysis process, I used a recursive analysis
strategy to deepen my understanding of the findings and constantly reorient my
perceptions of the data to the study’s theoretical framework and research questions
(Stake, 2006). Throughout these data collection and analysis procedures, I gave attention
to maintaining rigor throughout this study. The following section describes the efforts
across each area of this study to maintain this rigor.
Rigor, Reliability, and Validity
A carefully designed study and well-written report can increase the rigor of the
research findings (Yin, 2014). Rigor refers to the soundness of the entire research process
such that the findings of a study may be assumed to be meaningful (Wolcott, 1990).
Researchers have identified the following characteristics of rigor in qualitative research:
(a) transferability, (b) credibility, (c) dependability, and (d) confirmability (Lincoln &
Guba, 1985; Wolcott, 1990). Transferability applies to the ability of individuals to apply
findings to their own situations if they see similarities in this study’s data; this element of
rigor can be strengthened through thick, rich description and abundant detail throughout
the case study report (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Credibility indicates a study’s findings are
close to reality; member checking and other strategies aid in this endeavor (Lincoln &
Guba, 1985; Yin, 2014). Study results are dependable when findings follow logically
from the collected data (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Confirmability means that other
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researchers can trace the chain of evidence from research questions to results and can
repeat the study if desired; clear, detailed descriptions of the study’s methods assisted in
this area (Yin, 2014).
An ongoing debate addresses the use of terms such as reliability and validity in
qualitative research (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Creswell & Miller, 2000; Syed & Nelson,
2015). I have chosen to use these terms in addition to the above-described concepts
because avoiding these common research terms may give the impression that qualitative
research is less reliable and valid than other forms of research (Syed & Nelson, 2015).
However, the methods of establishing reliability and validity are simply different in
qualitative research than in quantitative or mixed methods studies (Creswell & Miller,
2000; Syed & Nelson, 2015). Reliability implies that the results reported in this study are
accurate to the actual experiences and processes in the cases, and validity indicates that
the data gathered in the study addressed the concepts I intended to address (Morse et al.,
2002). However, the concepts enveloped in the idea of rigor provide a structure from
which to ensure reliability and validity are established (Syed & Nelson, 2015). Table 3.9
provides information on how the methodological choices in this study addressed these
areas of concern.
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Table 3.9
Methods for Establishing Rigor, Reliability, and Validity
Methodological Concern
Confirmability (Lincoln
& Guba, 1985; Yin,
2014)

Credibility (Lincoln &
Guba, 1985; Yin, 2014)

Dependability (Lincoln
& Guba, 1985; Yin,
2014)

Reliability (Morse et al.,
2002)

Transferability (Lincoln
& Guba, 1985)

Data Collection
Established chain of
case study sources of
evidence grounded in
theory
Collaboration with
researcher experienced
in case study methods
Semi-structured
interview protocols
Think-aloud protocol
Observation protocol
Established chain of
case study sources of
evidence
Triangulation through
multiple sources of
evidence
Collaboration with
researcher experienced
in case study methods
Detailed researcher
memos
Semi-structured
interview protocols
Think-aloud protocol
Observation protocol
Established chain of
case study sources of
evidence
Collect detailed data of
teacher and student
experiences

Data Analysis
Collaboration with
researcher experienced
in case study methods

Data Presentation
Collaboration with
researcher experienced
in case study methods
Thick, rich description
of data and analysis

Replication logic
among cases
Collaboration with
researcher experienced
in case study methods
Detailed researcher
memos
Pattern matching
analysis

Statement of researcher
positionality
Thick, rich description
of data and analysis
Member checking

Purposeful case
construction
Semi-structured
interview protocols
Think-aloud protocol
Observation protocol
Transcription within 48
hours
Collect detailed data of
teacher and student
experiences

Cross-case synthesis
Establishing intercoder
reliability in some
coding schemes
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Member checking with
both teachers and
students

Thick, rich description
of context, participants,
and results

Methodological Concern
Validity (Creswell &
Miller, 2000; Morse et
al., 2002)

Data Collection
Collection of
multimodal data
Collection of data
across two feedback
cycles

Data Analysis
Coding strategies based
on the theoretical
framework

Data Presentation
Multimodal
presentation of results
where appropriate

Related to issues of rigor, reliability, and validity in qualitative research is the
concept of ethics in research with human subjects (Syed & Nelson, 2015). Transparency
regarding the limitations and assumptions of a study is key to ethical research (Yin,
2014). The following section discusses the ways I anticipated potential limitations,
assumptions, and ethical concerns in the study.
Limitations and Ethical Considerations
Several assumptions and limitations existed in this study. First, VEEs are by
nature flexible spaces that cross the border of online and offline (Green, 2012). In this
multiple case study, I focused my attention on the interactions that occur within the VEE
but allowed for data collection from offline sources such as text messages. I assumed that
students and teachers understood in general what the term writing feedback meant. I did
not assume the participants viewed DWF similarly or used it for similar purposes.
Another limitation was the structure of the LMS feedback system. The teacher in
Case 1 was limited to 1,000 characters if she chose to use the built-in feedback tool, and
all three cases were limited in the types of file attachments they could upload when
responding to student writing. Despite this limitation, teachers were able to provide
multimodal feedback by attaching audio files or including links to web-based multimodal
feedback in the feedback dialogue box. Teachers could also send multimodal feedback
via the Webmail system or within the virtual classroom. These limitations are addressed
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in a more detailed manner in the results section of this study, but a prior understanding of
these limitations aided my data collection and analysis strategies.
To help ensure ethical research I first secured IRB approval for the research
protocols, and I distributed consent forms to participants according to IRB stipulations
(see Appendices E, F, and G). However, further considerations of ethics in this study
were warranted due to my positionality and the fact that this research was conducted in a
space of unequal power (Allen & Wiles, 2016; The New London Group, 2000). One
additional consideration was how the students might be affected by the writing feedback
they would receive from their teachers. I did not foresee significant negative effects on
these students academically or emotionally from teachers’ DWF. However, any intrusion
into a participant’s personal interactions warrants an explanation of how the researcher
attempted to avoid harm, both mental and emotional, to the participants (Yin, 2014). To
minimize the negative impacts of teacher power on students during data collection, I
created spaces for students to meet with me away from teacher-controlled virtual spaces,
and I explained I was not evaluating their work or their teachers’ pedagogical practices
but instead was seeking to explain these processes. To minimize the effects of the EMO
and school power on the teachers, I used pseudonyms and assured them I was not
evaluating their pedagogical practices but rather describing them. I also shared the case
results with all participants before finalizing them in case they wanted me to delete any
information I had included.
Another ethical consideration was how the VEE context might affect participants.
Research in VEEs often provides a sense of anonymity to participants (Lammers & Van
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Alstyne, 2019; Markham, 1998), but this perceived anonymity can be compromised by
choosing pseudonyms poorly, providing too many personal details, or providing
information about students that is unique and easily identifiable (McKee & Porter, 2008).
I negotiated this perceived anonymity through member checking of the findings and by
using pseudonyms for the school and the participants (McKee & Porter, 2008).
A further ethical consideration involved the issues of power surrounding any
research studies conducted with people (Allen & Wiles, 2016; Lammers & Van Alstyne,
2019). Procedures such as assigning pseudonyms and racial identity to participants can be
methods by which a researcher inadvertently or purposefully exerts power of participants
(Allen & Wiles, 2016; Lammers & Van Alstyne, 2019). Therefore, to acknowledge
participants’ power in the research process I asked participants to select their own
pseudonyms (Allen & Wiles, 2016). If they preferred me to select a pseudonym for them,
I sought their approval before finalizing it. I also asked participants to provide their own
racial identity terms, and I left the choice of including this information up to them
(Lammers & Van Alstyne, 2019).
A further ethical consideration was my role as the researcher. Since I previously
taught in this virtual charter school, I could be considered a former insider in the VEE
(Unluer, 2012). This positionality potentially made entering the research setting easier, as
I understood some of the potential concerns of fellow educators who work in VEEs
(Unluer, 2012). However, being closer to the participants posed ethical issues as well
(Unluer, 2012). Empathy and mutual respect are key to an effective research relationship
(Unluer, 2012), but camaraderie can also influence the study’s results through bias
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toward or against participants or data (Seidman, 2006). Since I was not teaching at the
school during the period of this study and was not a true insider in that respect, some of
these ethical concerns may have been mitigated. To further protect participants, in
moments when it seemed participants were sharing information with me as a friend or
confidant instead of as a researcher, I asked the individuals if they wanted me to continue
recording the conversation. Some sections of the recordings were removed after data
collection concluded for this reason as well.
While I was not a participant researcher in the sense that I purposefully impacted
the classroom workings or applied consistent interventions, I took a postmodern view that
the data and results were co-constructed by the participants and me (Ritchie & Rigano,
2001). Therefore, I endeavored to stay conscious of the power relations between the
participants and me and allowed the participants to redirect interviews or other data
collection at times (Ritchie & Rigano, 2001). I also stepped in one time during the data
collection when I perceived that a student and his caretaker were frustrated with the DWF
process due to a misunderstanding. While I found it difficult to decide to step in and
move out of my role as an observer, I felt it was unethical to allow this student-teacher
misunderstanding to cost the student his semester ELA grade. This interaction and its
effects on the DWF process are described in the Case 3 results.
My positionality as a researcher also entailed my view of the theoretical
framework, my view of epistemology, and my approach to the topic at hand. I selected
this study’s theoretical framework academic discourse and multiliteracies as a logical
avenue to help explain student agency in the DWF process, which is an important
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element of qualitative research studies that are not grounded theory studies (National
Research Council, 2005). This framework aligned not only with views from past research
but also with my own stance toward the sociocultural nature of literacy (Cope &
Kalantzis, 2015).
In completing this study, I aligned myself with many scholars of literacy who
view writing instruction and writing feedback as a necessary part of preparing students
for future success in society (Graham, 2019; Graham et al., 2015; Jenkins, 2006; Yancey,
2009). I view writing as a process (Hayes & Flower, 1983), and I believe that academic
writing and teacher feedback should be student-centered but driven by evidence-based
instructional practices (Graham, 2019; Graham et al., 2015). Additionally, I hold a strong
ethical stance as a researcher toward empowering students within academic discourses
(Delpit, 1995; Duff, 2010). I brought these assumptions to this study.
Summary
The purpose of this chapter was to establish a clear chain of evidence from the
selection of a multiple case study design to the specific choices I made in case
construction, data collection, and data analysis (Yin, 2014). These methodological
choices were grounded in previous research and this study’s theoretical framework. This
chapter also explained how I addressed ethical concerns and allowed for certain
assumptions and limitations stemming from my position as the researcher and the unique
facets of the VEE as a research site. The following chapter provides the results of the
study.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS
The purpose of this multiple case study was to explore the characteristics and
power dynamics of digital writing feedback (DWF) through an analysis of students’ and
teachers’ experiences in a virtual education environment (VEE). The study’s research
questions dealt with the process and power dynamics of DWF with a focus on teacherstudent power and the impact of the VEE on power structures.
These questions were further broken down into case-level questions (see Table
3.5 in the previous chapter) as recommended by Stake (2006) to aid in understanding the
phenomenon at hand while maintaining individuality among cases. To answer both sets
of questions, I collected and analyzed a variety of data with teachers and students across
three cases. These cases were VEE-based ELA classrooms at Southeastern Virtual
School, a full-time virtual charter school. Case 1 was a ninth-grade class, and Cases 2 and
3 were eighth-grade classes. Within each case, I also gathered data from embedded units
to delve further into DWF processes that might not be visible at the case level (Yin,
2014). These units were made up of dyads consisting of one student and the case’s
teacher. Cases 1 and 3 contained two student-teacher dyads, while Case 2 included one
dyad.
To develop the findings presented in this chapter, I analyzed the data at both the
case level and the embedded unit level using the coding and analysis strategies described
in the previous chapter. I then organized the case-level and embedded-level codes into
themes. Next, I combined and sorted the themes from each level into findings that
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answered the case-level questions. Case 1 data analysis produced 14 findings, Case 2
analysis produced 10 findings, and Case 3 analysis produced 12 findings. These findings
were aligned with the case-level questions because answering these questions is of
primary concern in the individual case results (Stake, 2006). The research questions are
answered in Chapter 5 through cross-case analysis.
Though I do not directly answer the research questions in this chapter, each case’s
findings were organized into four categories that aligned with the study’s research
questions to show how findings relate to the overarching questions of the study. These
categories are as follows: (a) the process of DWF (aligns with Research Question 1), (b)
power dynamics in DWF (aligns with Research Question 2), (c) teacher-student power
negotiation in DWF (aligns with Research Question 3), and (d) VEE effects on DWF
(aligns with Research Question 4). In addition, Case 1 and Case 3 each included one
additional, uncategorized finding. These findings did not align with a specific research
question, but they are included because they represent emic issues that arose during the
study (Stake, 2006).
In each case section below, I provide a table to illustrate the organization of case
results. Each table includes the following information: (a) the research questions and their
corresponding categories, (b) case-level questions, (c) findings that answer these
questions, and (d) the themes used to develop these findings. Much of the data described
in the case findings below came from data collected from the teacher as well as the
students in each embedded unit dyad because DWF in all cases was mostly an
individualized process. There were few opportunities to observe large groups, and there
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were no opportunities to observe the entire class at once. Therefore, most class-wide data
consisted of documents and artifacts. The following section details the findings for Case
1, Melanie’s ninth-grade classroom.
Case 1: Melanie’s Ninth-Grade Classroom
Case 1 consisted of 156 ninth-grade students and their teacher, Melanie Smith, in
an ELA class. Melanie has ten years of experience with VEE teaching. Case 1’s two
embedded units were the Adam-Melanie dyad and the Blythe-Melanie dyad. Adam
enrolled as a student at SVS in the fall of 2020 with no prior experience in a full-time
VEE. Blythe came to SVS in the fall of 2019 and has a total of 1.5 years’ experience as a
student in VEE-based schools. Case 1 was designated as a class that used primarily textbased DWF based on the initial screening email from the teacher.
Coding and qualitative content analysis of case-level and embedded unit data
resulted in 40 themes. I then collapsed these themes across both levels of data analysis
into 14 findings. These findings are organized into the four categories mentioned
previously that reflect the study’s four research questions: the process of DWF, the power
dynamics of DWF, student-teacher power negotiation in DWF, and VEE effects on
DWF. One additional finding involved the impact of COVID-19 on Case 1 DWF. Table
4.1 below illustrates how the case-level and embedded-level themes were collapsed into
findings. The table also shows how these findings aligned with the case-level questions
and research questions.
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Table 4.1
Overview of Case 1 Findings
Research Questions
Research Question #1: What
does digital writing feedback
look like in a virtual education
environment?

Research Question #2: What
are the power dynamics
present in the digital writing
feedback process?

Case 1 Categories
Category 1: Process of
DWF

Category 2: Power
Dynamics in DWF

Case-Level Questions

Case 1 Findings

What are the general steps taken
to give and receive feedback in
the VEE?

Personalized DWF

What types of technology are
used to facilitate feedback in the
VEE?

Struggling with Using Old
Tools in a New Way

How do students and teachers
interact with DWF through the
VEE?

Multimodality in DWF

Who has the ability to bring
about change in the DWF
process?

Sources of Power in DWF
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Multiple Sources of DWF

Case 1 Themes from Data
Analysis

Case Level:
•
Sources of DWF
•
Structure of DWF
Embedded Unit Level:
•
Adam: Process of DWF
•
Blythe: Sources of DWF
•
Blythe: Process of DWF
Case Level:
•
DWF Communication
Strategies
•
Old Tools in a New Way
•
Going Outside the LMS
Embedded Unit Level:
•
Adam- DWF
Communication Strategies
•
Blythe: Going Outside the
LMS
Case Level:
•
Multimodality in DWF
Embedded Unit Level:
•
Adam: Multimodality in
Teacher DWF
•
Blythe: Multimodality in
Teacher DWF
Case Level:
•
Sources of Power
Embedded Unit Level:
•
Adam: Sources of Power
•
Blythe: Sources of Power

Research Questions
Research Question #2: What
are the power dynamics
present in the digital writing
feedback process?

Research Question #3: How is
teacher-student power
negotiated through the DWF
process in a virtual education
environment?

Case 1 Categories
Category 2: Power
Dynamics in DWF

Category 3: TeacherStudent Power Negotiation
in DWF

Case-Level Questions
Where is there dissymmetry of
forces in the DWF process if
any?

Case 1 Findings
Dissymmetry of Forces
Through Academic
Discourse Socialization in
DWF

What factors impact student
agency in the DWF process?

Factors Impacting Student
Agency in DWF

Between the teacher and student,
who is perceived as having more
power in the DWF process?

Varied Perceptions of
Teacher-Student Power

In what ways do students enact
agency/not enact agency in the
DWF process?

Teacher and Student as CoDesigners of the DWF
Process
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Case 1 Themes from Data
Analysis

Case Level:
None
Embedded Unit Level:
•
Adam: Academic Discourse
Socialization
•
Blythe: Academic
Discourse Socialization
Case Level:
•
Factors Impacting Student
Agency in Teachers’ DWF
Embedded Unit Level:
•
Blythe: Factors Impacting
Student Agency in
Teachers’ DWF
Case Level:
•
Teacher as Primary Source
of Power
Embedded Unit Level:
•
Adam: Adam’s Perception
of the Teacher’s Bases of
Power
•
Blythe: Blythe’s Perception
of the Teacher’s Bases of
Power
Case Level:
•
Teacher as Designer
•
Student as Designer
Embedded Unit Level:
•
Adam: Teacher as Designer
•
Adam: They’re Just Trying
to Help You
•
Adam: We’re Going to
Write
•
Blythe: Negotiating the
DWF Process Smoothly
•
Blythe: Student as Designer

Research Questions
Research Question #4: How
does the VEE as tool and
space affect teacher-student
power dynamics in the context
of digital writing feedback?

Case 1 Categories
Category 4: VEE Effects
on DWF

Case-Level Questions
In what ways does the VEE
impact student agency in DWF?

Case 1 Findings
In the Weeds: Struggling
with the VEE
Access and Control
Facilitated by the VEE

In what ways does the VEE
impact teacher-student
relationships around DWF?

Additional Results

Training in VEE Procedures
Teacher-Student
Relationships Strengthened
by VEE

COVID-19 Impact on DWF
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Case 1 Themes from Data
Analysis

Case Level:
•
In the Weeds
•
Access and Control
Facilitated by the VEE
Embedded Unit Level:
•
Adam: In the Weeds
•
Adam: The VEE’s Impact
on Power
•
Blythe: In the Weeds
•
Blythe: Access and Control
Facilitated by the VEE
Case Level:
•
Training in VEE
Procedures as Part of DWF
Process
Embedded Unit Level:
•
Adam: Training in VEE
Procedures
•
Blythe: The VEE’s Impact
on Teacher-Student Power
Dynamics
Case Level:
•
COVID-19 Impact

The following section explores the findings related to the category of the process
of DWF in Case 1.
Process of Digital Writing Feedback
Findings within the category of the process of DWF dealt with the characteristics
of DWF in Case 1 and the technology used to facilitate DWF. The four findings under the
category were as follows: a) Case 1 DWF was personalized in nature, (b) DWF in Case 1
came from multiple sources, and (c) the Case 1 teacher used VEE tools in innovative
ways due to the limitations of the LMS, and (d) Case 1 students received various types of
text-based and multimodal DWF. Findings in these areas were developed from both caselevel and embedded-level themes. As mentioned previously, most of the data describing
the process of Case 1 DWF came from individual participants. One whole class session
related to DWF occurred during data collection, and only a small portion of Case 1
students (36 out of 156) attended the session.
Personalized Digital Writing Feedback. Four case-level and embedded-level
themes supported the finding that Case 1 DWF was a personalized process. Case-level
themes within this finding were Sources of DWF and Structure of DWF, and embeddedlevel themes that added to this finding were Adam: Process of DWF, Blythe: Sources of
DWF, and Blythe: Process of DWF. Though Case 1’s DWF process was personalized,
the writing assigned during data collection and the general structure of DWF were the
same across students. Artifacts from the case and an interview with Melanie provided
details on this overarching organization. Students wrote their first longer text in the third
unit of the course, so DWF was limited until a month into the semester. This writing
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assignment was a critical analysis of two short stories the students read as part of their
ELA curriculum. The students’ task was to choose which story they felt was a more
effective work of science fiction and write an argument defending their choice with
evidence from the texts. Melanie explained in an interview that all students were to write
and submit their texts through the Writable program, a web application outside the LMS.
Though Case 1 students followed this standardized writing and submission
process, Melanie explained in an interview that her goal within this structured writing
assignment was to provide personalized DWF. This stated goal was borne out in the
theme Structure of DWF from case-level data analysis. This theme was developed from
descriptive codes such as the code individualizing and personalizing, which was coded
nine times in the case-level data. Other examples of codes in this theme and others were
the in vivo code one on one and the descriptive codes process of DWF and DWF on
drafting.
Melanie further described in an interview how she personalized DWF by using
the TAG structure: (a) telling something good in the writing, (b) asking a question, and
(c) giving a suggestion for future improvement. Data within embedded unit themes made
this strategy observable. For example, the theme of Process of DWF in Blythe’s dyad
data supported the fact that the TAG strategy was in use within Case 1. During one of
Blythe’s synchronous DWF sessions, Melanie told the student, “I think that your details
are fantastic. I love everything that you pulled out of the stories. I think you completely
understand theme. I think you have a strong conclusion here.” She then moved to giving
a suggestion, positing, “I think one thing that we could do is work on the introduction.
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Just because it's so to the point. . . . There's no context yet. So we need to build some
context for your introduction.” She then asked if Blythe had heard of the hook strategy
for crafting introductions. Thus, Blythe received personalized DWF through the TAG
strategy.
Data from the embedded dyad Adam-Melanie also corroborated the finding of
personalized DWF. The transcript portion below from an individual synchronous session
illustrates the conversational nature of Adam’s teacher DWF.
Melanie: Why is [the story “A Sound of Thunder”] so good at science fiction?
What about the plot?
Melanie: What else did you like about the story?
Adam: Um, how when they all went back in time to try to find that dinosaur.
Melanie: Yeah, you liked when they went to go find the dinosaur? Like it was
exciting, right? Yeah, it was more exciting, wasn't it? It was like life-or-death
kind of thing. Okay. And then?
Adam: He ran off the trail.
Melanie: Yeah. Running off the trail that was exciting, and the part about the
butterfly, you know? So running across the trail. I tell ya I was sort of surprised
that like, you know, this to me is kind of a plot hole. But maybe not. It seems like
if it was so important to stay on the trail, they would have built a trail that was . . .
had sides to it. [laughs] You know what I mean?
Adam: Yeah.
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Melanie: But anyway. So he ran off the trail and hit the butterfly. And so what did
that teach us? What message was Ray Bradbury sending us?
Adam: To listen.
Melanie: Yeah. Okay. So one thing could be to listen to those in charge in life or
death situations.
This DWF was dialogic, suggesting it was crafted in the moment based on
Adam’s perceived needs for DWF. These excerpts from embedded unit data demonstrate
how embedded-level themes contributed to the finding of Case 1 students receiving DWF
that was tailored to their needs. Thus, both case-level and embedded-level themes
supported the finding of personalized DWF in Case 1.
Multiple Sources of Digital Writing Feedback. The previous finding focused on
teacher DWF in Case 1, and indeed Melanie’s DWF was the most frequent source of
feedback in the Case 1 classroom according to observations and conversations with the
teacher. However, multiple sources of DWF were available and sometimes required in
Case 1. The supporting themes were case-level theme Sources of DWF and embeddedlevel theme Blythe: Sources of DWF. One additional source of feedback was peer DWF.
Students were required to review texts for three of their peers in the Writable program as
part of the critical analysis assignment; this detail was explained in a teacher interview
and mentioned again during a class observation. Writable’s peer review feature provides
a star rating system that is customizable by the teacher. Thus, Melanie shared in a thinkaloud that she tailored Writable’s peer review rubric to conform with the LMS rubric.
Students rated one another on areas of their writing such as organization and use of
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evidence. They did not have to leave comments. To prepare students for this process, the
teacher gave brief instructions during an observed whole-group Adobe Connect session;
the students were instructed to be kind and professional when writing comments on other
students’ papers. Though only a portion of Case 1 students attended this group session
live, all students had these details available to them because the class session was
recorded and posted on the course message board, a Google presentation with links to
various resources. Students also had the option to self-review their texts in Writable.
A final source of DWF was an automated intelligence (AI) feedback tool in
Writable called Revision Aid. According to statements from teacher interviews, students
were not required to go through the AI’s DWF process. However, Melanie highlighted
this feature several times during the group Adobe Connect session and in Webmails to
the Case 1 class. It was not clear from examining the Writable application how the AI
conducted its feedback process or its criteria for examining writing, but embedded unit
data below will describe the experience of one student with this DWF tool.
The embedded unit theme of Blythe: Sources of DWF fleshed out what DWF
looked like for a Case 1 student who received teacher, peer, and AI DWF. Blythe
received personalized teacher DWF several times. For example, she met synchronously
with Melanie after she had drafted a text, and they worked together on introduction
techniques and organization. Blythe also mentioned in one think-aloud that she discussed
some further points of her writing with Melanie via Webmail.
Blythe also received one peer review on her rough draft. The peer gave DWF on
Blythe’s progress toward the rubric categories but did not offer any additional comments.
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Blythe reported in an interview that she did not think peer review was required, though
she did review others’ texts in Writable. This statement revealed a disconnect between
the teacher’s expectation for peer DWF and the student’s understanding of the process.
Based on emotion coding of interview conversations, Blythe saw peer DWF as a source
of excitement and encouragement. But she mentioned in a think-aloud early on that she
would not make any changes to her essay based on peer DWF until Melanie had provided
feedback as well.
Ultimately, the peer DWF did not result in any changes to Blythe’s writing. This
fact may be due to several reasons. First, Blythe did not receive any actual comments
from the peer DWF, and her star ratings from the peer were either three or four stars in
each four-level category. Second, because Melanie and Blythe felt strongly that the
teacher DWF was the most powerful source of feedback, it is understandable that less
emphasis would be placed on peer DWF in Case 1. Third, the peer DWF process may
have been unclear to Blythe. Based on previous research, the peer DWF process may
have been more effective at producing changes in student writing if Melanie had given
students clear, detailed instructions on the peer review process, modeled peer review for
them, and allowed them to practice reviewing before they tackled the review process on
their own (Barnard et al., 2015; Philippakos & MacArthur, 2016). Finally, Blythe may
have simply been acting agentively and decided on her own she did not want to use the
peer DWF. The discussion of Blythe’s acts of Designing later in this chapter further
explores this latter possibility.
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The final source of DWF for Blythe came from Revision Aid, the AI feedback
tool in Writable. Artifacts from the Writable application and student think-alouds allowed
insight into what students experienced with this tool. Revision Aid gave color-coded
DWF directly on Blythe’s uploaded draft. Colors corresponded to the perceived strength
of particular writing features, such as length and level of detail. Comments that indicated
a strong feature of the text were listed in green, areas that were identified as needing
work were listed in yellow, and areas considered severely lacking were listed in red.
Figure 4.1 below shows a screenshot of Blythe’s Revision Aid DWF on her rough draft.
Figure 4.1
Screenshot of Blythe’s Revision Aid Digital Writing Feedback

Blythe was mostly dismissive of AI-produced DWF, as indicated by emotion
coding of her comments about it. In previous think-alouds, Blythe had previously
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conveyed the emotion of worry in interviews as to whether her teacher or peers would
think her writing was good. When I asked during a think-aloud if she had any anxiety
toward seeing the AI’s DWF, she responded, “No, not really that much. Um, because I
mean, I feel like obviously, a person's not revising it right now, like, right then and
there.” This comment may have referred to the fact that AI DWF was not dialogic, a
feature of feedback found to be important to students in previous research (Chen, 2014;
Chong, 219; Ferris, 2014; Lin & Yang, 2011). As with Blythe’s previous decision to set
aside peer DWF, the Revision Aid DWF went unused in her revisions. She defended this
decision in a think-aloud, commenting, “This Revision Aid thing is like a robot, and [Ms.
Smith’s] a real person.” Thus, she prioritized teacher DWF over other types of feedback.
It is unclear whether this fact negatively impacted Blythe’s writing because evaluating
her text was not part of the analysis in this study. However, Graham et al. (2015) found
that in general, computer DWF is helpful to students’ writing, so not using the AI DWF
may have kept Blythe from some possible benefits. I discuss the implications these
choices have for Case 1 power dynamics in later findings.
Though case-level data indicated that students had at least two required sources of
DWF, the theme of Adam: Process of DWF revealed some students, such as Adam,
received only teacher DWF. In a think-aloud, Melanie explained that she wanted to avoid
adding complicated steps to the process for Adam, possibly because she knew writing
itself was already difficult for him as was explained in Chapter 3. Consequently, she
removed the requirement that he upload his paper to Writable and receive peer DWF as
she had outlined for the class. Adam did ultimately put the paper on the site, but he did
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not submit it for peer DWF or use the AI DWF function. In summary, the embeddedlevel and case-level themes supported the finding that there were multiple sources of
DWF available in Case 1: teacher DWF, peer DWF, and AI-generated DWF. However,
embedded-level data indicated the peer DWF requirements became suggestions. At times,
the sources of DWF were narrowed by the teacher’s efforts to personalize the DWF
process. In another instance, Blythe had access to all three types of DWF but chose to use
only the teacher’s DWF. This choice may have been motivated by her lack of
understanding of how to use other sources of DWF effectively or because the teacher and
student viewed teacher DWF as the only feedback that held power.
Struggling with Using Old Tools in a New Way. A third finding within the
process of Case 1 DWF was the way outdated VEE-based tools caused the teacher and
students to struggle with the DWF process and spurred the teacher to move beyond these
tools. The case-level theme DWF Communication Strategies and the embedded-level
theme Adam: DWF Communication Strategies indicated that Case 1 used a variety of
tools for DWF. Some of these tools were located within the LMS, such as Adobe
Connect and Webmail, while other tools, like text messaging, were outside of the LMS.
Other themes within this finding explained why the Case 1 teacher chose to use certain
DWF tools and provided details of Case 1 participants’ struggles and successes with
these tools. The case-level themes Old Tools in a New Way and Going Outside the LMS
as well as the embedded-level theme Blythe: Going Outside the LMS encapsulated this
journey.
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Melanie’s philosophy of DWF in a VEE, as described in the previous chapter,
included the need for DWF to be personalized and supportive of young writers. But
Melanie struggled to align Case 1 DWF with this philosophy due to a challenge she
defined in an interview as using “old tools in a new way.” Melanie pointed out that the
LMS was outdated and a bit cumbersome to navigate, resulting in her feeling as if she
had “a patchwork of solutions” and was “barely hanging on” until a new platform was
rolled out. These struggles caused her to find innovative ways to use familiar tools. The
in vivo code old tools in a new way eventually became a theme due to its recurrence in
the data; seven other in vivo codes were collapsed under this theme as well. One example
from this theme illustrates the practices embodied by this concept. During an interview,
Melanie showed me how she used the virtual planner feature in the LMS to schedule
important deadlines or writing help sessions directly on students’ planners instead of
following the school’s more common approach of emailing students with weekly
newsletters (Figure 4.2).
Figure 4.2
Screenshot of Case 1 Student Planner

Note: Items in orange were pre-added by the LMS. Planner items in green were added by
Melanie.
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By using the planner in this way, Melanie capitalized on the resources available
within the LMS but transformed their uses to fit Case 1’s needs. Ultimately, the
perception that certain LMS tools were inadequate caused most Case 1 DWF processes to
be moved outside the LMS. This move was driven by Melanie. She expressed in an
interview that she felt the current LMS tools were hard to navigate, confusing, and did
not easily allow for live, immediate feedback to students. Thus, she chose to go beyond
the repurposing of old tools and instead moved certain processes to outside applications.
One example of this move is illustrated by Case 1’s message board design. The
main location in the LMS for teachers to post information was the message board, a
traditional wiki-style webpage with a hierarchical list format for teachers and other
departments to use. Melanie explained in an interview how she felt the LMS message
board site was too restrictive for several reasons:
1. The course-based boards were not accessible from parent accounts.
2. The boards did not allow for multimodal, interactive texts to communicate
with students.
3. The message board hierarchy was difficult to navigate and required a lot of
clicking.
As a substitute to this tool, Melanie went beyond the LMS and used a Google
presentation in view-only mode to provide resources for writing. Screenshots of Case 1’s
message board showed that the board was simple but reflected careful thought and
planning. The front page of the message board looked like a sheet of lined paper, and a
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brightly smiling avatar directed the students to “please click on the correct button to
access this semester’s resources” (Figure 4.3).
Figure 4.3
Screenshot of Case 1 Message Board

This modified message board system reflected Melanie’s attempts to “be creative”
in her approaches to helping students with their writing both within and beyond the DWF
process, as she described in an interview. Another way in which Case 1 went outside the
LMS was through the use of Writable for DWF. Melanie explained during an interview
that she heard of the Writable application during a conversation with her co-teachers
early in the semester. She was hopeful that Writable would “mimic the traditional
classroom” by providing a highly interactive writers’ workshop model of DWF, a design
she felt was almost impossible to implement with the tools available in the LMS. Thus,
she hoped going outside the LMS for DWF tools would offer Case 1 students additional
support in writing.
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Though the teacher’s decision to go outside the LMS for DWF reflected
excitement and hopefulness based on emotion coding of interviews, this move also
created some new issues for the teacher. The primary issue with moving to Writable for
DWF was the teacher workload. This idea, coded as the descriptive code teacher
workload, was used four times during data analysis. In one instance from an interview,
Melanie mentioned that she would probably use the program just for the one or two
longer writing assignments the next semester and not shorter essays because it was “a lot
of work having [DWF] outside of [the LMS] and connecting those two [applications].”
However, students may not have felt this same weight. Data from the theme Blythe:
Going Outside the LMS indicated going outside the LMS did not add to the student
workload. For example, Blythe dismissed any difficulty with moving to Writable during
an interview; she commented that using Writable was “kind of the same as the LMS but
just in a different website.” Though this perspective came from only one student, this
example demonstrated the possibility that most of the work for maintaining DWF outside
the LMS fell on the teacher.
However, the benefits of moving beyond the LMS outweighed the issues for Case
1. Emotion coding of later teacher interviews indicated Melanie seemed optimistic
overall about the switch. The teacher expressed in a think-aloud that Writable was “pretty
impressive” with its multiple sources of DWF, including peer review and AI-delivered
DWF. Writable also allowed Melanie to align each source of DWF with the LMSprovided writing rubric. Melanie further suggested that the multimodal DWF tools
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available within Writable enabled her to “clarify [her] feedback better” and therefore
make it more personalized. She explained during one interview:
These kids aren't gonna remember if I mentioned a comma splice or something,
but they're gonna remember the good stuff. . . . So if I can make them feel special,
that's what I want to do. And I think Writable helps me do that because it helps
me give more personalized feedback.
Data from the embedded unit theme Blythe: Going Outside the LMS furthered the
idea that Writable was an effective application for DWF. Using Writable was a positive
experience for Blythe per emotion codes of her interview responses. She explained in a
think-aloud that Writable DWF from her teacher was more effective than teacher DWF in
the LMS because it was “more clear” to her; specifically, she could see the comments
Melanie left in line with the actual text of her writing.
Thus, both case-level and embedded-level themes came together to develop the
finding that the struggle to repurpose older LMS tools led to Case 1 DWF being
facilitated outside the LMS. This move was viewed positively by at least one student as
well as the teacher. While it created some additional work for the teacher, it seemed to
help meet the Case 1 goal of personalized DWF.
Multimodality in Digital Writing Feedback. Another finding that developed
during the descriptive coding was the use of multimodal DWF in Case 1. In the initial
screening email, Melanie reported her DWF as primarily text-based. But the Case 1
classroom interacted with both text-based and multimodal DWF throughout the semester.
The results supporting this finding were collected under the case-level theme
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Multimodality in DWF and similar embedded unit themes. Data from class observations,
embedded unit observations, think-aloud protocols, interviews, and artifacts
demonstrated that Case 1 primarily used text-based DWF for asynchronous interactions
and multimodal DWF during synchronous interactions.
Most synchronous meetings around DWF occurred in Adobe Connect with video
feed, audio, screen sharing, and a note pod, a box that records real-time typing by
participants. Figure 4.4 illustrates the number of instances Melanie conducted text-based
and multimodal DWF and whether they were asynchronous or synchronous. This data
was based on the instances I observed during data collection.
Figure 4.4
Case 1 Types of Teacher Digital Writing Feedback

= Case 1

Though Case 1’s DWF was often text-based and asynchronous, there was an
equal number of multimodal, synchronous DWF instances. Asynchronous DWF in Case
1 was delivered through Writable. Screenshots of Writable showed that the platform
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allowed teachers to give several types of DWF, including audio, video, text comments,
and a star rating system. During think-alouds, Melanie primarily used the highlight and
comment functions, similar to the track changes feature in Microsoft Word, to give DWF.
She considered trying video feedback but ultimately abandoned it for sake of time.
Melanie also reported during a think-aloud that she had used phone calls for writing
feedback, but the phone call data was not able to be included in the analysis.
Throughout our conversations, teacher workload and time constraints were the
most frequent reasons Melanie gave for choosing not to provide multimodal,
asynchronous DWF. These barriers have been reported in previous research as well (Ali,
2016; Grigoryan, 2017; Tham, 2017). Other data from Case 1 backed up her perspective.
The observed synchronous DWF sessions were long, with each one lasting at least thirty
minutes. Melanie reported in an interview that most of the synchronous sessions were
requested by students, not set up by her as the teacher. Therefore, if Melanie had added
asynchronous multimodal DWF, this strategy would be unlikely to reduce her workload
of synchronous sessions. To delve deeper into the nuances of DWF types in Case 1, I
collected data from each embedded unit about the types of DWF these student-teacher
dyads used. Figure 4.5 shows the types of DWF Blythe and Adam experienced.
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Figure 4.5
Case 1 Embedded Unit Types of Teacher Digital Writing Feedback

=Adam-Melanie dyad
=Blythe-Melanie dyad

The above figure indicates that Adam’s instances of DWF were balanced across
asynchronous and synchronous DWF, but additional data on the length of time and the
depth of the feedback indicated multimodal, synchronous DWF was the focus of
Melanie’s work with Adam. He spent over two hours in synchronous sessions with
Melanie, and his asynchronous DWF consisted of two brief comments: one in Writable
and one in the LMS feedback box. Both comments were generic yet positive; for
example, the comment written in the LMS feedback box stated, “Awesome work! I’m so
proud of you!” Whereas the synchronous DWF went deeply into writing skills, such as
how to incorporate evidence from texts and how to use a hook in an introduction.
Melanie explained in a think-aloud session she chose to communicate DWF to
Adam through synchronous means because she did not want the use of an asynchronous
tool such as Writable to inhibit his interaction with her feedback. Melanie felt
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synchronous DWF was more effective for Adam because it was “live” and “interactive.”
Adam confirmed during interviews that the synchronous sessions were helpful and
matched the format of feedback he had received at his previous brick-and-mortar school.
The fact that the synchronous sessions allowed for multiple modes so Adam could see his
teacher’s face and hear her voice may have contributed to his feeling that this type of
DWF was more beneficial as prior research has indicated (Ali, 2016; Ice et al., 2007;
Vincelette, 2013).
Blythe’s DWF in Case 1 was also mostly balanced across several types, but she
had one instance of asynchronous, multimodal DWF, making multimodal DWF more
common for her than text-based DWF. Blythe’s synchronous DWF session included
audio, video, and live note pod typing. The asynchronous, multimodal DWF consisted of
Melanie giving in-line comments throughout Blythe’s writing and highlighting the
sections in different colors. Asynchronous, text-based DWF came through the LMS’s
feedback box. Blythe showed a preference during a think-aloud for the multimodal DWF,
citing it as more understandable than feedback she had received in previous courses
through the LMS feedback box because she could identify the specific focus of Melanie’s
comments. The highlighting drew her attention to these areas of the text as well. These
features together helped Blythe revise her text “step by step.” Melanie, for her part,
expressed in a think-aloud that she felt the process for giving Blythe DWF in Writable
was simple and clear. she appreciated the ability to be more specific in her DWF. These
results from the embedded-level and case-level data indicated Case 1 experienced more
multimodality in DWF than originally reported by the teacher, with most multimodal
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DWF being synchronous. Both the students and the teacher preferred multimodal DWF
because it was clearer and at times felt more like face-to-face interactions. However,
multimodal DWF was more time-consuming to implement and therefore was reserved for
students who requested it. Throughout these DWF processes, multifaceted power
dynamics impacted teacher and student decisions around DWF in Case 1. The following
section describes the results of analyzing these power dynamics in context.
Power Dynamics in Digital Writing Feedback
The category of power dynamics encompassed findings related to entities and
people who impacted the DWF process, places where dissymmetry of forces existed in
this process, and factors that impacted student agency in the DWF process. Case 1 data
analysis produced three findings in this category: (a) the key sources of power in DWF,
(b) the ways dissymmetry of forces were visible in academic discourse socialization and
its accompanying identities and rules, and (c) the positive and negative factors that
impacted student agency in Case 1 DWF. The following section outlines the sources of
power that impacted DWF.
Sources of Power in Digital Writing Feedback. The sources of power present in
the Case 1 classroom were similar to the power structures found in previous studies of
full-time VEEs (Beese & Martin, 2020; Dana et al., 2013; Pollock, 2020; Rice, 2018).
The case-level theme Sources of Power and the embedded-level themes Adam: Sources
of Power and Blythe: Sources of Power indicated that in Case 1, power was wielded by
the education management organization (EMO), the state education department, school
leaders, teachers, and students.
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Education Management Organization as a Source of Power. The EMO’s power
over SVS and Melanie was far-reaching, and yet Case 1 participants felt it intimately.
From the first interview, Melanie expressed reticence to share too much information. She
was careful to ask whether I had permission from the EMO to conduct research, and as
we talked about the concepts I would be looking for during data collection, she
laughingly asked, “How honest do you really want me to be?” Melanie described herself
as a positive person in general, but she was careful to hedge any comments that might
shed a negative light on the EMO’s support of SVS. Once, she criticized a tool that was
outdated in the LMS, only to quickly add, “They’re supposed to make that better.” The in
vivo code hopeful captured the essence of Melanie’s view toward the EMO; the
corporation had not quite delivered on promises of an updated LMS and curriculum for
several years, but Melanie expressed in two interviews she was hopeful that these
changes would be forthcoming.
The EMO’s power over the DWF process appeared most pointedly in the
discussion of finances and the limits of the LMS. Melanie wanted to get Writable for the
entire class, but she assumed the school itself would be paying for the program. The
reason for using Writable in the first place was because Melanie felt the LMS did not
have the tools needed to support her students. The LMS was confusing in places, and the
curriculum was lacking instructional support for the critical analysis essay assignment.
And yet, although most of these issues were caused by the EMO, Melanie placed the
responsibility on herself and the school to fix the problems in the DWF process. The
EMO had power over Melanie such that she was careful not to speak negatively about the
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organization, but it offered few solutions to help solve her pedagogical limitations and no
way for Melanie to push back on the corporation itself. This dilemma highlighted the
“dissymmetry of forces between the EMO and the teacher (Foucault, 1975/1995, p. 55).
State as a Source of Power. Another source of power in Case 1 was the state
education department. As expected, the state-mandated standards influenced Melanie’s
decisions regarding which writing assignments to include and how to approach her DWF.
She used the rubric provided by the LMS, but she aligned her comments with the state
writing standards. Another aspect of the state’s impact on Melanie’s classroom was the
presence of the transformation coach previously mentioned in Chapter 3 during the
discussion of school context. The coach decided to focus on ninth-grade ELA courses, so
Melanie and her co-teachers met with the coach regularly. Melanie indicated in an
interview that the increased focus influenced her decision to use Writable.
School Leaders as a Source of Power. The school leaders were a source of power
in Case 1 as well. They determined the general focus of Melanie’s efforts to connect with
students, as evidenced by Melanie’s comments in an interview regarding SVS
administrative expectations. School administrators expressed their preferences regarding
message board design and the frequency of class-wide synchronous Adobe Connect
sessions. Melanie reported in an interview that administrators fully supported her use of
outside tools such as Writable; but she was careful to check with them just the same,
thereby acknowledging their role as powerful.
Teacher as a Source of Power. Though Melanie experienced several sources of
power that were beyond her reach, she was also a source of power as demonstrated
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during observations and interviews. She could advocate for herself and her students to the
transformation coach and the school administration. She demonstrated this power in
choosing to use Writable instead of the LMS-facilitated DWF process. She maintained
the teacher role in Writable, decided the criteria for peer DWF, and possessed sole
grading power for the texts students turned in. In these ways, Melanie did appear to be a
source of power, particularly in the teacher-student interactions.
One detail from Blythe’s embedded unit data that pointed toward teacher power
was Blythe’s acknowledgment that her teacher was the ideal audience for her paper.
During her final interview, we discussed the topic of audience. Blythe responded that as
she wrote she was thinking “mostly [of Ms. Smith], just because she's a teacher and she
like is going to be the one reading it like getting all the little details and stuff like that.”
This comment supported the concept of Melanie as a source of power in Case 1 DWF.
Student as a Source of Power. Students were not without power in Case 1. An
effective indicator of power is agency, or the ability to make choices (Bandura, 1989).
When I asked Melanie about student choice in the first interview, she nodded, “I think it's
very important.” Case 1 students exhibited agency in the choices they made regarding
some methods of DWF, such as whether they used the computer-assisted revising tool in
the LMS. Students also had some freedom in the format they chose for their critical
analysis writing. Melanie commented during one interview, “I hate the five-paragraph
essay requirements. I think that's great for elementary to at least get kids started. But it
bothers me to know end from there on.” This comment seemed to reflect Rowlands’
(2016) assertion that the five-paragraph structure does little to develop adolescent
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students’ writing skills. Based on Melanie’s comments and descriptions of the writing
assignments in the LMS, students did appear to have some power within the DWF
process.
This dynamic appeared in the embedded unit results as well. For example, when I
asked Adam in an interview how much power he had in the writing process, he stated he
had “most of it because [he was] the one writing it.” Adam placed the burden of writing
and rewriting on himself. Blythe also saw herself as a source of power in the DWF
process. In her first interview, I asked if she felt that she should be allowed to have
choices in what and how to write in school. She responded, “We actually do [have
choices], we can have like six to seven short stories we can write about.” Blythe also felt
she had a choice in whether to use teacher DWF. During one interview, we discussed
how she perceived her role in the teacher DWF process; she asserted, “It all depends on
what you feel like you want to do.” To Blythe, the teacher’s DWF was there as a resource
for her to draw from, but she held decision-making power.
Academic Discourse as a Source of Power. A final source of power in Case 1
DWF was academic discourse. Students’ agency with DWF was limited by the learning
targets of the writing assignment and the fact that the writing task was assigned. Students
were given grades on their writing, and they could not move forward in the LMS
curriculum without submitting some type of file. Though Melanie did not explicitly
outline the expectations of academic discourse, the rules of the academic community
were evident in terms she used throughout interviews. Melanie described herself as a
teacher, thus taking on a powerful identity within an academic discourse community
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(Bourdieu & Passeron, 1965/1994; Duff, 2010). The interrelated forces of the EMO, the
state, school leaders, and Melanie herself combined to create a school environment as
well. Additionally, qualitative content analysis at the embedded level showed students
saw teacher power as valid.
In sum, the combined data from case-level and embedded-level themes indicated
six sources of power affected Case 1 DWF: the EMO, the state department of education,
school leaders, the teacher, students, and academic discourse. Further analysis of power
dynamics in Case 1 showed that a dissymmetry of power forces in DWF occurred mainly
within the identities and rules of academic discourse socialization.
Dissymmetry of Forces Through Academic Discourse Socialization in DWF.
The academic discourse socialization that occurred in Case 1 highlighted the unequal
power forces in DWF. The effects of this dissymmetry of forces were visible in the
embedded unit themes Adam: Academic Discourse Socialization and Blythe: Academic
Discourse Socialization. The qualitative content analysis category academic discourse
expectations was used 13 times in Adam’s dyad data and four times in Blythe’s dyad
data. The theme within Adam’s data also incorporated four in vivo codes, while Blythe’s
theme included five in vivo codes.
Data from Adam’s interviews demonstrated how this student viewed the
dissymmetry of forces within academic discourse. In one instance Adam explained his
view that the goal of academic DWF was to “get [him] ready for what’s ahead,” or, in
other words, to prepare him for more graded academic writing. When asked who had the
power in the DWF process, Adam commented, “Most teachers have power. Teachers
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have the power to give you grades. I mean that's what they're there for.” He recognized
the teacher’s power but identified the role of being a teacher and the structure of
receiving grades as elements of that power. Adam understood the various elements of
academic discourse and accepted them as legitimate and appropriate.
Melanie and Blythe acknowledged the process of academic discourse
socialization through their words and actions within their embedded unit data. Both
participants used terms such as academic or academically in interviews and DWF
sessions, referencing the academic discourse context in which they were functioning.
During one synchronous DWF session, Melanie gave Blythe the following DWF: “While
[this text] is your opinion. . most of the time you need to write in third person for
academic writing.” Melanie identified a rule of writing that pertains to the realm of
academic texts and thereby reified the power of academic discourse and attempted to
socialize Blythe to that power. Blythe showed her acceptance of this socialization later in
a discussion of the revisions she had made to her writing. She mentioned several points
where she removed her opinion and references to her perspective. When I asked her what
led her to make those changes, she replied that her understanding of academic writing
and the teacher’s explanation were the reasons for the revisions:
[I changed them] not only because [Ms. Smith] said so . . . but also because I did
read through it again after we had that live lesson, and I did notice that it was a lot
of my opinion and not like enough of like maybe asking those questions or trying
to, you know, represent what the reader might be going through during the essay. .
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. . I think those [added] questions, instead of like the “I’s” or like an “I feel”
[statement] . . . made a better writing.
Blythe’s explanation demonstrated she internalized the rule of avoiding first
person in academic writing and furthered her socialization into the academic discourse of
the Case 1 classroom. From data in these embedded-level themes, Adam and Blythe
appeared to feel the imbalance of power between teacher and student. Further, they
recognized that this imbalance came from the identities and rules of Case 1 academic
discourse.
Factors Impacting Student Agency in Digital Writing Feedback. Based on
data from the case-level theme Factors Impacting Student Agency in Teachers’ DWF and
the embedded-level theme Blythe: Factors Impacting Student Agency in Teachers’ DWF,
several factors influenced the amount of agency Case 1 students could enact with DWF.
First, academic discourse and its structures of power limited student agency. Melanie’s
learning targets for the critical analysis assignment, drawn from LMS guidelines and state
standards, served as guidelines for her DWF. Therefore, students were only able to be
agentive insomuch that their texts met those targets. Melanie told students during the
large group Adobe Connect session that her job was to “get [them] ready” to meet these
goals. A second limitation on student agency was that Melanie sought to align her
grading with her co-teachers who taught other sections of the same course. Thus, teacher
DWF and student agency with DWF were limited to those ideas that were similar to other
teachers’ and the standards-guided learning targets.
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Some additional factors arose from the analysis of Blythe’s embedded unit data.
One contributing factor to Blythe’s strong sense of agency may have been her love of
writing. At her final interview, I asked her what led her to spend several hours revising
her text; she smiled, “Because I do love writing essays, so I could spend like five hours a
day writing essays, that’s how much I like it. So I did have a big part to do with it.”
Perhaps Blythe’s internal motivation to write increased her sense of agency and power in
the DWF process.
However, Blythe also felt some limits on her agency from the fact that her
academic writing was graded. Blythe expressed concern during an interview that ninth
grade classes were “a little more serious” than middle school courses, perhaps referring to
the fact that grade point averages are typically calculated starting in ninth grade. She
directly related this concern about the grade her paper would receive with her teacher’s
DWF. At one point in a follow-up conversation, I asked Blythe if she had been nervous to
receive DWF from her teacher. She mentioned that she was nervous to get a bad grade
three times in the space of her two-minute answer, suggesting that the fear of getting a
poor grade weighed heavily on her mind and impacted her desire and ability to enact
agency with DWF. Overall, case-level and embedded-level themes indicated multiple
factors affected student agency both positively and negatively in Case 1 DWF. Several
factors listed above related to teacher-student power dynamics. The following category
and accompanying findings delve into the negotiation of power between the two roles
more deeply.
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Teacher-Student Power Negotiation in Digital Writing Feedback
Findings within the category of teacher-student power negotiation in DWF
addressed the following areas: (a) the perceptions of whether the student or the teacher
had more power in DWF and where that power originated, and (b) the ways students
enacted or did not enact agency in DWF. Case 1 data analysis resulted in two findings:
the perceptions of teacher-student power varied, and both the teacher and student
functioned as co-Designers of the DWF process. The following sections describe these
findings.
Varied Perceptions of Teacher-Student Power. Perceptions of teacher-student
power varied in Case 1, as shown across three case-level and embedded-level themes. I
developed the case-level theme Teacher as Primary Source of Power from descriptive and
in vivo codes of interviews with Melanie. Melanie felt she had power over the DWF
process and how it would be structured, and she stated as much when I asked her directly
in an interview who controlled the DWF process.
In embedded unit interview data, neither Adam nor Blythe contradicted this idea.
However, the embedded-level themes of Adam’s Perception of the Teacher’s Bases of
Power and Blythe’s Perception of the Teacher Bases of Power provided more information
as to why students felt teacher power was valid. These perceptions of the bases of teacher
power differed between the two embedded units. I used provisional coding to ascertain
the bases of power each of the two students mentioned verbally or tacitly acknowledged
by their actions. These codes and their definitions can be found in Appendix L. Adam
mentioned or implied a specific basis for teacher power in DWF six times throughout our
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conversations. He referenced coercion, legitimacy, and reference equally. Table 4.2
presents the results of this coding across all five bases of power.
Table 4.2
Adam’s Bases of Power in Teachers’ Digital Writing Feedback
Basis of Power

Number of References by Adam

Coercion

2

Expertise

0

Legitimacy

2

Reference

2

Reward

0

The references to legitimacy, or authority agreed upon by society, aligned with
Adam’s views on why Melanie’s power was acceptable in the DWF process given that he
had stated in an interview that the teacher had power simply because she held that role.
Identifying reference, or power based on a relationship, as a basis of power also matched
Melanie’s assertion during a think-aloud that Adam and his caretaker were at ease with
her.
Blythe expressed or implied multiple bases behind her teacher’s right to exert
power as well. In fact, Blythe referenced all five bases of power across our discussions.
Table 4.3 below charts the number of coding references to each basis of power from
Blythe’s embedded unit data.
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Table 4.3
Blythe’s Bases of Power in Teachers’ Digital Writing Feedback
Basis of Power

Number of references by Blythe

Coercion

2

Expertise

2

Legitimacy

5

Reference

8

Reward

2

The basis of power coded most frequently coded was reference. The second most
common code was legitimacy. The fact that Blythe mentioned every basis of power may
indicate she saw the teacher’s power in Case 1 as coming from multiple sources, both
academic and interpersonal. Though Melanie and Blythe related to each other as teacher
and student as evidenced in previously discussed findings, they also admired one another
as fellow writers and as people. Melanie described in her initial interview that she felt a
strong affinity for her students and saw them as real people, not just students playing a
role in academic discourse. Blythe seemed to appreciate Melanie’s warm demeanor.
During the one-on-one synchronous session I observed, Blythe smiled often and seemed
relaxed, indicating that she may have been enjoying the DWF process. She explained
later during a follow-up conversation that she did not “want to disappoint [Ms. Smith]”
and wanted her to “like” her paper. These remarks pointed toward the impact Melanie’s
personal approval could have on Blythe’s use of teacher DWF.
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Case-level and embedded-level themes supported the finding that participants
agreed the teacher had more power than the student in the DWF process, but the
perceptions of where that power came from varied between Adam and Blythe. Despite
this general agreement that the teacher held more power in the DWF process, both the
teacher and students had opportunities to be a Designer in Case 1 DWF. The following
section describes this finding.
Teacher and Student as Co-Designers of the Digital Writing Feedback
Process. The third finding within the category of teacher-student power negotiation was
the concept of the teacher and student as co-Designers of the DWF process. The caselevel themes Teacher as Designer and Student as Designer supported this finding. The
following embedded-level themes contributed to the understanding of this finding as
well: (a) Adam: Teacher as Designer, (b) Adam: They’re Just Trying to Help You, (c)
Adam: We’re Going to Write, (d) Blythe: Negotiating the DWF Process Smoothly, and
(e) Blythe: Student as Designer.
Some data within these themes pointed toward the teacher as a Designer. For
example, when asked who determined how the DWF process worked, Melanie identified
herself as a Designer of the DWF process by her labeling herself as the participant with
the most power in the process. Melanie’s actions as recorded in other interviews and
observations supported the view that she was a Designer of DWF as well. She decided to
forego the traditional format of using the feedback box in the LMS and moved the
process outside the LMS to the Writable program. She also Redesigned her DWF
structure depending on the student as seen in previous findings.
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Despite Melanie’s higher level of power in the DWF relationship, data across
themes supported students as Designers of DWF. Melanie undoubtedly saw her students
as Designers of their writing. As mentioned in describing her philosophy of DWF, she
affirmed in an interview that she saw her DWF as suggestions and support for students’
writing, not as mandates. Her decision to offer the role of Designer to students, however,
varied based on her perception of the students’ needs. In Adam’s data, qualitative content
analysis using the elements of Designs of Meaning as codes indicated that Melanie
functioned as the primary Designer throughout the DWF process with Adam. This
structure resulted in the student and teacher co-writing Adam’s critical analysis text.
When Adam first entered the Adobe Connect classroom to work on his critical analysis
essay, Melanie placed the burden on both of them to craft the text by stating, “We’re
going to write.” Melanie took the lead in this process, as evidenced by her directing the
synchronous sessions and doing more of the talking. From the student’s perspective,
Adam did not demand a different stance and verbally supported his position as less
powerful.
In Blythe’s embedded unit data, Melanie encouraged and actively pushed Blythe
toward being a Designer with the teacher’s DWF. This idea was prevalent in the thinkalouds Melanie did with Blythe’s writing when she made comments like, “I trust her on
knowing what she needs” and “my whole goal really is to help them to feel more
empowered to be good writers.” Melanie further commented that students like Blythe
“had the roadmap, they figured it out. And now they can kind of branch out and explore
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some different things.” This stance of trust toward Blythe’s use of power seemed to place
Blythe in the role of Designer of her teacher’s DWF.
Blythe recognized the power she had as a Designer as well and used it to Design
on Melanie’s DWF. At certain points, she used the Available Designs of the teacher’s
DWF almost verbatim. For example, the hook statement that Melanie crafted during the
synchronous DWF session appeared word for word in Blythe’s revised paper. But Blythe
took Melanie’s suggestion of changing first-person pronouns to third person and
Designed on it by instead taking out the sentences with first-person pronouns and
replacing them with rhetorical questions. In this way, she created a Redesigned text that
maintained elements of the DWF suggestions but also demonstrated her ability to decide
for herself what she wanted to do with the feedback.
At another point in the revision, Blythe rejected Melanie’s DWF regarding
breaking up a large paragraph. Blythe explained why during our post-revision follow-up
conversation: she wanted to keep that particular paragraph as it was because the details fit
well together. This move was an act of Designing as well, in which Blythe kept her
original writing as the Available Design she would use and did not take up the teacher
DWF. Further, Blythe rejected both the AI-generated DWF and the peer review DWF as
Available Designs, indicating her stance of power extended not just to teacher DWF but
to any DWF she received during the academic writing process. When the teacher noticed
these acts of Designing, she affirmed their value verbally and through her grading of the
assignment, giving her a high score. Blythe’s and Melanie’s actions demonstrated
Blythe’s position as Designer with teacher DWF.
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Thus, data from multiple case-level and embedded-level themes converged to
establish the finding that the teacher and student acted as co-Designers of DWF, but the
student Designer role was sometimes mediated by the teacher. Throughout these
interactions, the VEE was not simply a passive entity in which power dynamics were
displayed. The following section discusses how the VEE, through its functions as tool
and space, affected teacher-student power.
Virtual Education Environment Effects on Digital Writing Feedback
The category of VEE effects on DWF related to Research Question 4, which
addressed how the VEE as tool and space affected teacher-student power dynamics. Eight
themes from Case 1 data analysis were collapsed into four findings: (a) the struggle of
navigating the VEE, (b) the access and power facilitated by the VEE spaces and tools, (c)
the time and effort spent training students in VEE procedures, and (d) the ways the
teacher-student relationship was strengthened by the VEE. The next section details these
findings.
In the Weeds: Struggling with the Virtual Education Environment. One
finding related to VEE effects on DWF that developed across several case-level and
embedded-level themes was the issue of struggling with VEE spaces and tools. Themes
that supported this finding were the case-level theme In the Weeds and the embeddedlevel themes Adam: In the Weeds and Blythe: In the Weeds. Case 1 teacher Melanie
referring to these difficulties as being “in the weeds” during a think-aloud while trying to
navigate Writable and give DWF to Blythe. This concept of technical difficulties became
a frequent in vivo code that recurred frequently across observations, think-alouds, and
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interview transcripts. Common issues included trying to figure out where to go in an
application and making decisions about which technology tool was the best one to use in
the moment. Applications that required “a lot of clicking” caused Melanie to get in the
weeds of the VEE as well, as she explained during an interview.
Data collected during synchronous sessions for the embedded Adam-Melanie
dyad showed Adam and his caretaker stumbled into complicated technology issues as
well. Melanie, Adam, and Adam’s caretaker spent 14 minutes of an hour-long
synchronous DWF session troubleshooting the Writable login process before Adam was
able to log in to the application. At the end of that first session, the internet connection
went out. The participants were unable to get the session started again, so they were
forced to schedule another session. These struggles with the VEE seemed to be
commonplace for Adam, his caretaker, and Melanie, and they ultimately impacted the
flow and process of teacher DWF.
Data from Blythe’s embedded unit data included a few experiences with getting in
the weeds of the VEE space as well. In an interview, the student described her initial
forays into the VEE as difficult. Early on she found “it was hard to navigate” to various
VEE spaces such as Adobe Connect sessions, due to technical difficulties. But she
quickly adapted and “figured it out on [her] own.” When asked later in a think-aloud how
difficult it was to transition to Writable after receiving previous DWF in the LMS, she
insisted, “It’s not really hard.” There were a few moments of uncertainty during thinkaloud protocols when Blythe needed advice in accessing the computer and peer DWF.
But overall, Blythe moved confidently through the VEE during observations. In sum, this
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data and previous excerpts from case-level and embedded-level themes indicated that
Case 1 participants got into the proverbial weeds of VEE spaces because of technical
difficulties but were often able to find their way out again. These difficulties reflected a
possible need for stronger digital literacies skills, which previous research indicated may
be necessary for success in VEEs (Tang & Chaw, 2016).
Access and Control Facilitated by the Virtual Education Environment.
Another finding regarding VEE effects was that the VEE facilitated different levels of
access and control for participants. Access, defined here in the narrow sense of the ability
to move about or use tools in a given VEE space, is one indicator of which participants
have agency in a VEE (Locke, 2007). Control over VEE spaces and tools is defined as
having control over access for oneself or others, which is another marker of power
(Locke, 2007). These concepts were captured by the case-level theme Access and Control
Facilitated by the VEE and the embedded-level themes Adam: The VEE’s Impact on
Power and Blythe: Access and Control Facilitated by the VEE. Qualitative content
analysis of the data included a priori codes related to access and control to understand
how these dynamics affected teacher-student power negotiation with DWF. These codes
reflected varying levels of each concept, such as minimum access, equal access, or
extensive access. Code definitions along with examples of coded data are available in the
codebook in Appendix L.
The data points used for this analysis were gathered from observations,
synchronous DWF sessions, and think-aloud sessions of asynchronous DWF. Figure 4.6
gives an example of query results from NVivo in which screenshots of host permissions,
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VEE activity, or comments from participants such as “I will make you a host” were
coded with both an access or control code and the code teacher or student to identify the
participant who displayed the ability in question. Access and control in a VEE are not a
matter of possessing or not possessing these ideas; instead, these concepts should be
understood in terms of varying levels (Locke, 2007). Consequently, Figure 4.6 below
illustrates the level of access and control the teacher had as a continuum from minimum
access or control to extensive access or control.
Figure 4.6
Access and Control Continuums for Case 1 Teacher

The above figure illustrates Melanie possessed a high level of access to the
various VEE tools and spaces, which was expected based on her role as a teacher (Locke,
2007) and other findings regarding her level of power within DWF. Her ability to control
that access for herself and others, however, was slightly lower. This decrease seemed to
come mainly from purposeful decisions to grant more power to other participants, namely
students she was interacting with at a given time. She also exerted much less control in
Writable, where she could control her access but relied on students to make decisions
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regarding their accounts as revealed in a synchronous session with Blythe. By going
outside the LMS, Melanie may have given up some VEE-based power she would
typically possess in the LMS.
Regarding student access and control facilitated by the VEE, the embedded units
offered several sources of data that might indicate how much access and control Case 1
students possessed in the VEE. Figure 4.7 maps Blythe’s and Adam’s levels of access
and control as observed during synchronous sessions and think-alouds as they worked
with teacher DWF.
Figure 4.7
Access and Control Continuums for Case 1 Embedded Units

=Adam-Melanie dyad
=Blythe-Melanie dyad
As seen in the above figure, while Adam’s access during synchronous sessions
was often extensive or at least equal to Melanie’s access, he had little control over VEE
spaces and tools. Blythe, on the other hand, routinely displayed equal control with other
participants in the VEE space, but she rarely had extensive control over others. Blythe
also possessed extensive access to VEE tools and spaces, as in the instances where
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Melanie had to rely on Blythe to complete various actions in Writable because Melanie
could not complete those tasks for Blythe based on their account privileges. These results
may support the conclusion that Blythe could move agentively through the various VEE
spaces she inhabited, but she did not have power that extended to others in those spaces.
Thus, case-level and embedded-level themes from data analysis showed that the VEE
allowed Case 1 students to be agentive but also allowed Melanie as the teacher to
maintain control over where that agency was permitted.
Training in Virtual Education Environment Procedures. A third finding in the
category of VEE impact on DWF was the integration of VEE training into the Case 1
DWF process. The case-level theme Training in VEE Procedures as Part of DWF Process
and the embedded-level theme Adam: Training in VEE Procedures grounded this finding.
In vivo coding data of teacher interviews were the initial bases for the case-level theme.
Melanie described her initial weeks with her students during an interview, she stated she
had “been training them” from the start of the semester to help them “get into the habit”
of using the VEE tools they would need to navigate her course successfully.
This theme was developed further through artifacts I gathered and observations
throughout the semester. For example, Melanie sent out Webmails with details regarding
VEE procedures, scheduled time for training in the whole group Adobe Connect session
on writing that I observed, reminded students of procedures in her recorded overview
videos, and helped students troubleshoot during one-on-one sessions. She also described
in an interview how she used LMS tools such as the gradebook to prompt students toward
certain processes. For example, she would use a grade of 60 to indicate to students that
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they had not addressed any of her DWF if they turned in identical texts for both the rough
draft and final draft. When a student called in with questions, Melanie started with VEE
training first: “If they've got questions like, ‘Okay, let's go back. . . . I'm just training
them on using [the VEE].” Thus, training in VEE procedures was a recurring concept in
Case 1 that took a significant portion of teacher time.
Embedded unit data highlighted the instructional time it took for Case 1 students
to learn how to navigate VEE spaces and tools. When I asked Adam, for example, at the
end of one think-aloud session whether he had felt prepared for the transition to a fulltime VEE, he shrugged in an unconcerned manner, “It’s all online. I already know how to
do it all.” However, Adam’s caretaker seemed to bear much of the burden for the day-today navigation of the VEE. She admitted during an interview that she kept up with his
email because he was “horrible about opening his Webmails.” Melanie commented later
in a think-aloud that even though she did not require Adam to submit his paper in
Writable, she hoped Adam would put his paper into the program so that “he would get
used to it” and be able to follow that process in future papers. Adam spent portions of his
time learning the routines of the VEE just as Melanie had. Thus, case-level and
embedded-level themes converged into the finding that training in VEE procedures was a
necessary, if time-consuming, portion of the DWF processes in Case 1.
Teacher-Student Relationships Altered by the Virtual Education
Environment. Finally, data analysis resulted in the finding that the VEE also impacted
the relationship between teacher and student in Case 1, which may have indirectly
impacted the power negotiation between the two participants. This finding was primarily
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seen in the embedded-level theme Blythe: The VEE’s Impact on Teacher-Student Power
Dynamics, though there was one mention of this concept in an interview from the AdamMelanie dyad data. During this interview, Adam and I were discussing whether the VEE
had impacted his relationships with his teachers. He observed, “we don’t get under their
skin as much,” implying he had a more cordial, relaxed relationship with his current
teachers because of the physical space between him and them.
Blythe mentioned the impact of the VEE on her relationship with her teachers as
well in an interview. She described feeling like she received “one-on-one” attention from
Ms. Smith through DWF because the modes of communication she and the teacher used,
such as phone calls, texting, and individual Adobe Connect sessions were more isolated.
This statement was interesting considering she would have been able to be with her
teachers in person much of the day at her previous brick-and-mortar school, yet she
revealed during the conversation that she had never met Melanie in person. The VEE as
space seemed to make Melanie appear closer to Blythe and more accessible. In other
words, the individualized nature of VEE communication made Blythe feel more
connected to her teacher. It seemed the ability to meet or talk individually in a VEE
created a sense of personalization that strengthened the relationship between student and
teacher. This finding was primarily developed from one embedded-level theme within the
Blythe-Melanie dyad but was corroborated by an interview response from the AdamMelanie dyad, implying that the concept of the VEE’s impact on teacher-student
relationships was a topic of interest across students.
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Additional Finding in Case 1: COVID-19 Impact on Digital Writing Feedback
One finding in Case 1 not encompassed by the research questions of the study but
impactful on the DWF process was COVID-19 and its effects on students and their
families. This additional finding was important because the COVID-19 pandemic has
impacted K-12 virtual learning in multiple ways as mentioned in the introduction to this
study (Farrow et al., 2020). The pandemic was therefore part of the underlying context of
the VEE, and any perceptions of its effects on DWF that showed up in data analysis
should be addressed (Stake, 2006). In addition, other research has reported additional
outcomes if they impacted the results of the study meaningfully (Howell et al., 2020).
The impact of COVID-19 on Case 1 DWF was seen in the case-level theme
COVID-19 Impact. Data from teacher interviews were the primary source of support for
this theme. Teacher comments pointed toward a perceived change in the level of
commitment and understanding of how VEE-based education worked among SVS
families and students. In the first interview, Melanie described how the “shared
experience” of moving so many schools and other entities to virtual models “normalized
virtual instruction.” Where previously Melanie felt that from her previous 10 years of
experience at SVS, families typically came to the school with little understanding of how
their students would function at SVS. In 2020, she noticed an increase in awareness as to
what would be expected of them.
Another influence on Case 1 DWF was the perceived change in the student
population. Melanie described how many parents decided early on in 2020 that they
wanted a stable school environment for their students, so the enrollment for SVS this year
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was higher than in previous years. The families who got into the school, according to
Melanie, “want[ed] to stay at SVS” and made sure students were doing their work and
meeting the teachers’ expectations. Because of this “stronger support at home,” Melanie
felt more confident that her plan to implement Writable would work well and that
students would be able to navigate the DWF process.
To summarize Case 1 findings, DWF in this case was characterized by strong
relationships between student and teacher and an emphasis on the struggles and resulting
training needed to navigate VEE spaces and tools. Students were generally agentive with
DWF, but this agency was limited by the teacher’s perception of how ready they were to
take on the role of Designing. The next section will describe the results of Case 2.
Case 2: Honest’s Eighth-Grade Classroom
Case 2 consisted of 144 eighth-grade students and their teacher, Honest Truth, in
an ELA class. Honest had 1 year of previous VEE teaching experience. This case also
included one embedded unit dyad made up of a student, Victor, and the teacher. Another
student was recruited for a second embedded unit, but he left SVS before data collection
started. Victor’s previous VEE experience included two years in an online homeschool
environment and four years at SVS. Case 2 DWF was almost exclusively text based.
Case 2 data analysis produced 19 themes. These themes were then merged into 10
findings. These findings fit into the categories of the process, power dynamics, teacherstudent power negotiation, and VEE effects of DWF. Table 4.4 lists the Case 2 findings,
themes used to craft findings, and categories organizing the findings as well as case-level
and research questions for context.
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Table 4.4
Overview of Case 2 Findings
Research Questions
Research Question #1:
What does digital writing
feedback look like in a virtual
education environment?

Research Question #2:
What are the power dynamics
present in the digital writing
feedback process?

Case 2 Categories
Category 1: Process of DWF

Category 2: Power Dynamics
in DWF

Case-Level Questions

Case 2 Findings

What are the general steps
taken to give and receive
feedback in the VEE?

Simple, Efficient DWF

What types of technology are
used to facilitate feedback in
the VEE?

Accessibility is Key in DWF

How do students and teachers
interact with DWF through
the VEE?

Multimodality in DWF

Who has the ability to bring
about change in the DWF
process?

Sources of Power in DWF

Where is there dissymmetry
of forces in the DWF process
if any?

Academic Discourse
Socialization

What factors impact student
agency in the DWF process?

Factors Impacting Student
Agency in DWF
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Case 2 Themes from
Data Analysis

Case Level:
•
Process of DWF
Embedded Unit Level:
•
Victor: Process of DWF
Case Level:
•
Process of DWF
•
VEE as Tool in DWF
Embedded Unit Level:
•
Victor: Process of DWF
•
Victor: VEE as Tool for
DWF
Case Level:
•
VEE as Tool in DWF
Embedded Unit Level:
•
Victor: Multimodality in
Victor’s Teacher DWF
Case Level:
•
Sources of Power
Embedded Unit Level:
•
Victor: Sources of Power
Case Level:
•
Sources of Power
Embedded Unit Level:
•
Victor: Sources of Power
•
Victor: Academic
Discourse Socialization
Case Level:
•
Choice in DWF
Embedded Unit Level:
•
Victor: Choice with
Teacher DWF

Research Questions
Research Question #3:
How is teacher-student power
negotiated through the digital
writing feedback process in a
virtual education
environment?

Research Question #4:
How does the virtual
education environment as tool
and space affect teacherstudent power dynamics in the
context of digital writing
feedback?

Case 2 Categories
Category 3: Teacher-Student
Power Negotiation in DWF

Category 4: VEE Effects on
DWF

Case-Level Questions

Case 2 Findings

Between the teacher and
student, who is perceived as
having more power in the
DWF process?

Teacher and Student
Recognize Dual Power in
DWF

In what ways do students
enact agency/not enact agency
in the DWF process?

Students Have the Ability to
Reject the Designer Role

In what ways does the VEE
impact student agency in
DWF?

The VEE as a Space for the
DWF Process

In what ways does the VEE
impact teacher-student
relationships around DWF?

Access and Control Facilitated
by the VEE as a Tool
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Case 2 Themes from
Data Analysis

Case Level:
•
Sources of Power
Embedded Unit Level:
•
Victor: Bases of Power
•
Victor: Teacher-Student
Power Negotiation
Through DWF in a VEE
Case Level:
•
Designs of Meaning
Embedded Unit Level:
•
Victor: Designs of
Meaning
Case Level:
•
VEE Impact
•
VEE as Space for DWF
Embedded Unit Level:
None
Case Level:
•
Access in the VEE
Embedded Unit Level:
•
Victor: Access in the
VEE

The following section describes Case 2 findings related to the process of DWF.
Process of Digital Writing Feedback
The category of the process of DWF, as in Case 1, dealt with findings regarding
the technology used in DWF and the interactions around DWF in Case 2. The three
findings in this category were as follows: (a) the character of Case 2 DWF as simple and
efficient, (b) the importance of DWF accessibility to Case 2 participants, and (c) the types
of DWF used in the case. The sections below explain each finding and give supporting
data from relevant case-level and embedded-level themes.
Simple, Efficient Digital Writing Feedback. Data from the case-level theme
Process of DWF and the embedded-level theme Victor: Process of DWF revealed Case 2
DWF processes were simple and efficient. During interviews and think-alouds, Honest
described the process of DWF followed in Case 2 as a sequence that reflected the
traditional IREF process (Cazden, 2001); students were assigned a text to write, they
responded with their writing, and Honest evaluated it and provided DWF back to
students. Case 2 students wrote one longer text during the fall semester, an explanatory
text that was to include evidence from outside sources and adhere to a list of
predetermined topics that was created by the eighth-grade teaching team.
A unique characteristic of Case 2 results was Victor’s embedded unit data came
from two different types of writing; Victor chose not to revise his explanatory text after
receiving DWF from Honest, so the second feedback cycle occurred with a set of unit test
essays Victor completed a few weeks after turning in his explanatory text. But besides
this variation across DWF cycles, the general process of DWF was straightforward.
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Honest mentioned in his final interview that he prized “efficiency.” This value seemed to
carry over to the choices he made surrounding the DWF processes of Case 2. For
example, DWF in Case 2 came solely from the teacher. Further, DWF primarily came
through the feedback box within the LMS because other types of DWF took extensive
time to plan and schedule. Whereas the teachers in the other two cases went outside the
LMS or used various VEE tools to give DWF, Honest used the DWF methods prescribed
by the LMS. While these themes indicated that the actual process of DWF in Case 2 was
uncomplicated, the reason for that choice may have been related to the importance of
accessibility in DWF.
Accessibility is Key in Digital Writing Feedback. A second finding regarding
the process of DWF was the importance of DWF accessibility. I collapsed the case-level
themes Process of DWF and VEE as Tool in DWF and related embedded unit themes
with similar titles to form this finding. Primarily, the teacher was concerned with making
the DWF process as accessible as possible for his students and himself. In an interview,
Honest explained his general rule for DWF: “The more effort you have to do to get to
something, the less likely you are to access it [and] use it.” Therefore, he used the built-in
feedback box in the LMS to give DWF. This text box allowed for 10,000 words. The
LMS also required the teacher to put in a grade when using this box to add DWF. Once a
grade was entered, students would receive an automatic Webmail with a link to view
their teachers’ DWF. The feedback box allowed teachers to upload documents or audio as
feedback, but Honest felt entering the feedback into the provided box was more
accessible, perhaps because it required fewer clicks by the student.
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Data from the embedded unit added to the understanding of how accessibility
played a role in Case 2 DWF as well. For example, Victor used Microsoft Word to write
his explanatory text. He explained in one interview that he was most comfortable with
Word as a writing application because his older sister had shown him how to use it. He
had also taken a computer class in fourth grade at SVS that developed his skills in both
typing and using Microsoft software. In this way, SVS seemed to aid in making VEE
tools accessible to Victor by providing training with VEE tools early in his schooling. He
thus selected the tool most accessible to him, reflecting the perspective Honest had
noticed with Case 2 students. Overall, data from case-level and embedded-level themes
supported the finding that accessibility was a guiding principle of Case 2 DWF processes.
Multimodality in Digital Writing Feedback. A third finding related to DWF
processes related to the types of DWF present in Case 2. The case-level theme VEE as
Tool in DWF and the embedded-level theme Victor: Multimodality in Victor’s Teacher
DWF indicated multimodality played a limited role in Case 2 DWF. All of Case 2’s
observed DWF instances were asynchronous and text-based. Figure 4.8 below charts
each observed instance of DWF. This data came solely from the embedded studentteacher dyad.
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Figure 4.8
Case 2 Types of Teacher Digital Writing Feedback

= Case 2
= Case 3 overlapping DWF

As mentioned in the context section of the previous chapter, Case 2 and Case 3
shared some resources because they were both eighth-grade classes. Therefore, two
multimodal DWF instances are shown in the above chart because Honest’s students had
access to asynchronous multimodal DWF videos that the Case 3 teacher had recorded and
placed on the message board. Honest did not create either of these videos, but in
interviews he referenced sending video links to students occasionally because they were
“already recorded” and students could “get a very detailed explanation” of the area they
were struggling in. I could not find additional evidence that Case 2 students accessed
these videos or used them in their writing.
Though Case 2 students did not receive any multimodal DWF directly,
multimodality played a role in other ways during the DWF process. The eighth-grade
message board, which was created by Honest and the rest of the teaching team, included
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multimodal documents and videos to support students’ writing of their explanatory texts.
Embedded unit data provided further details on the use of multimodal tools and
resources. For example, Victor reported in an interview that he watched a video
explanation of the writing assignment directions. I also observed Honest using
multimodal tools such as the highlighting function in Word during a think-aloud protocol;
he highlighted text in Victor’s draft as he prepared his feedback, but he explained this
step was only for his own thinking and would not be shared with the student. This data
from the embedded-level themes and the previously described case-level themes
demonstrated multimodality was useful in the DWF process for both teacher and student
despite its not being a central element of the feedback. Based on the above findings, the
process of Case 2 DWF relied primarily on text-based DWF, possibly to keep DWF
simple, efficient, and easily accessible to both student and teacher. Case 2 DWF, though
simple in form, was still impacted by various power dynamics. The findings below
address the category of power dynamics in Case 2 DWF.
Power Dynamics in Digital Writing Feedback
The category of power dynamics in DWF encompasses the factors that impact
student agency in DWF, the presence and description of any dissymmetry of forces in
DWF processes, and the entities or people who can bring about change in the DWF
process. Findings within this category indicated power dynamics in Case 2 DWF
involved both individuals and larger forces, the teacher and student did not agree on who
controlled the DWF process, and multiple factors impacted student agency with DWF in
Case 2. The following sections outline these findings.
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Sources of Power in Digital Writing Feedback. Multiple sources of power
influenced the DWF process in Case 2. The case-level theme Sources of Power indicated
Honest identified many different powerful entities in the case, while data from the
embedded unit theme Victor: Sources of Power showed Victor held a narrower view of
the sources of power.
Education Management Organization as a Source of Power. The EMO was one
of the sources of power identified by Honest and not by the student. In interviews, Honest
referenced the EMO’s power mainly through discussions of the LMS. Because the LMS
was more accessible in Honest’s opinion than outside tools, the affordances of the LMS
determined when and how Honest could give students DWF. The EMO also rolled out a
new eighth-grade ELA curriculum a few weeks before school started. This change led the
teaching team to make adjustments to their DWF to match the new curriculum. Honest
described during a think-aloud how he had worked with his co-teachers to create a new
rubric, a new list of topic options, and other updated resources for writing. Thus, the
EMO’s decisions regarding how they designed and rolled out new curricula affected Case
2 DWF.
State as a Source of Power. Another source of power identified in Case 2 DWF
was the state education department. Honest in one interview labeled the state-mandated
ELA standards as the biggest limiter of student choice because they outlined which
genres and skills were required for eighth-grade students and therefore dictated the focus
of writing pedagogy and DWF. Victor, in his initial interview, also mentioned state
standards as one of the primary guides for developing the rubrics the teacher used to give
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him DWF in Case 2, demonstrating similar views between teacher and student on this
source of power. State standards, then, exerted power over the DWF process.
School Leaders as a Source of Power. Honest explained during the first
interview that the school administrators were “very supportive” and made “student
improvement” their “full focus.” These comments indicated the school had the power to
support teachers in their endeavors to help students learn, which included teacher DWF
processes. Honest explained how this power was demonstrated during a think-aloud;
during the fall semester, administrators found students were overwhelmed by the
webmails auto-generated by their teachers giving feedback on assignments. In response
to this concern, they mandated that ELA teachers should only give DWF on unit test
essay questions that did not receive full credit. Thus, school leaders facilitated and
sometimes exerted control over teacher DWF processes.
Teacher as a Source of Power. Another source of power in Case 2 DWF was the
teacher. Honest noted in the first interview that not only was the individual teacher a
source of power, but the teacher team as a group also held power to make decisions with
DWF processes. This power showed itself in the ways the teacher team created rubrics,
sought to calibrate their DWF to one another through a list of frequently used comments,
and collaborated to create a shared rubric. In Victor’s view, based on an interview
conversation, the Case 2 teacher was powerful. Victor explained that the teacher had the
power to tell him what he got “wrong” in his writing and what he could do “better,” and
therefore the teacher possessed the ability to determine the quality of his writing.
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Academic Discourse as a Source of Power. Academic discourse was another
source of power influencing Case 2. The rules of academic discourse can sometimes be
subtle and involve perspectives, actions, and assumptions by both people and VEE spaces
or tools (Duff, 2010; Gee, 2005). Thus, I coded examples where the teacher or another
entity described or demonstrated academic rules and identities with the qualitative
content analysis code academic discourse socialization. Analysis of this data showed
academic discourse power was present in the structures Honest relied on as he gave
DWF. For example, during think-alouds and interviews Honest displayed a heavy
reliance on the rubric for giving DWF and used terms such as “help” and “correct” in
discussing DWF that conveyed the assumption that student writing needed remediation
by teachers. These concepts align with unstated rules typically found in academic
discourse socialization to academic writing (Dawson, 2017; Duff, 2010; Duszak, 1994).
The VEE also reinforced the context of academic discourse because the feedback box in
the LMS required a grade from teachers and showed the overall course grade prominently
on the feedback screen (Figure 4.9).
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Figure 4.9
Screenshot of Case 2 Digital Writing Feedback in the Learning Management System

The idea that writing should be graded and that grades are important indicators of
success was an artifact of academic discourse (Dawson, 2017). The power of academic
discourse was further reflected in embedded unit data. During the first think-aloud with
Victor’s explanatory essay, I watched as Honest used the designated rubric to formulate
topics for his comments on Victor’s writing. He wrote the text in the feedback box and
input a grade. At this point the teacher paused; he mentioned aloud that he was unhappy
with the grade of a high C that had resulted from these steps, and he reasoned that the
paper seemed like a low B paper for the typical eighth-grade papers he had assessed
before. He went back through the rubric to see if there were any categories where he had
given a lower score than he intended. He felt conflicted about the score he had given on
the organizational structure category, and he wished he could give half points. Instead, he
put in a higher score in that category, which bumped the student’s grade to a low B on the
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assignment. This excerpt illustrates the power of grading and academic rules in general
on the DWF process in Case 2.
Victor, for his part, was just as focused on academic achievement during the
DWF cycles. Upon opening the DWF described above during a think-aloud, he stated
that the first thought he had was that he hoped he would “get a good grade.” He used his
overall ELA grade as the primary determiner of whether he would take up his teacher’s
DWF in both DWF cycles, first with his explanatory essay and later with the unit test
essays. Thus, academic discourse appeared to affect Victor’s views and actions toward
DWF as well.
Student as a Source of Power. The final source of power in Case 2 DWF was the
student. Honest mentioned student choice throughout his interviews and during thinkalouds, indicating he felt students had some agency in DWF. Victor stated in an interview
that he had choices with what to do when he received DWF from his teacher.
Additionally, he acted on those choices in ways that fit his own academic goals and
purposes for writing. Thus, coding of verbal and observational data across Case 2
supported the concept of student power in DWF. Case-level and embedded-level themes
provided the following power sources: the EMO, the state, school leaders, the teacher,
academic discourse, and students. Though the Case 2 teacher and student in the
embedded unit agreed on most of these sources of power, they differed in how they felt
these power dynamics interacted in DWF.
Academic Discourse Socialization. Academic discourse socialization was an
important dynamic in the power structures of Case 2 DWF. Though data related to this
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finding appeared in the case-level theme Sources of Power and the embedded-level theme
Victor: Sources of Power, this finding was most visible in the embedded-level theme
Victor: Academic Discourse Socialization. The process of academic discourse
socialization went smoothly through most of the DWF process between Honest and
Victor. In interviews, Victor’s description of teacher DWF was similar to Honest’s
description; Victor saw teacher DWF as a way to justify a grade and let students know
what errors they had made. Victor also believed, according to interview statements, that
teachers should stay close to the rubric as they gave DWF, and Honest followed this
procedure when he gave DWF to Victor. As Honest conducted a think-aloud with me for
Victor’s explanatory essay, he was impressed right away that Victor had followed some
of the rules specific to academic writing in this class, such as using the correct heading
with an inverted date order. In turn, Victor was able to clearly articulate the main points
of the teacher DWF he received to me during think-alouds.
Despite these similar views, embedded dyad data indicated that a disconnect
existed between Victor’s and Honest’s goals for each DWF cycle. Victor was grade
oriented. He stated in two interviews that obtaining an overall course grade of B was his
goal in ELA. As long as he kept that B average, he did not feel the need to take up any
DWF from Honest. Honest, on the other hand, was process oriented. He wanted Victor to
continually hone his writing, as seen in the in vivo code refining process coded in
interview data with the teacher. Honest seemed to recognize that Case 2 students may be
more grade-centric, and he consequently raised Victor’s grade for the first essay just
enough to move it into the low B grade range. Once Victor saw that his text was graded
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as a B and made sure his overall grade was still in this range as well, his own academic
discourse goal had been met. He chose not to revise further. By not allowing Honest’s
DWF to influence his academic writing, he also stopped the academic discourse
socialization process. It seemed that when Honest raised Victor’s writing score to keep
Victor from being discouraged and encourage him to revise, he actually provided the
impetus for Victor to disregard the DWF.
During the second DWF cycle for the embedded unit dyad, a similar disconnect
occurred. While Honest did not adjust any point values in the test essay scores, he did
state during the think-aloud that he hoped Victor would go back to his test and use the
DWF to make corrections. He felt the “ideal student would want to get as many points as
possible” on the test. Again, when Victor opened the DWF during a think-aloud and saw
that his overall score remained at a B, he did not make any revisions and moved on with
the course. He expressed contentment that he had succeeded in his academic goals for the
DWF cycle. Thus, case-level and embedded-level themes demonstrated how the teacher
and student perspectives aligned and diverged at different points during Case 2 DWF and
consequently impacted academic discourse socialization.
Factors Impacting Student Agency in Digital Writing Feedback. Beyond
academic discourse, other sources of power impacted the amount of agency Case 2
students had with DWF. The case-level theme Choice in DWF and the embedded-level
theme Victor: Choice with Teacher DWF were combined to reach this finding. Factors
that impacted student agency were the teacher, the EMO, and the state. Interview data
from the case-level theme indicated that the teacher limited student agency primarily
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through the use of a rubric to guide his DWF. The rubric, then, limited the DWF a student
would receive, and thereby also limited what they would be able to do with it. This
rubric, as explained by Honest in an interview, focused on “sentence structure, grammar,
content,” and adherence to citation formatting. The eighth-grade teaching team used the
LMS guidelines and the state writing standards to construct this document, indicating that
the EMO, the state, and the teacher all directly or indirectly exerted power over the DWF
process through the rubric. Victor, in the embedded unit data, understood that the rubric
limited his agency with DWF based on statements he made during interviews. Thus,
case-level and embedded-level themes agreed that the teacher, the EMO, and the statecreated standards all impacted student agency through the tools used to give DWF to the
student. The following section explores power dynamics unique to the teacher-student
interactions in DWF.
Teacher-Student Power Negotiation in Digital Writing Feedback
Findings under the category of teacher-student power negotiation in DWF
addressed the perceptions of student and teacher power in relation to each other and the
ways students acted or did not act as Designers in the DWF process. The two findings in
this category were that the teacher and the student in Case 2 recognized the dual power
they had in DWF, and Case 2 students could accept or reject the Designing role with
teacher DWF.
Teacher and Student Recognize Dual Power in Digital Writing Feedback.
Data analysis at the case level and embedded unit level supported the finding that both
the teacher and student in the Case 2 embedded unit recognized the student’s power. The
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case-level theme Sources of Power and the embedded level themes Victor: Bases of
Power and Victor: Teacher-Student Power Negotiation Through DWF in a VEE were the
basis of this finding.
From the two participants’ beginning interviews, it seemed that their goals for
teacher DWF were different; Victor was focused on grades, as mentioned in previous
results, and Honest viewed DWF as a process. But they both recognized Victor’s agency
and power. When Victor exercised that power by choosing not to revise his writing, that
negotiation of power was uneventful. Honest, in our later conversations, did not mention
the abrupt ending of the first DWF cycle and simply moved on to scheduling the next
think-aloud with Victor’s unit test essays. This unruffled response to student agency
could be due to the asynchronous nature of the participants’ interaction; Victor and
Honest did not talk about the DWF before or after it was sent. Or it could be that Victor
and Honest knew their roles well, and any subsequent negotiation or conflict within the
DWF process was unnecessary.
Likewise, the Case 2 teacher and student acknowledged teacher power in DWF.
Victor verbally identified his teacher as powerful during an interview. Data analysis with
provisional coding was used to give more insight into Victor’s view of the various
reasons why his teacher was powerful. Victor mentioned coercion or reward as a basis of
power three times; all references were specifically related to grades and the ability
Honest had to give Victor a high or low score on a writing assignment. Expertise arose as
a basis of power one time when Victor explained that his teacher’s DWF was powerful
because it could help him become a better writer. This statement implied that teacher
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DWF was coming from a place of expertise and would therefore be beneficial. Honest
also verbally asserted that he and his co-teachers were powerful in the DWF process
during an interview; he went on to demonstrate that power by taking charge of the DWF
process and giving Victor a grade, just as the student had anticipated. Again, during the
think-alouds there was no disagreement over whether the teacher had the right to give
DWF, possibly because both participants agreed that the power was legitimate.
Ultimately, the case-level and embedded level themes showed the teacher and student
recognized their own and each other’s power in DWF.
Students Have the Ability to Reject the Designer Role. A second finding was
that students in Case 2 could reject the role of Designer with DWF. The themes I merged
to create this finding were the case-level theme Designs of Meaning and the embedded
level theme Victor: Designs of Meaning. Qualitative content analysis in Case 2 included
several coding references to Design elements as described in the theoretical framework
for this study. In the embedded unit data, both Victor and Honest referenced the student
as a Designer. I asked Victor during one interview if he felt he had a choice with how he
responded to Honest’s DWF. Victor replied, “I feel like it all depends on the student if he
wants to [use the teacher DWF or not].”
Victor later demonstrated that he truly believed in this level of agency during both
think-alouds, first with DWF on his explanatory essay and later with the DWF on his unit
test essays. In each case, Victor read the DWF from Honest and then elected not to apply
it to his current writing assignment. During the first think-aloud looking at his
explanatory text DWF, he mused, “I do see certain points that I could have fixed.” I
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coded this portion of data as Available Designs for the student because he seemed to have
new ideas for revising offered to him through the teacher DWF. At this stage of the DWF
cycle, Victor could have picked up the role of Designer and worked with the Available
Designs of his original draft and the teacher DWF to craft a Redesigned text. However,
Victor instead commented shortly after, “I think I’m just going to leave it like it is.”
Victor felt his overall ELA grade was satisfactory, so he did not see the need to try to
revise the text. While academic discourse seemed to mediate this choice to reject the
Designing role, Victor himself used agency to make this choice.
Honest, as the teacher, also recognized the student’s ability to refuse the role of
Designer. During an interview, I asked Honest if he felt Case 2 students should have a
choice with whether or not they use teacher DWF. Honest thought for a long moment. He
then replied carefully:
The democratic side of me thinks that they should have a choice in where they use
the feedback, but at the same time, I think it's most beneficial for them to use the
feedback and respond to the feedback. And even if even if it's like a pushback, I
still think that's good for learning. And then, obviously, it's going to be beneficial
if they take in the feedback and resubmit their work. So yeah, I think they should
respond. I don't think they should have to, but I think they should.
The teacher indicated in this response that he accepted the student’s role as
Designer; he was okay with the student either wholeheartedly accepting his DWF as
Available Designs or using parts of it and leaving others. While he wished students
would choose to be Designers, he also verbally acknowledged there was a third option:
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students could decline to take on the role of Designer. Honest affirmed that Case 2
students could refuse to become Designers with DWF, and embedded unit data from
Victor confirmed this possibility was also sometimes a reality in Case 2. In short, case
and embedded level themes supported the finding that students could act agentively to
decline the role of Designing within Case 2 DWF. Though the teacher’s and students’
actions with DWF were crucial to the process, the VEE also played a role in teacherstudent power negotiation. The next section presents findings related to VEE effects on
Case 2 DWF.
Virtual Education Environment Effects on Digital Writing Feedback
Findings related to VEE effects on DWF explored the ways the VEE impacted
student agency and student-teacher relationships within DWF. The two findings in this
category involved the ways the VEE functioned as a space that impacted student-teacher
relationships during DWF processes and the ways the VEE as a tool allowed participants
to display varying degrees of access and control. In the sections below, these findings are
further explained.
The Virtual Education Environment as a Space for the Digital Writing
Feedback Process. The VEE, as a unique space for writing instruction, affected the
DWF process. This finding was developed from the case-level themes VEE Impact and
VEE as Space for DWF. For example, Honest engaged in different practices in the VEE
than he did in his former brick-and-mortar school because some processes took longer to
do virtually than in person. In one interview, Honest described the way he used to
implement one-on-one writing conferences with each of his students in his previous
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brick-and-mortar school. He stated that strategy was not feasible at SVS because it took
“longer to show people stuff” and “get everything pulled up and set up.” Honest could
not rapidly move from student to student as he could in person, and the flexibility of his
and the students’ schedules meant there was not a dedicated time where they were all in
the same space.
Despite these difficulties, Honest did feel that he got more “one-on-one
interaction” with students than he did in a brick-and-mortar classroom. More of Honest’s
time was spent individually with students, but that time was spread less evenly across the
students. Another way the VEE impacted power dynamics was through the limitations on
what Honest called “proximity.” Proximity, or how much a student felt Honest’s presence
as a teacher, was limited by the VEE. Honest clarified his views on this idea during an
interview:
Alicia: Do you see the online environment affecting how students use their choice
and how much choice they have?
Honest: Yeah, I definitely do. I think the more proximity you have to a student,
the more likely they are to submit to or yield to, you know, your desire as a
teacher for them. . . . I've noticed, the more I call a student, the more likely
they are to submit what I would desire for them to do. So proximity is key in
that aspect.
This lack of consistent proximity in the VEE seemed to have more negative
effects on struggling writers. Honest noticed that the “lower-achieving students” were
harder to reach. He observed that in his experience these students were “not really eager
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to sit down and talk to a teacher in person,” so it was “definitely harder to get [these
students] to sit down and talk . . . in a virtual setting.” Honest felt strongly that having a
relationship with students was key to getting them engaged with teacher DWF, so this
inability to connect with certain students might have had a spiral effect; they were not
meeting with teachers and creating relationships, which then made it less likely they
would feel the need to use teacher DWF in their writing. In sum, these examples from
case-level themes indicated the VEE as a space affected the Case 2 DWF process because
it both enhanced and inhibited the ways students interacted with their teachers.
Access and Control Facilitated by the Virtual Education Environment.
Another finding related to VEE effects was that access and control over the VEE tools
and spaces affected the DWF process. The case-level theme Access in the VEE and the
embedded level theme Victor: Access in the VEE were collapsed to form this finding. I
conducted qualitative content analysis to identify times the teacher displayed minimal,
equal, or extensive access to a particular VEE space or tool or controlled a VEE space or
tool. Figure 4.10 displays this data as continuums.
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Figure 4.10
Access and Control Continuums for Case 2 Teacher

At points, Honest had extensive access. For example, as he scored a student’s
paper in the feedback box he could see the grade updating in real time. He also had
access to sample student responses in the test essay feedback box, a resource students
could not see. Other moments during data collection he had less access than students; he
reported in one think-aloud he was unable to see the student view in the LMS. This
limitation meant students had access to a specific user interface, and the teachers did not.
This lack of access led to a lack of control as well in places; since Honest could not see
the student view in the LMS, he could not control student access or make decisions for
them as they related to navigating the VEE space.
But Honest did have extensive control in some spaces, such as during a group
Adobe Connect session when he was a host and the students were participants. From the
data, it appeared that Honest did not exercise extensive control in VEE spaces, but he had
a moderate amount of access in the VEE. These data points only tracked the observed or
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overtly stated access and control seen during data collection and therefore have limited
capacity to determine Honest’s overall power in VEE spaces.
Beyond data that provided a glimpse of teacher access and control in the VEE,
Victor’s embedded unit data allowed a closer look at student access and control. Victor
possessed various levels of access in the VEE depending on the space or tool he was
using, but he generally had less access than the teacher. Figure 4.11 below shows
Victor’s observed or stated access in VEE spaces on a continuum. The available data did
not include any observable control over a VEE space. The fact that access and control
were difficult to observe in Case 2 may have partially been because all DWF processes
occurred asynchronously, making it more difficult to compare teacher and student access
and control directly.
Figure 4.11
Access Continuum for Case 2 Embedded Unit

Victor demonstrated equal access to VEE spaces and tools three times in thinkalouds, and he described minimal access to a tool one time during an interview. Except
for being able to put in DWF and grades, Victor and Honest appeared to have the same
level of access in the spaces they used for DWF. In conclusion, the two themes from the
case and embedded levels supported the finding that the VEE could facilitate access and
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control for the teacher and access for the student, which in turn impacted power dynamics
in the DWF process.
Across the findings in Case 2, several overarching concepts existed. First, Case 2
DWF was characterized by simplicity and accessibility. Second, some power in DWF
processes was shared between teacher and student. Third, most of the power in DWF was
mediated by academic discourse, which was expected because both the teacher and the
embedded unit student placed a high value on academic discourse socialization and its
governing rules. Finally, the VEE facilitated these power dynamics because it limited
proximity and allowed the teacher to have higher levels of access and control. The next
section delves into the findings from Case 3.
Case 3: Matthew’s Eighth-Grade Classroom
The Case 3 ELA class was comprised of 138 students and the teacher, Matthew
Sinclair. Matthew had 2.5 years’ experience teaching in a VEE. Case 3 included two
embedded dyads: the Hudson-Matthew dyad and the Kinsley-Matthew dyad. Hudson had
spent all seven of his previous school years at SVS. Kinsley was new to SVS that
semester and left again in November, just after completing data collection, to go back to
her local brick-and-mortar school. She had no previous VEE experience. Case 3 DWF
was reported to be mostly multimodal in the initial screening email from Matthew. Case
3 data analysis produced 36 themes. These themes were subsequently sorted into 12
findings. 11 findings fit in one of the four previously identified categories, and there was
one additional finding.
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Table 4.5 details this case’s findings and the themes that supported them. These
findings are shown alongside the case-level questions they answer and are contextualized
within the four categories that align with the research questions.
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Table 4.5
Overview of Case 3 Findings
Research Questions
Research Question #1:
What does digital writing
feedback look like in a virtual
education environment?

Research Question #2:
What are the power dynamics
present in the digital writing
feedback process?

Case 3 Categories
Category 1: Process of DWF

Category 2: Power Dynamics
in DWF

Case-Level Questions

Case 3 Findings

What are the general steps
taken to give and receive
feedback in the VEE?

Finding Balance Between
Personalization and
Standardization in DWF

What types of technology are
used to facilitate feedback in
the VEE?

VEE as Tool for DWF

How do students and teachers
interact with DWF through
the VEE?

Multimodality in DWF

Who has the ability to bring
about change in the DWF
process?

Sources of Power in DWF
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Case 3 Themes from
Data Analysis

Case Level:
•
The Structure of DWF
Embedded Unit Level:
•
Hudson: Process and
purpose of DWF
•
Kinsley: Process of DWF
Case Level:
•
VEE as Tool for DWF
Embedded Unit Level:
•
Hudson: VEE as Tool for
DWF
Case Level:
•
Multimodality in DWF
Embedded Unit Level:
•
Hudson: Multimodality in
Hudson’s Teacher DWF
•
Kinsley: Multimodality in
Kinsley’s Teacher DWF
Case Level:
•
Sources of Power in
DWF
Embedded Unit Level:
•
Hudson: Sources of
Power in DWF
•
Kinsley: Sources of
Power in DWF

Research Questions

Case 3 Categories

Case-Level Questions

Case 3 Findings

Where is there dissymmetry
of forces in the DWF process
if any?

Differing Views on Control of
the DWF Process

Equity in the VEE’s DWF
Process: The Formula is
Flawed

Research Question #3:
How is teacher-student power
negotiated through the digital
writing feedback process in a
virtual education
environment?

Category 3: Teacher-Student
Power Negotiation in DWF

What factors impact student
agency in the DWF process?

Factors Impacting Student
Agency in DWF

Between the teacher and
student, who is perceived as
having more power in the
DWF process?

Unified Perceptions of
Teacher-Student Power

In what ways do students
enact agency/not enact agency
in the DWF process?

Student Designing Mediated
by Academic Discourse
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Case 3 Themes from
Data Analysis

Case Level:
•
Sources of Power
Embedded Unit Level:
•
Hudson: Sources of
Power
•
Kinsley: Sources of
Power
Case Level:
•
EMO Responsible for
Modeling Inequity
•
School Leadership and
Routines Do Not Reflect
Equity
•
LMS Perpetuates
Inequity
Case Level:
•
Factors Influencing
Student Agency with
DWF
Embedded Unit Level:
•
Hudson: Power
Negotiation of DWF
Through Academic
Discourse Socialization
Case Level:
•
Sources of Power
•
Who Has More Power in
DWF?
Embedded Unit Level:
•
Hudson: Bases of Power
•
Hudson: Choice in DWF
•
Kinsley: Choice in DWF
Case Level:
•
Grade-Centric versus
Learning-Centric Views
of DWF
•
Designs of Meaning
Embedded Unit Level:

Research Questions

Case 3 Categories

Case-Level Questions

Case 3 Findings

Hudson: Designs of
Meaning
•
Hudson: Power
Negotiation of DWF
Through Academic
Discourse Socialization
•
Kinsley: Designs of
Meaning
•
Kinsley: Teacher-Student
Power Negotiation
Case Level:
•
Challenges of DWF in a
VEE
Embedded Unit Level:
•
Hudson: The VEE’s
Impact on Academic
Discourse Socialization
Case Level:
•
Access in the VEE
Embedded Unit Level:
•
Hudson: VEE Access and
Control in DWF
Case Level:
None
Embedded Unit Level:
•
Hudson: Results of
Ending Academic
Discourse Socialization
•
Hudson: Restoring the
Academic Discourse
Socialization Process
•

Research Question #4:
How does the virtual
education environment as tool
and space affect teacherstudent power dynamics in the
context of digital writing
feedback?

Category 4: VEE Effects on
DWF

In what ways does the VEE
impact student agency in
DWF?

Challenges of Conducting
DWF Cycles in a VEE

In what ways does the VEE
impact teacher-student
relationships around DWF?

Access and Control Facilitated
by the VEE

Additional Results

Impact of Researcher
Intervention on DWF
Processes
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Case 3 Themes from
Data Analysis

The sections below present this case’s findings within each category as well as an
additional, uncategorized finding. The first category included findings that demonstrated
the process of DWF in Case 3.
Process of Digital Writing Feedback
The category of the process of DWF encompassed findings that described the
steps taken to give and receive DWF in Case 3, the types of DWF observed in the case,
and the technology used to facilitate these interactions. This category contains three
findings:
1. During DWF cycles, the Case 3 teacher navigated the competing goals of
supporting students individually in their writing while maintaining
standardization across students.
2. Case 3 participants used a variety of VEE tools while working with DWF.
3. Case 3 DWF was often multimodal.
Finding Balance Between Personalization and Standardization in Digital
Writing Feedback. A primary characteristic of Case 3 DWF was the struggle between
personalizing DWF and holding to a standard process across students. The case-level
theme The Structure of DWF and the embedded level themes Hudson: Process and
Purpose of DWF and Kinsley: Process of DWF were consolidated to form this finding.
The drive for standardization was evident in class observations, teacher
interviews, and think-alouds. The descriptive code structure of DWF, which was coded
20 times in the data, helped capture this concept. For example, the structure of the writing
assignment discussed during teacher interviews was part of this standardized approach.
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Students were assigned one text to write during the semester; the assignment was to write
an explanatory text using researched source material. Students had a list of approved
topics and were expected to write a traditional five-paragraph essay. They received a
score on one submitted rough draft and the final draft, both of which were submitted
through the LMS feedback box. Matthew used the aforementioned rubric to guide his
feedback, and almost all of the DWF in this case came from the teacher. There was one
instance of peer DWF during a synchronous group session. However, it was brief and
informal, and I did not find any evidence of students using the peer DWF for their writing
during the session or in later written texts. Matthew further explained in an interview he
felt standardization was needed in teachers’ DWF. In other words, he saw “patterns in
students’ mistakes” and therefore felt that an effective approach to DWF was to apply
similar feedback comments and DWF strategies across students.
On the other hand, personalizing DWF in Case 3 seemed to be an important goal
for the teacher. Personalization of DWF, as Matthew described in an interview, consisted
of “paying close attention to what [students were] doing” and staying “curious” about
their thought processes. He felt that giving DWF in a VEE had the potential to be more
personalized than in brick-and-mortar classrooms because of the extensive tools at his
disposal and the more individualized nature of interactions in a VEE. These instances of
personalization may have been more frequent for students who attended synchronous
sessions. For example, at the end of one session focused on practicing paraphrasing,
Matthew offered a student the chance to email him with sections of the student’s rough
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draft so he could give additional DWF on the paraphrasing. Thus, this juxtaposition of
standardization and personalization appeared frequently across the data analysis.
One way in which Case 3 DWF was personalized yet standardized was through
what Matthew described in one interview as “hand-holding” strategies he used to support
students. He likened these techniques to a “gradual release approach,” where students
who needed more support received extensive DWF using highly structured strategies, and
students who needed less support in certain writing skills were given less-structured
DWF. A strategy he employed often in DWF I observed was the sentence frame, in
which Matthew would craft a sentence and leave blanks for the student to fill in. For
example, Matthew created a sentence frame for Hudson to help him craft a thesis
statement. This technique appeared to be an attempt to guide students toward a skill while
still allowing the teacher to take on some of the burden of writing.
Another frequently observed strategy was teacher modeling of writing. Matthew
wrote alongside his students during several synchronous sessions and made comments to
direct students’ attention to the model such as, “Look at your sentence versus mine.” He
also had students assess his writing during one DWF session. These instances indicated
Matthew sought to personalize his DWF while creating some standardization by using
similar strategies with students. To further aid in establishing a standard approach,
Matthew relied on the rubric to give DWF and occasionally kept a collection of
frequently used comments to apply during DWF. In Matthew’s view, personalized DWF
was important, but “generalized” DWF could also be “productive” for students.
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Embedded unit data from Hudson and Kinsley supported the theme of
personalization and standardization as well. Hudson and his caretaker specified during an
interview that their preferences were for teachers’ DWF to be specific and personalized.
Hudson stated he wanted teacher DWF to be detailed, as it helped him understand it
better. Hudson’s mom likewise stated the best teacher DWF in her view was that which
gave the student “specific things that he can do to fix the grade,” implying the DWF
would be narrow and tailored to the individual student’s needs.
The DWF Hudson received from his teacher appeared to be specific and
personalized. During the first DWF cycle with Hudson’s explanatory essay assignment,
Matthew provided personalized resources to Hudson in the form of a Google Doc with
sentence frames for his introduction and thesis statement. He also prerecorded video and
engaged in synchronous, multimodal DWF focused on a variety of areas, including the
genre, organization, word choice, spelling, grammar, and citation style of Hudson’s
paper.
An excerpt from an asynchronous DWF video Matthew recorded and sent to
Hudson after reading Hudson’s explanatory essay illustrates the level of specificity used
in this DWF. In this portion of the transcript, Matthew explained why Hudson’s current
draft is written in the narrative genre, not the explanatory genre as assigned:
The nature of the essay is to be informative. When I look at your paper, and when
I read this first paragraph, I knew immediately you were telling a story. And you
said, “I can't speak for every situation, but I can share my story with you.” In that
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case, that's when your story or your essay, [Hudson], this becomes a narrative
essay, it doesn't become an informative essay.
As seen in the above excerpt, Matthew used text directly from Hudson’s draft to
explain what he saw in the writing and how it did not align with the Case 3 assignment
parameters. In short, Matthew kept the topics of his DWF somewhat standardized; all
students had to use the same genre in this assignment. But he personalized his DWF to
the student through the technique he used and the examples he gave directly from
Hudson’s text.
Similar techniques showed up in the Kinsley-Matthew dyad data. The student and
teacher met in Adobe Connect to work on the explanatory essay together midway through
their first DWF cycle. Kinsley described their synchronous DWF session to me in a
debriefing session later that week; Matthew asked Kinsley to list “different points, and
then . . . he typed” topic sentences as Kinsley offered ideas. Then she developed
supporting sentences on her own after the session was over. With this method, Matthew
seemed to conduct what I perceived to be another method for personalizing DWF.
Kinsley explained that she appreciated the support and saw a clear direction for moving
forward with her draft after she met with Matthew. This data and previous examples of
Matthew’s DWF point toward the concept of personalization brought the teacher
alongside the student in a gradual release method of DWF that appeared to be effective
for some students. Overall, the combined data from both case-level and embedded level
themes indicated Case 3 DWF was characterized by an effective balance of personalized
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yet somewhat standardized DWF processes. Students also seemed to gravitate toward the
personalized DWF, while the teacher elevated standardization.
Virtual Education Environment as a Tool for Digital Writing Feedback. A
second finding that characterized the process of DWF in Case 3 was the way the VEE
was used as a multifaceted tool for DWF. The case-level theme VEE as Tool for DWF
and the embedded level theme Hudson: VEE as Tool for DWF embodied this finding
because almost all of the DWF in Case 3 came from the teacher, so Matthew provided
much of the data involving VEE tool use. Matthew reported using several different VEE
tools for DWF during interviews, many of which he used during think-alouds and
observations as well. He took me on a tour of the eighth-grade message board during an
interview; as he scrolled through a list of writing resources, he explained he made most of
the documents and videos himself. Case 3’s message board was shared with Case 2, and
all resources were linked within a Google presentation. Matthew explained in an
interview his team chose this tool partially because it was a “school mandate” and
partially because Matthew saw Google Apps as a way to create “equity” and accessibility
for families. He posited that parents could not access students’ course message boards if
they were located in the traditional spot within the LMS, so he hoped his use of Google
improved accountability for students as well.
On the message board, students had access to previously recorded synchronous
DWF sessions, checklists for formatting, and a list of topics with links to source
materials. I coded several of these items, particularly the posted synchronous DWF
sessions, under the in vivo code generalized feedback because they had been made as
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DWF for one student or a small group but were later posted for any students who might
need them. Matthew also used LMS tools to give DWF such as the text-based feedback
box, Webmail, and the Adobe Connect platform. He used Screencastify to record video
DWF as needed and frequently used Google docs and presentations. Screencastify and
Adobe Connect in particular allowed Case 3 DWF to be multimodal.
Embedded unit data with Hudson showed VEE tool use as well. Specifically,
Hudson used Google Docs and other tools. Hudson stated in our first interview that he
had used Google Docs since fifth grade when his older sister, who taught him how to
navigate it. He felt comfortable using Google, and suggested, “It’s very easy to use once
you know how everything works.” Kinsley, in embedded unit data collected from her
interview, stated she also used Google Docs to write and turn in papers at SVS. She had
learned this tool at her previous brick-and-mortar school, who had used Google
applications for years. Thus, data from case-level and embedded level themes indicated
that the teacher and students in Case 3 were comfortable using a variety of VEE tools for
writing and DWF.
Multimodality in Digital Writing Feedback. Regarding the types of DWF
interactions in Case 3, various themes from data analysis supported the finding that Case
3 DWF involved the extensive use of multimodality. The case-level theme Multimodality
in DWF and similarly named embedded level themes from Hudson’s and Kinsley’s
embedded unit data analysis were the sources of data that developed this finding. Case 3
teacher Matthew had reported using multimodal DWF in a screening email about the
study, therefore this trend was not surprising. Not every student in the Case 3 classroom
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received multimodal DWF, as evidenced by Matthew’s description in an interview of
using the feedback box for the majority of Case 3 students. Though I did not receive
exact numbers on how many students received text-based DWF, I extrapolated from
conversations with Matthew and embedded unit students that Case 3 students
experienced mostly text-based, asynchronous DWF. However, Matthew described during
an interview how he used multimodal DWF as needed for students, and observations of
synchronous DWF sessions revealed Matthew was comfortable using several modalities
at once to communicate with students. He described the flow of one synchronous
multimodal DWF session as “natural,” a sentiment I agreed with upon watching the
recording.
Matthew’s multimodality use consisted of color coding and highlighting to help
students “interact with the text,” as he explained in a think-aloud session. He also used
audio and visual modes together in which he would speak on a webcam and use a
document camera to display his writing. Figure 4.12 shows an example of this
multimodality.
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Figure 4.12
Screenshot of Case 3 Digital Writing Feedback

From the observed DWF cycles, I calculated the number of DWF sessions
categorized them by type. One session was asynchronous and text-based, while the
remaining six sessions were multimodal but varied from asynchronous to synchronous.
Figure 4.13 illustrates this categorization.
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Figure 4.13
Case 3 Types of Teacher Digital Writing Feedback

= Case 3

Two multimodal sessions were categorized as both synchronous and
asynchronous because Matthew originally recorded them live with students and later
posted them to the message board for the rest of the class to access. I classified these
recorded sessions as DWF because Matthew stated in an interview that he saw these
sessions as “generalized feedback” that was beneficial to students. Though Matthew did
not state a reason as to why he preferred multimodal DWF over text-based DWF, his
personal preferences for color and visual mediums as an artist may have contributed to
this choice. He also reported using similar strategies of color highlighting and visualspatial organization when he was a young student, suggesting these practices were deeply
rooted in Matthew’s approach toward academic writing and DWF. Most of these
observed sessions were with embedded unit students, and their individual experiences
with multimodality are described below to give further rich description of the role of
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multimodality in this case. Figure 4.14 illustrates the types of teacher DWF Hudson and
Kinsley received across the two observed DWF cycles.
Figure 4.14
Case 3 Embedded Unit Types of Teacher Digital Writing Feedback

= Hudson-Matthew dyad
= Kinsley-Matthew dyad

In one interview, Hudson described the use of multimodality in teacher DWF as
“definitely new” and different from previous years, but since he was a self-described
“audio kind of learner” he preferred multimodal DWF to text-based DWF. He also
seemed to like synchronous DWF better than asynchronous formats because his teacher
could tell him “live” what he needed to do with his writing. Kinsley received both
asynchronous and synchronous DWF. All of the DWF she received directly from
Matthew was multimodal, though the feedback differed in which modes were used. Two
of the multimodal DWF sessions were on the message board but had been recorded as
synchronous DWF with other students. These sessions were included as part of Kinsley’s
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DWF experiences because Matthew emailed Kinsley links these two videos when
Kinsley requested extra information on how to cite source material while she was writing
her first draft. However, these generalized feedback sessions did not appear to influence
her writing.
The reason Matthew gave in a think-aloud for switching to a different type of
multimodal DWF during the second DWF cycle was that he thought Kinsley might do
better with asynchronous DWF. He had noticed during their first synchronous DWF
session that she answered more slowly at times, so he felt she might be more comfortable
if she did not feel pressured to answer questions quickly in a synchronous Adobe Connect
meeting. Figure 4.15 shows a screenshot of a sample of asynchronous DWF Kinsley
received from Matthew during the second DWF cycle.
Figure 4.15
Screenshot of Kinsley’s Digital Writing Feedback

The use of the visual and spatial modes added meaning to the DWF beyond the
written text and made for simple but seemingly effective multimodal DWF. Kinsley
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preferred multimodal DWF and particularly appreciated the asynchronous multimodal
document because it was easier to “sort” the different sections she needed to revise and
“easier to see what they’re talking about.” Matthew’s stated goal was to get Kinsley to
“interact with the text,” and it seemed he had succeeded based on Kinsley’s responses.
From the case-level and embedded level themes centered on multimodality in Case 3, the
use of multimodal DWF seemed to align with the teacher’s and students’ views on the
most effective types of DWF. Though multimodal DWF was common, the modes used to
deliver DWF varied. Matthew may have switched the tools he used based on the
individual needs of his students.
Findings in Case 3 regarding the process of DWF included a high level of
multimodality in DWF, perhaps because of the comfort of teacher and student with VEE
tools and the desire to provide intense writing support to students. This multimodality
was frequent but not given to every student individually. The teacher struggled with
balancing the standardization of DWF across students while still personalizing DWF as
well. The following section explains the power dynamics that were the underpinnings of
these DWF processes.
Power Dynamics in Digital Writing Feedback
The four findings in Case 3 associated with the category of power dynamics
sought to answer the same case-level questions as those used in previous cases.
Therefore, some similar findings developed from the case-level and embedded level
themes, including the sources of power present in Case 3 DWF and the factors that
impacted student agency with DWF. Two findings unique to Case 3 were the fact that
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various participants disagreed on who controlled the DWF process and this case’s
emphasis on equity in VEE-based DWF. The sections below explore each of these
findings in further detail and demonstrate how case-level and embedded-level themes
were collapsed to establish these findings.
Sources of Power in Digital Writing Feedback. Similar to findings in the two
previous cases, Case 3 data analysis also produced a finding that different sources of
power held sway over the DWF process. The case-level theme Sources of Power in DWF
and the embedded level themes Hudson: Sources of Power in DWF and Kinsley: Sources
of Power in DWF, supported this finding. The following sections outline each source of
power participants identified in Case 3 DWF.
Education Management Organization as a Source of Power. As in Cases 1 and
2, the EMO was a source of power in Case 3 DWF. Most of the data supporting the EMO
as powerful came from conversations with Matthew. This fact makes sense as the teacher
in a VEE classroom would have more chances to interact with the EMO and its authority
figures than students would. Matthew mentioned the EMO as a source of power several
times in interviews. He called the EMO the “governing body” of the school and placed
the responsibility for shaping equity-related policies with the corporation. He also shared
an anecdote in which an EMO leader seemed to imply that the LMS was designed to run
without teachers. But Matthew disagreed with that sentiment, asserting, “It could never
be that way.” These examples demonstrate that Matthew pushed back on the EMO power
in some areas while affirming it, or at least acknowledging it, in others. Beyond the
teacher’s recognition of the EMO as powerful, Kinsley also identified the EMO structure
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as powerful in DWF. When I asked her in an interview who controlled the DWF process,
she replied that the “lesson” itself, or the LMS structure, had that power. Thus, though
she did not overtly draw the connection between the LMS and the EMO’s ownership of
it, she asserted that the DWF process was controlled by the VEE space, thereby
acknowledging the power of whoever controlled that space.
School Leaders as a Source of Power. A second source of power in Case 3 was
the school leaders. Though Matthew never overtly identified school leadership as a
source of power, he implied it twice when discussing the idea of expectations in an
interview. In one instance, Matthew explained that the eighth-grade teaching team had
only one portfolio because that was the “expectation.” He later mentioned in another
interview that teachers had “ten times the expectations” on them as those in the brickand-mortar classroom. Matthew mentioned that these ideas were communicated in staff
meetings, suggesting these assumptions did result from SVS administrative policies.
These indirect references nonetheless established school leaders as decision makers in
DWF processes.
Teacher as a Source of Power. Another source of power identified by Case 3
participants was the teacher. When asked during an interview who had power over the
DWF process, Matthew identified the teacher as the individual with power over how to
structure that process. Further, he later explained during a discussion about issues of
equity at SVS, “Teachers are ultimately responsible for that power [over school climate
shifts] and how they will get power.” Teachers, according to Matthew, had control not
just over DWF and their own classrooms but also over broader institutional issues.
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Embedded unit data also supported the concept of the teacher as a powerful entity. The
teacher was an important source of power according to Hudson. In an interview, the
student explained that the teacher had the power to give grades, to tell him whether his
writing was “good” or “bad,” and to assign him a specific text to write in the context of
his ELA course.
Academic Discourse as a Source of Power. Academic discourse appeared to be
another key source of power in Case 3. Matthew expressed concern in an interview that
other teachers wanted to “minimize and dumb down” academic standards of writing for
students and spoke several times of the need to “challenge” students. He also explained in
the same conversation that he expected students to stay within a “traditional fiveparagraph essay” format in their assigned writing. This academic discourse socialization
came out in subtler ways as well, such as the way Matthew named the chat pod the
students used to communicate during synchronous sessions as “Academic Chat.”
Matthew also socialized students to academic discourse by correcting students’ spelling
and grammar in sentences that they wrote in the chat pod while practicing a writing skill.
These verbal and written cues may have served as reminders to students that rules for
academic writing restricted the topics and grammar they were to use in academic
discourse. The totality of these coded instances pointed toward a view of academic
discourse as powerful in DWF processes.
Caretaker as a Source of Power. Another source of power mentioned in
embedded unit data was the student’s caretaker as powerful. When I asked Hudson
during his first interview who had the power to determine the DWF process, he stated
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confidently, “Usually my mom. . . . She’s like the school manager in the house.”
Hudson’s caretaker also commented later in a debriefing session, “I’m the one that’s
sitting with them,” and she felt it was her role to step in and help Hudson if the DWF
process was not going well. I included this source of power in this finding despite its
appearance in only one embedded unit because the student identified his caretaker as the
most significant source of power in his DWF process.
Student as a Source of Power. Case 3 participants also felt students were a source
of power in DWF. Within the embedded unit data, students seemed to see themselves as
powerful in small ways. Hudson, during an interview, asserted he could exercise choice
in the DWF process, thereby positioning himself as powerful. Kinsley explained in
interviews she felt she had power as well in the DWF process. But most of this power in
her view came from having limited choices within the framework Matthew had set up for
her through his DWF. Matthew’s view of student power aligned more with Kinsley’s
views. Matthew detailed in the first interview how he gave students choice in DWF and
affirmed that he felt teachers should “empower” students “through choice,” but he stated
in a later interview that beyond whatever information students gleaned from their
teachers and internalized, they did not bring many other resources to the DWF process.
This view of students as possessing limited power may have partially been a result of
Matthew’s stance toward the power of academic discourse.
In conclusion, the embedded- and case-level themes supported the finding that
multiple sources of power were present in Case 3 DWF: the EMO, school leaders, the
teacher, academic discourse, caretakers, and students. While most of these sources of
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power reflected the responses from Case 1 and 2, the reference to caretaker power was
unique to this case data. The section below explores how participants varied in their
views of how these sources of power interacted.
Differing Views on Control of the Digital Writing Feedback Process. Themes
from Case 3 corroborated the finding that views among the teacher and students differed
on who controlled the DWF process. I developed this finding from relevant data within
the case-level theme Sources of Power and the embedded-level themes Hudson: Sources
of Power and Kinsley: Sources of Power. According to interview responses across these
themes, the teacher felt he had most of the control, while Victor saw his caretaker as the
one primarily in charge of how to structure the DWF cycles. Kinsley saw the LMS, and
by extension the EMO, as holding most of the power in DWF. These differing
perspectives may indicate the locus of control was spread across several entities.
Interestingly, neither the teacher nor the embedded unit students who answered
questions about power identified the student as controlling the process, suggesting
student power may have been limited in Case 3. Other findings shared later in the case
results support this possibility as well. However, beyond this point of similarity, the caselevel and embedded level themes bore out the finding that Case 3 participants did not
agree on who controlled the DWF process.
Equity in the Virtual Education Environment’s Digital Writing Feedback
Process: The Formula is Flawed. Another finding unique to Case 3 was the lack of
equity in DWF and its related processes. From conversations with the teacher, the
definition of educational equity used by the participant seemed to be that of an “education
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opportunity gap” among students of diverse backgrounds (Morrell, 2009, p. 97; see also
Jordan, 2010; Morrell, 2017). This finding came from three case-level themes: (a) EMO
Responsible for Modeling Inequity, (b) School Leadership and Routines Do Not Reflect
Equity, and (c) LMS Perpetuates Inequity. These themes related to equity came up
repeatedly in conversations with the teacher of Case 3. During one interview, Matthew
summed up his view toward virtual schooling in one brief comment: “The formula is
flawed.” This statement became an in vivo code that encompassed the idea of systemic
issues at SVS that perpetuated inequity for various individuals. Matthew detailed several
elements of this issue of a flawed system and its impact on equity, including the
limitations of the LMS and the lack of preparedness on the part of teachers and families.
The Learning Management System Perpetuates Inequity. Matthew explained in
an interview that he felt the LMS perpetuated inequity in DWF because the tools
available did not allow teachers to reach all students. Though Matthew truly felt the basic
structures of VEE-based education were “flawed,” he quickly added that the routines and
procedures teachers used currently were “almost the only option because you can't call
every kid every day” to assess students’ work and give feedback. This inability to see or
talk to all students caused problems in Matthew’s view because teachers were forced to
prioritize which students to contact.
Adobe Connect was one tool he identified during an interview as an inequitable
source of information for students. For example, some families in Matthew’s class had
multiple students enrolled. Without access to three or four computers, students in these
families were never able to attend Adobe Connect sessions synchronously. This
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limitation meant the student had to either watch the recording on their own or reach out to
Matthew for individual, synchronous DWF if needed. These additional synchronous
sessions added to the teacher’s workload. Thus, robust, multimodal VEE tools and spaces
such as Adobe Connect were effective only if the students had the necessary technology
and a sufficient working environment.
Teachers Unprepared to Address Issues of Equity. Another element of equity in
the VEE was teacher preparedness for ensuring equity in their classes. Matthew
maintained in an interview, “Our teachers are not ready to handle diverse situations,”
causing SVS students to endure “microaggressions that exist[ed] in teachers.” He gave an
example during the same interview of a student who needed training in how to use a basic
VEE tool for another course. This student, who happened to be a student of color, had
called the teacher of that course but did not receive help. The student then called
Matthew, and he spent time training this student. Matthew mused that this student’s
knowledge that Matthew was also a person of color may have influenced their decision to
call him instead of pushing for support with the original teacher. The result of these
negative interactions according to Matthew was that students became aware of a lower
“level of support from the beginning” with certain teachers. Matthew suggested teachers
should “really pay attention” to the possible factors influencing a student’s interaction
with their coursework, such as lack of training in a particular tool or lack of full-time
access to a laptop, to improve equity for all students.
Families Unprepared to Navigate the Lack of Equity. The final factor
influencing the lack of equity at SVS from Matthew’s view, as stated in an interview, was
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that families came into the school with multiple “ecological factors” that prevented them
from getting an equitable education for their students. Some families had few
technological resources, be they physical, such as too few computers, or skills-based,
such as a need for digital literacy skills. Matthew proposed the school offer additional
technology training for families to help solve these issues. Overall, the case-level themes
supported the finding that Matthew felt the VEE formula was flawed and needed
rethinking to create equity for students in the DWF process.
Factors Impacting Student Agency in Digital Writing Feedback. Another
finding related to power dynamics was that two primary factors influenced Case 3
students’ agency with DWF: academic discourse socialization and alignment with other
classes. I used data from the case-level theme Factors Influencing Student Agency with
DWF and the embedded level theme Hudson: Power Negotiation of DWF Through
Academic Discourse Socialization to identify these influences on agency. Academic
discourse socialization limited student agency because the Case 3 goals for writing were
highly structured by the teacher and closely related to rules for academic writing. For
example, Matthew relayed in interviews, observations, and think-alouds that he wanted
students to maintain a formal, scholarly tone in writing (Duff, 2010), he expected a fiveparagraph essay format (Rowlands, 2016), and he guided students to pay close attention
to grammar and spelling at all times, even during informal synchronous writing sessions.
Thus, these goals limited the ways students could enact choice in the writing and DWF
process.
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A second factor that limited student agency was that eighth-grade classes were
team-taught; teachers were responsible for grading their own students’ work and giving
DWF individually, but the teaching team decided other details of the writing and DWF
processes as a group. Students in all eighth-grade classes received identical writing
assignments and received DWF from a shared rubric, which meant students’ choices
were curtailed regarding the feedback they received and how they could enact that
feedback. Together the case-level and embedded level themes illustrated these limits on
student agency within Case 3 DWF.
In summary, the power dynamics in Case 3 DWF involved various sources of
power. Issues of inequity among students and general factors that impacted student
agency were addressed in the data as well. The next section deals specifically with
teacher-student power negotiation around DWF.
Teacher-Student Power Negotiation in Digital Writing Feedback
The category of teacher-student power negotiation in DWF again included
findings that discussed perceptions of teacher-student power and explored whether
students enacted agency through Designing in DWF processes. The two findings within
this category were that students and teachers agreed that the teacher was more powerful
than students in DWF, and students’ Designing roles were limited by academic discourse
socialization.
Unified Perceptions of Teacher-Student Power. The Case 3 students and their
teacher were unified in their views of the teacher as more powerful in DWF. The caselevel themes Sources of Power and Who Has More Power in DWF? and the embedded
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level themes Hudson: Bases of Power, Hudson: Choice in DWF and Kinsley: Choice in
DWF were combined to produce this finding. Matthew explained in an interview that he
perceived his role in DWF as more powerful than the students’ role. He expected students
to engage with his feedback. And if students misapplied the teacher’s DWF, the blame
for that mishap fell on the teacher too. Matthew explained, “If we're still having the initial
issue [after a student attempted to use teacher DWF], then that means my feedback wasn't
clear.” Thus, the teacher had control over whether students used teacher DWF correctly
as well.
Interview and think-aloud data from embedded units indicated the students in
each unit felt Matthew was powerful in the DWF process; however, the data were limited
on why students perceived teachers as powerful. Provisional coding of Hudson’s
interview data resulted in two references to perceived bases of teacher power. Both of
these references were coded as coercion, or the reason for teacher power being the
teacher’s power to give punishments. In each instance, the punishment Hudson referred
to in his interview comments was poor grades. One comment by the student also
indicated that this basis of power was present but less impactful than it would be in a
brick-and-mortar school. Hudson commented that his VEE-based teachers were less
likely to take off points for errors in his writing than brick-and-mortar teachers. These
kinds of comparisons were hypothetical for Hudson because he had attended SVS since
first grade, but they revealed a VEE student may think about teacher-student power
dynamics in a VEE as different than power dynamics in traditional school settings.
Kinsley referenced one basis for why she felt she should follow Matthew’s guidance in
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DWF, in which she stated she saw this power as valid simply because he was the teacher.
I coded her comment as legitimacy, or authority generally agreed upon in society.
Though teacher power was acknowledged and accepted by the participants in
Case 3, students were not completely without power in the classroom. Matthew
integrated student-led strategies in his DWF, such as having a small group of students
give him DWF on a text he wrote during a synchronous DWF session. Also, Hudson
reported during an interview that he had a choice whether to use Matthew’s DWF. He
asserted, “I feel like I have a choice.” Matthew confirmed Hudson’s power as a student
by occasionally using language that affirmed Hudson’s power. In one synchronous DWF
session they had together, Matthew asked if Hudson would be willing to revise his paper
based on the DWF he had just given him. Hudson hedged, “I’ll try my best,” and
Matthew accepted that response by saying, “That’s all I can ask you for.” Matthew
seemed to be allowing Hudson choice at that moment. Kinsley likewise stated in
interviews that she had a choice in how to implement her teacher’s DWF. Interestingly,
she did not display any actions during data collection that implied a deliberate choice
within the DWF process. The combined case-level and embedded level themes, then,
indicated that students had some limited power in DWF processes, but teachers were
more powerful. Perhaps the reason the teacher was so powerful in Case 3 was that the
roles of academic discourse, another expansive source of power in the case, dictated that
teachers held much of the power in the teacher-student relationship.
Student Designing Mediated by Academic Discourse. A second finding under
the category of teacher-student power negotiation was that students’ Designing in Case 3
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DWF, but most of their Designing was controlled by the roles and rules of academic
discourse socialization. The case-level themes that supported this finding were GradeCentric versus Learning-Centric Views of DWF and Designs of Meaning. Embedded
level themes that added to the finding were Hudson: Designs of Meaning, Hudson: Power
Negotiation of DWF Through Academic Discourse Socialization, Kinsley: Designs of
Meaning, and Kinsley: Teacher-Student Power Negotiation.
Data analysis of interviews indicated that Matthew saw academic discourse as
central to Case 3 DWF. The teacher mentioned, as referenced in previous findings, that
he expected all Case 3 students to write in a “traditional” format, implying that there was
a set of standardized rules regarding how to write academic texts that students should
know and demonstrate. He also attempted to be “very straightforward” with his DWF to
make academic discourse visible for students. Matthew seemed more concerned that
students uphold academic standards than that they were agentive Designers of their
writing.
Academic discourse socialization was seen in greater detail in the embedded
units. Qualitative content analysis results from the Hudson-Matthew dyad showed ten
references to the code academic discourse expectations. Matthew outlined in a thinkaloud that he wanted Hudson to think about his writing in an “academic way.” His plan
for their first synchronous DWF session, as explained in a debriefing session, was to “do
some live writing together.” Matthew framed some of the DWF he gave Hudson as
“support.” These statements positioned Hudson and Matthew as a team relying on each
other to complete the DWF cycle.
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At other points, the dynamic between teacher and student seemed to be Matthew
allowing Hudson to have agency and to take on the Designing role. When Matthew
reviewed Hudson’s initial draft during a think-aloud, he noticed Hudson had chosen a
topic that was not on the approved list. He commented, “He’s focused on his own ideas,
which is fine. Just didn't clear it.” Matthew implied that the student could go beyond the
Available Designs of topics, but he should have gone through the teacher first to ensure
this was an acceptable use of agency.
The first DWF cycle I observed started smoothly. Hudson submitted his draft, and
through both the asynchronous and synchronous, multimodal DWF, Matthew identified
some large structural issues as well as a few less pervasive suggestions regarding
repetitiveness and citation style. Specifically, he told Hudson he needed to switch the
genre of his text from narrative to informative. At the end of the synchronous session,
Matthew told Hudson, “Let me know what you need.” At that moment, Matthew seemed
to give Hudson the power as Designer to decide what Available Designs he might need as
he revised.
A day or two later, I asked Hudson in a debriefing session what he understood as
his goals for the next draft from Matthew’s DWF. Even though Hudson had watched the
video and met with Matthew synchronously, he only seemed to pick up on the DWF
centering on repetitiveness and MLA formatting. Near the end of our first think-aloud, he
said, “[Mr. Sinclair] didn't really say a lot of bad things about it. He just said, make it feel
less repetitive” and add a citation to the works cited page. Hudson never mentioned or
seemed to understand the more systemic issues of genre or focus that Matthew had
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mentioned several times in the asynchronous and synchronous DWF. This incident was
particularly interesting because Hudson reported during his final interview that he
appreciated the multimodal DWF better than text-based DWF because he could
understand it better.
When Matthew received Hudson’s revised paper, he expected to see a “huge
quality shift” from the first draft to the second draft, and he wanted Hudson to “get [the
essay] done and to do it right.” He soon realized there had been a “disconnect between
resources/expectations and [Hudson’s] own personal ideas” of how to write the text. As
he glanced through the revised draft, he seemed disappointed, commenting, “This is not
informative and objective like we’ve talked about.” During the think-aloud session,
Matthew chose to end the DWF feedback cycle by writing a final Webmail to Hudson
and his caretaker giving Hudson a grade and stating, “This is a narrative essay.” He
further pointed out that Hudson had changed two individual words in his revised text,
whereas he had expected extensive rewriting and a shift in genre. Matthew did not offer
for Hudson to revise the paper again, and he mentioned to me that he would probably not
back down from his decision to end this feedback cycle. In effect, Matthew decided to
end the DWF process when he perceived Hudson did not conform to his efforts at
academic discourse socialization through DWF.
The reasons for this disconnect in academic discourse and Designing roles were
not clear, but the data pointed to several possible causes. First, Hudson did not
understand Matthew’s DWF. Upon reading the second round of teacher DWF in the
Webmail, Hudson expressed confusion:
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I'm not sure what he's trying to tell me to fix. Like the repetitiveness? Like that,
like I'm reading it and there's like not much else. He said that he was disappointed
that I changed only two things. But those are the two things he told me to change.
He mentioned he would rewatch the video and try to find more words in his
writing that could be replaced with synonyms. From his demeanor and verbal comments,
Hudson did not appear to be brushing off his teacher’s DWF, but instead, he seemed
unsure as to why the DWF process had ended.
Another reason suggested by Matthew in a think-aloud was that Hudson “dialed
out when it came to the takeaways” during their DWF exchanges. During the session,
Hudson had seemed positive in Matthew’s opinion and had given verbal cues that he
understood and would try to incorporate Matthew’s DWF in his next draft. Earlier in the
semester, Matthew had posited that any continuation of an issue in a student’s failure to
comply with his DWF mean that his “feedback wasn't clear.” But the student did not
understand it, and instead of attempting to make his DWF clearer to Hudson, he felt the
reason for the breakdown might be the student’s agentively choosing to reject the
Designing role. This change in view indicated Matthew may have seen students as more
agentive than was conveyed in earlier conversations.
A further reason for this ending may have been related to the heavy workload
Matthew had on him as a teacher. Matthew expressed frustration that he had spent
significant amounts of time creating resources and personalizing DWF for Hudson, and
that frustration may have caused Matthew to become discouraged and end the DWF
process. A final factor that may have contributed to the disconnect between teacher and
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student may have been so-called “ecological factors” that Matthew identified as
sometimes interfering with students’ VEE learning. Matthew was aware that Hudson had
several siblings who attended SVS; during the think-aloud, he mentioned that fact as a
reason why he might not be able to attend group Adobe Connect sessions where Hudson
might have picked up on the genre and topic requirements. Further, Hudson’s family
shared with me in a think-aloud that they moved across the state during data collection.
They had been packing for several weeks beforehand, and the caretaker did not have
much time to monitor his work on top of his sisters’ schooling as well. This situation
meant Hudson had less support to complete this writing assignment than he might have
typically experienced. It is likely a combination of these elements contributed to the
complications in teacher-student power negotiation.
Similar but less dramatic interruptions in the DWF cycle occurred within the
Kinsley-Matthew dyad data. During the first think-aloud, Matthew used the standard
rubric to guide his DWF to Kinsley, a nod to the academic discourse context in which
this DWF was occurring. Right away he noticed some elements of Kinsley’s draft that
concerned him. He quickly discovered that large portions of the student’s text were
plagiarized. The teacher explained he would hold a phone conversation with Kinsley to
help her see why copying and pasting large sections of text in her writing without proper
attribution was unethical. During a debriefing session later, Matthew mentioned the
phone call went well, they had met synchronously to work on the text together, and he
felt Kinsley would take up the Designing role and work with the teacher DWF. It seemed
he had high academic expectations for the class based on previous interviews, and these
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hopes were further raised by the type of DWF Matthew used with Kinsley in the first
round of DWF. He commented in a think-aloud, “I think my expectations are always a
little higher when we do these one-on-one sessions” because he went through each aspect
of the draft in detail and spent large amounts of time with Kinsley.
In the second round of DWF, Matthew felt Kinsley had not met his expectations;
he found plagiarism again within a few minutes of looking at her paper. He was quick to
offer an explanation during the think-aloud, stating, “I think she may be a little
misinformed as to what it means to incorporate sources” or perhaps this academic rule
“wasn’t very clear” in her mind. It appeared from these results that Matthew and Kinsley
were united in their desire to uphold academic discourse expectations, but Kinsley’s
efforts at Designing were not quite enough to satisfy the standards of this particular
academic community.
As seen in the data excerpts from multiple case-level and embedded level themes,
students attempted the role of Designing but seemed constrained by academic discourse
socialization; they either did not know the rules of academic writing yet, or the teacher
role limited the student’s ability to be agentive. One further category of these DWF
processes to consider is the VEE’s effects on Case 3 DWF.
Virtual Education Environment Effects on Digital Writing Feedback
The category of VEE effects on DWF included two findings that explored the
ways the VEE itself impacted student agency and teacher-student relationships with
DWF. These findings were that various challenges exist in conducting DWF cycles in a
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VEE and that the VEE, as in the other cases, had the power to grant or inhibit access and
power for different participants.
Challenges of Conducting Digital Writing Feedback Cycles in a Virtual
Education Environment. Data showed the VEE presented challenges to completing
DWF cycles. The case-level theme Challenges of DWF in a VEE and the embedded level
theme Hudson: The VEE’s Impact on Academic Discourse Socialization were merged to
develop this finding. One example of these challenges was the struggle with the new
eighth-grade ELA curriculum. Matthew explained in an interview that he and his
teaching team were able to access the new curriculum within the LMS just before the
start of the school year. He described it as having “a lot of gaps,” particularly in the area
of writing. Thus, Matthew spent extra time developing resources for the explanatory text
unit. For example, there were no suggestions for what types of topics students might
select for their writing, so Matthew and his team developed a list of approved topics from
which students were to pick. Another way in which the LMS negatively affected the
DWF process was that the curriculum did not introduce the writing assignment until the
last few days of the month-long unit. Matthew perceived this organization as a flaw
because students seemed to turn in hastily written texts that then required extensive
teacher DWF.
Another impact felt by Case 3 participants was the distance created between
teacher and student. Matthew mentioned during one interview, “You just can’t be sure of
so many things in the virtual environment.” Such as students’ home situations and
whether they were learning. This inability to see students face-to-face meant stakeholders
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took more time troubleshooting where DWF processes broke down. The VEE also
facilitated the end of academic discourse socialization in the teacher DWF process, as
seen in Hudson’s feedback cycles. For example, Hudson and his caretaker were confused
about available resources for writing. Matthew pointed out that the resources had been on
his Google presentation message board since the beginning of the semester, and they had
been “constantly updated” with new videos and documents to help students know the
writing expectations. Hudson’s caretaker, however, felt that a consequence of moving
resources outside the LMS was that it resulted in “too much information in too many
different places.” She later identified part of the breakdown in DWF as a “message board
error on [Hudson’s] part.” Whereas Matthew had added many outside resources to fill in
the “gaps” in the new curriculum, Hudson’s caretaker perceived the structure of the
writing resources to be less accessible because they were in two different places: the
LMS and the Google presentation message board.
Another detail of the VEE that impacted this process was the family’s confusion
with multimodal DWF itself, as mentioned in interviews and think-alouds. Multimodal
DWF was new and different from both Hudson’s and his caretaker’s experiences in
previous years. The caretaker did not know where to access the asynchronous DWF after
it had been sent via Webmail, whereas she was very familiar with the feedback box
process and the resulting text-based DWF. Ultimately, the case and embedded level
themes indicated that Case 3 DWF was influenced by issues unique to the virtual
education environment.
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Access and Control Facilitated by the Virtual Education Environment. A
second finding related to VEE effects on DWF was that the VEE facilitated or limited
teacher and student access and control in several instances. Themes that supported this
finding were the case-level theme Access in the VEE and the embedded level theme
Hudson: VEE Access and Control in DWF. To understand the levels of teacher access
and control facilitated by the VEE in Case 3, Matthew’s actions and words during
synchronous sessions as well as screenshots of VEE elements such as host privileges
were analyzed with a priori categories during qualitative content analysis. Figure 4.16
below illustrates Matthew’s level of access and control as determined by these sources of
data from across case and embedded levels of analysis.
Figure 4.16
Access and Control Continuums for Case 3 Teacher

As seen in the figure, Matthew maintained extensive access throughout the
various DWF interactions with the class. Also, based on the available data he was always
able to control VEE tools and spaces for himself and other participants in the space.
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These observations support the theme of Matthew being a strong source of power in the
DWF process for Case 3.
Though the data on student access and power was limited, I gathered some
embedded unit data from Hudson’s experiences. Figure 4.17 presents a visualization of
Hudson’s overall level of access and control with VEE spaces and tools as observed
during data collection.
Figure 4.17
Access and Control Continuums for Case 3 Embedded Units

Though the continuums above offer valuable information about the overall access
and control Hudson had in VEE spaces during DWF, in his case the actual data points
that comprise this continuum result are also meaningful. Hudson experienced one
instance of minimal control and one instance of extensive control, which meant that his
experiences were on one extreme of the continuum or the other. Hudson’s ability to
control the VEE space depended on whether he was in an LMS-controlled space or a
space outside of the LMS, such as in Google Docs. In a comparison of these continuums
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for teacher and student in Case 3, levels of VEE access and control reflected the differing
positions of power between the two roles.
Additional Finding in Case 3: Impact of Researcher Intervention on Digital Writing
Feedback Processes
An additional finding involved the ways researcher intervention impacted the
DWF process. This finding resulted from two embedded level themes in the data, which
were Hudson: Results of Ending Academic Discourse Socialization and Hudson:
Restoring the Academic Discourse Socialization Process.
Though this finding did not directly answer the study’s research questions,
multiple case study research is reflexive by nature and sometimes requires the researcher
to make alterations in the original case plan (Stake, 2006). In moments where the
researcher makes difficult decisions regarding whether to deviate from the case plan,
Brooks et al. (2014) suggested being transparent about the complex role researchers play
in the research environment. Toward this end, I describe the decisions I made during the
final moments of feedback cycle 2 with Hudson. Much of this DWF cycle was detailed in
an earlier finding regarding academic discourse. As described previously, Matthew
abruptly ended the second DWF cycle for Hudson after noticing that the student had not
changed the draft in drastic ways as he expected. The results of ending academic
discourse socialization were that Matthew prepared for a scuffle over Webmail, and
Hudson and his caretaker were baffled with what to do next. As Matthew wrote his final
Webmail to Hudson during the second think-aloud, he explained that he expected the
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caretaker and student would most likely be “more dissatisfied than . . . confused” with the
grade he assigned the text.
However, when Hudson opened the Webmail, he was indeed confused and unsure
what else to change in the draft. He did not seem to pick up on the fact that Matthew had
not offered another chance at revision. Hudson’s caretaker was more concerned but also
confused along with Hudson. She wondered aloud in the debriefing session, “How am I
gonna get him motivated now? We tried to bring a lot of things that mean a lot to us into
the paper.” She felt like Mr. Sinclair had “changed the point of the assignment with his
grading,” indicating she still understood the narrative genre to be the goal of the essay.
At this point in the data collection, I felt conflicted. On one hand, I felt my
primary goal as the researcher was to stay true to the research questions of this study and
describe the DWF processes of teachers and students. However, I also recognized that my
research was not with inanimate objects but with real people. I faced an ethical dilemma;
either I stayed silent on the true nature of the explanatory essay assignment and risked
Hudson and his caretaker becoming disenfranchised and frustrated, or I spoke up and
interfered with the natural teacher-student negotiation of the teacher DWF cycle I had
avoided disrupting as much as possible. Brooks et al. (2014) describe researcher ethics in
educational research as a reflexive process that is not linear from research plan to final
data analysis. Therefore, in this moment I decided to set aside my position as observer
and shared information with the caretaker that might be useful to her and Hudson.
In an attempt to limit the influence I would have on the DWF process, I shared
one piece of information with the caretaker during the final debriefing session: I
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explained that my understanding of the Case 3 writing assignment was that it was an3
informative essay, not a narrative essay. The caretaker was surprised. She mentioned she
had two older daughters who had both been assigned narrative essays during the same
weeks as Hudson’s assignment. She thanked me for sharing the information, and at the
end of our conversation she laughed and commented that Hudson was “about to figure
[the assignment] out. Trust me.”
Though I had officially ended data collection after this second feedback cycle, I
checked in with Matthew by email two months later. He shared that Hudson and his
caretaker had reached out again after his Webmail to explain the mix-up and ask if
Hudson could submit the essay one more time. The student did turn in the writing one
more time, and he received a passing grade. The tone of Matthew’s email to me was
upbeat and positive. I attempted to check in with the caretaker and Hudson again to see if
they felt there was a satisfactory resolution to the interaction, but they did not respond to
my emails. Ultimately, data from embedded level themes appeared to reflect a restoration
of the academic discourse socialization process.
To summarize the Case 3 findings, this case’s DWF was characterized by
complicated power dynamics and prolific multimodality. At points, the DWF cycles went
smoothly, while in other moments the process was interrupted by various factors. The
teacher, the students, the VEE, and I as the researcher all played roles in determining how
DWF would progress.
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Summary
In this chapter, I presented the findings from three classroom cases in which I
examined the characteristics and power dynamics of DWF. I used data from whole case
observations and artifacts, interviews, artifacts, and think-alouds with each case’s teacher,
as well as similar sources of data from students and their teachers within embedded unit
dyads. Findings answered case-level questions and were organized into four categories
that matched the study’s four research questions.
These findings included information on teacher-student relationships and the role
they play in successfully navigating DWF. Teachers across cases seemed to be interested
in personalizing DWF while also holding to some sort of standard. DWF was influenced
by various sources of power in all cases; the EMO, school, and teacher seemed to be the
most prevalent sources of power. The VEE also affected DWF processes in all three
cases. Additional results included the impact of COVID-19 on DWF and the impact of
researcher intervention on the DWF process. The following chapter presents the crosscase analysis for these cases and outlines the assertions developed from this analysis that
address the research questions in the study.
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CHAPTER FIVE
DISCUSSION
The purpose of this multiple case study was to examine how teachers and students
experienced digital writing feedback (DWF) in a virtual education environment (VEE)
and navigated structures of power in this process. The study’s four research questions
addressed the process and power dynamics of DWF, specifically looking at how the
teacher, student, and VEE interacted. Cases were one ninth-grade class and two eighthgrade classes at SVS, a full-time virtual charter school.
The prior chapters explained the background of the study, reviewed relevant
research, the methods I used in the study, and explained the results of data analysis. In
this chapter, I answer the research questions by presenting assertions drawn from a crosscase analysis of case findings. I also discuss the implications of this study for theory and
practice and explain how this study addressed a gap in the research on digital writing
feedback and full-time VEEs.
Answering the Research Questions
To answer the study’s research questions, I conducted a cross-case analysis of
each case’s findings (Stake, 2006). I examined findings for each case and noted similar
concepts across cases as well as distinctive ideas that were found in individual cases
(Stake, 2006). I then wrote assertions that answered the research questions while
capturing these similarities and differences. I rated each finding on its utility for
explaining a given assertion using the terms high, middling, and low as recommended by
Stake (2006). I then collapsed assertions where possible and selected four assertions that
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best answered the research questions and had the strongest support from case findings. I
attempted to preserve the unique features of each case in the assertions as well (Stake,
2006). A more detailed explanation of the steps I followed during cross-case analysis is
available in Chapter 3. Table 5.1 lists the four resulting assertions and aligns them with
their supporting case findings and the research questions they answered.
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Table 5.1
Cross-Case Analysis of Findings
Research Questions

Assertions

Findings
from Case 1

Utility
of Case 1
Findings

Findings
from Case 2

Utility
of Case 2
Findings

Findings
from Case 3

Utility
of Case 3
Findings

Research Question #1:
What does digital
writing feedback look
like in a virtual
education
environment?

DWF processes in
the VEE may be
determined by
teachers’
preferences and the
LMS tools
available instead of
by student needs.

Personalized DWF

High

Simple, Efficient
DWF

Middling

High

Accessibility is
Key in DWF

Finding Balance
Between
Personalization and
Standardization in
DWF

Multimodality in
DWF

VEE as Tool for
DWF

Struggling with
Using Old Tools in
a New Way
Multimodality in
DWF

Multimodality in
DWF
Research Question #2:
What are the power
dynamics present in
the digital writing
feedback process?

Multiple sources of
power in VEEbased DWF may
limit student
agency with DWF
and perpetuate
inequity.

Sources of Power
in DWF

High

Dissymmetry of
Forces Through
Academic
Discourse
Socialization in
DWF
Factors Impacting
Student Agency in
DWF
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Sources of Power
in DWF

High

Sources of Power in
DWF

Academic
Discourse
Socialization

Differing Views on
Control of the DWF
Process

Factors
Impacting
Student Agency
in DWF

Equity in the VEE’s
DWF Process: The
Formula is Flawed
Factors Impacting
Student Agency in
DWF

High

Research Questions

Assertions

Findings
from Case 1

Utility
of Case 1
Findings

Findings
from Case 2

Utility
of Case 2
Findings

Findings
from Case 3

Utility
of Case 3
Findings

Challenges of
Conducting DWF
Cycles in a VEE
Research Question #3:
How is teacher-student
power negotiated
through the digital
writing feedback
process in a virtual
education
environment?

Student Designing
may be mediated
by the teacher’s
more powerful role
in academic
discourse.

Varied Perceptions
of Teacher-Student
Power

Research Question #4:
How does the virtual
education environment
as tool and space affect
teacher-student power
dynamics in the
context of digital
writing feedback?

VEE spaces and
tools may
perpetuate
traditional teacherstudent power
dynamics.

Access and Control
Facilitated by the
VEE

Middling

Teacher and
Student as CoDesigners of the
DWF Process

Teacher and
Student
Recognize Dual
Power in DWF

Low

The VEE as a
Space for the
DWF Process
Access and
Control
Facilitated by the
VEE as a Tool

Note. This table was adapted from Stake (2006).
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High

Student Designing
Mediated by
Academic
Discourse

Students Have
the Ability to
Reject the
Designer Role
Middling

Unified Perceptions
of Teacher-Student
Power

Middling

Access and Control
Facilitated by the
VEE

High

The following sections answer the study’s research questions using the assertions
and provide supporting data from the case findings. Implications for practice and future
research are included in later sections.
Process of Digital Writing Feedback
Research Question 1 focused on the nature of the digital writing feedback process
in a virtual education environment. To answer this question, the following assertion was
developed: DWF processes in the VEE may be determined by teachers’ preferences and
the LMS tools available instead of by student needs. Three findings from each case
supported this assertion:
1. Case 1 supporting findings were Personalized DWF, Struggling with Using
Old Tools in a New Way, and Multimodality in DWF.
2. Case 2 findings for this assertion were Simple, Efficient DWF, Accessibility
is Key in DWF, and Multimodality in DWF.
3. Case 3 findings reinforcing this assertion were Finding Balance Between
Personalization and Standardization in DWF, VEE as Tool for DWF, and
Multimodality in DWF.
One similarity across these findings was the way teacher preferences dictated
DWF processes. The Case 1 finding Personalized DWF and Multimodality in DWF as
well as the Case 3 findings entitled Finding Balance Between Personalization and
Standardization in DWF and Multimodality in DWF added to this understanding. Data
from these findings indicated teachers valued personalized DWF and sought out
strategies and tools to facilitate that personalization. For example, Melanie in Case 1 took
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DWF processes outside the LMS to the Writable application. She made this move in part
to give herself more options with personalizing her DWF to students, perhaps
demonstrating the increased levels of freedom and agency VEE teachers may feel
compared to brick-and-mortar teachers (Dana et al., 2013; Taylor & McNair, 2018). She
also chose the TAG structure as a method of DWF personalization. While Melanie had
some tools for asynchronous, multimodal DWF available in Writable, she declined to use
that type of DWF because she felt it would be too time-consuming. Meanwhile, she spent
several hours during data collection administering synchronous, multimodal DWF, a
process that was probably more time-consuming but perhaps fit with her desire for VEEbased DWF to mimic traditional classroom interactions. Her choices, then, reflected her
proclivities for certain DWF strategies and tools.
Another example of teacher preferences arose in Case 3. Matthew, the Case 3
teacher, expressed conviction that scaffolding and personalization were essential DWF
strategies, but he also struggled with maintaining a sense of standardization that aligned
with his valuing of academic discourse (Hyland & Hyland, 2001). Further, his penchant
for color and design influenced his choice of multimodal DWF. Honest’s Case 2 DWF,
on the other hand, was almost exclusively asynchronous and text-based to maintain the
efficient processes he preferred, as developed in the finding Simple, Efficient DWF.
Student responses in Cases 1 and 3 regarding text-based and multimodal DWF showed
they preferred multimodal DWF because it was clearer, easier to remember, and more
personalized than text-based DWF, which confirmed results from prior research with
multimodal DWF (Cavaleri et al., 2019; Lenters & Grant, 2016). However, teachers in
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this study did not seem to ask students what types of DWF they wanted. Instead, they
relied on their beliefs about student needs and their personal inclinations in deciding how
they would implement DWF in their classrooms. This assertion built on Graham’s (2019)
review of writing research. Findings from this previous review indicated teacher
preferences frequently dictated writing instruction decisions; this study’s findings further
validated that this phenomenon remained true in a VEE (Graham, 2019).
The tools available in the LMS also dictated DWF processes, as seen in the Case
1 finding Struggling with Using Old Tools in a New Way, the Case 2 finding
Accessibility is Key in DWF, and the Case 3 finding VEE as Tool for DWF. Honest
maintained that keeping Case 2 DWF within the LMS was more accessible for the
students, but there was no evidence that he asked students about this view. In fact,
embedded dyad data pointed toward Victor’s advanced skills with technology outside the
LMS; he had years of experience with Microsoft Word and other tools. Given his skill
with these applications, Victor may have benefited from the increased motivation
multimodal DWF may provide students (Ali, 2016; Cavaleri et al., 2019; Grigoryan,
2017; Ice et al., 2007; Tham, 2017; Vincelette, 2013). Perhaps if the LMS had built-in
tools for multimodal DWF, Honest would not have felt that multimodal DWF was
inaccessible to students. The disconnect between student needs and teacher preferences
would thus be lessened. Likewise, Melanie might have been inclined to give
asynchronous, multimodal DWF to all students if she had not already spent hours
aligning Writable with the LMS guidelines and importing students to this outside
program (Ali, 2016; Grigoryan, 2017; Tham, 2017).
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In sum, DWF processes were determined by teacher concerns and LMS tool
availability, resulting in a mismatch at times between the type of DWF the student felt
would be helpful and the type they received. Implications for teacher practice and student
experiences based on this assertion are provided later in this chapter. These findings
regarding who made decisions in the DWF process also made power and agency visible.
The next section explores how these concepts were seen across cases.
Power Dynamics in Digital Writing Feedback
Research Question 2 delved into the power dynamics within VEE-based digital
writing feedback processes. Case findings were combined to develop the following
assertion: Multiple sources of power in VEE-based DWF may limit student agency with
DWF and perpetuate inequity. The ten findings below support this assertion:
1. Case 1 findings were Sources of Power in DWF, Dissymmetry of Forces
Through Academic Discourse Socialization in DWF, and Factors Impacting
Student Agency in DWF.
2. Case 2 findings were Sources of Power in DWF, Academic Discourse
Socialization, and Factors Impacting Student Agency in DWF.
3. Case 3 findings for this assertion were Sources of Power in DWF, Differing
Views on Control of the DWF Process, Equity in the VEE’s DWF Process:
The Formula is Flawed, Factors Impacting Student Agency in DWF, and
Challenges of Conducting DWF Cycles in a VEE.
Six sources of power in DWF were identified in the findings across all cases: (a)
the education management organization, (b) the state, (c), the school leaders, (d) the
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teacher, (e) the student, and (f) academic discourse. These sources of power were similar
to power dynamics identified in prior research with EMO-supported schools (Beese &
Martin, 2020; Dana et al., 2013; Nespor & Voithofer, 2016; Pollock, 2020; Rice, 2018).
Teachers in each case identified five or six sources of power, while students typically
identified only the teacher, academic discourse, and the student as sources of power. Two
cases had unique findings related to sources of power; Victor, a student in Case 2,
highlighted the state as a source of power, and Hudson in Case 3 identified his caretaker
as a source of power.
These sources of power limited student agency. The EMO, for example, limited
agency because the LMS it provided was outdated in some instances or poorly
constructed in others. Case 1 participants worked with a curriculum that had not been
updated in over seven years, while the eighth-grade case had a brand-new curriculum
provided in the fall of 2020. The LMS itself had not been updated to a newer version for
several years. Similar to findings in previous research (Nespor & Voithofer, 2016), the
fact that the EMO’s primary purpose is to make money seemed to influence how often
the LMS was updated. Middle school enrollment was unusually high at SVS compared to
other grades, as explained in Chapter 2; therefore, perhaps the EMO chose to update the
eighth-grade curriculum because that grade was experiencing a high level of growth.
Regardless, the lack of updated tools and curriculum in ninth grade was problematic for
the Case 1 class, perhaps because the VEE was the primary mediating tool used for
pedagogy (Hay & Pymm, 2010/2011; Vygotsky, 1978). The two eighth-grade classes
were plagued by the updated curriculum because it was not well-organized as
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demonstrated by the Case 2 finding Sources of Power in DWF and the Case 3 finding
Challenges of Conducting DWF Cycles in a VEE, so the participants in Cases 2 and 3
struggled with the LMS as well. Ultimately, the LMS could not support asynchronous,
multimodal DWF in any of the cases, which led teachers to either abandon multimodal
DWF or offer this type of DWF only in synchronous sessions or through outside tools.
Multimodal DWF may support students’ own Designing efforts (Bourelle et al., 2017),
and from a multiliteracies perspective multimodal Designing offers students the chance to
be agentive in their academic writing (Garcia et al., 2018). Therefore, the EMO’s limiting
of multimodal DWF likely limited a chance to increase student agency in writing (Archer
et al., 2018; Bickerstaff, 2012).
Another source of power that limited student agency with DWF was academic
discourse. Academic discourse appeared as a source of power across all three cases, as
seen in the Case 1 finding Dissymmetry of Forces Through Academic Discourse
Socialization in DWF, the Case 2 finding Academic Discourse Socialization, and the
Case 3 finding Equity in the VEE’s DWF Process: The Formula is Flawed. Participants
acknowledged academic discourse power in numerous ways. For example, the Case 2 and
3 teachers required a five-paragraph traditional essay. Another example was that the
students cited the grading process as the most powerful motivator for them to implement
teacher DWF in Cases 1 and 3. In every case, both teachers and students seemed to
accept the influence of academic discourse as expected based on previous research
(Adelstein & Barbour, 2017; Goodfellow, 2005; Hawkins et al., 2011). But there were
glimpses of a breakdown in the traditional power dynamics (Chou & Liu, 2005; Gregory,
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2014; Howard et al., 2020). For example, in Case 1 Blythe exercised high amounts of
agency by Designing on teacher DWF in unexpected ways, and her teacher allowed and
encouraged her toward this agency by verbally praising her for her creativity and giving
her a high grade on the assigned writing. In Case 2, Victor rejected the teacher DWF in
two different instances, and his teacher allowed this resistance to occur without
confronting the student.
These sources of power also seemed to perpetuate inequity in the VEE, an issue
that was primarily discussed in the Case 3 finding Equity in the VEE’s DWF Process:
The Formula is Flawed. Matthew argued that the LMS perpetuated inequity by allowing
students with fewer physical resources, academic resources, or digital literacies skills to
slip through the system (Barbour et al., 2012; Thompson et al., 2012). He also suggested
the EMO and school leaders did not make appropriate use of their power to prepare
teachers to meet the needs of their diverse students and to train families in the use of VEE
tools and the academic expectations they were expected to navigate.
A final way that power sources decreased student agency was through the state’s
power over the cases. State standards limited the topics teachers covered in DWF for
every case. These sources of power were not necessarily illegitimate or unnecessary, but
they likely impacted student agency and maintained systems of inequity in a space where
there was the possibility of increased agency (Chou & Liu, 2005; Gregory, 2014;
Waddell, 2017) and greater equity (Howard et al., 2020) for students. Academic
discourse, as mentioned above, was a powerful entity in all three cases. The roles and
structures of this discourse were particularly visible during teacher-student power
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negotiations around DWF. The next assertion addresses how academic discourse
impacted these power dynamics.
Teacher-Student Power Negotiation in Digital Writing Feedback
Research Question 3 dealt with teacher-student power negotiation through the
DWF process. Findings from each case supported the following assertion: Student
Designing may be mediated by the teacher’s more powerful role in academic discourse.
The findings listed below were the foundation of this assertion:
1. Case 1 supporting findings were Varied Perceptions of Teacher-Student
Power and Teacher and Student as Co-Designers of the DWF Process.
2. Case 2 findings were Teacher and Student Recognize Dual Power in DWF
and Students Have the Ability to Reject the Designer Role.
3. Case 3 findings were Unified Perceptions of Teacher-Student Power and
Student Designing Mediated by Academic Discourse.
Teacher-student power negotiation looked different in each case, as evidenced in
the Case 1 finding of Varied Perceptions of Teacher-Student Power, Case 2 finding
Teacher and Student Recognize Dual Power in DWF, and Case 3 finding Unified
Perceptions of Teacher-Student Power. Case 1 students and their teacher agreed in
interviews that the teacher had more power in the DWF process (Cazden, 2001). In Case
2, the student and teacher felt that they both had power, and in Case 3 the teacher and
students identified teachers as more powerful in their interviews. However, students in at
least two cases did exercise significant power at times, as seen in the Case 1 finding
Teacher and Student as Co-Designers of the DWF Process, Case 2 finding Students Have
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the Ability to Reject the Designer Role, and Case 3 finding Student Designing Mediated
by Academic Discourse. This power was primarily seen through acts of Designing (Cope
& Kalantzis, 2015). In Case 1, Blythe Designed on her teacher’s DWF to create a
Redesigned text that looked different from what her teacher expected, thus moving from
the conceptualization process outlined by Cope and Kalantzis (2015) as part of a
pedagogy of multiliteracies and engaging in the process of application. Melanie, the Case
1 teacher, encouraged this Designing and reified the student’s power by giving the
student a high score on the assignment. But this action reflected a trend seen across all
three cases: student Designing was often mediated by academic discourse. Melanie used
the academic structure of grading to convey her acknowledgment of Blythe’s power,
thereby affirming the academic discourse context surrounding these interactions. While
this finding could be viewed as a reflection of the typical overly restrictive dependency
on text pushed by multiliteracies (Leander & Bolt, 2013), I see these acts as the teacher
and student utilizing a balanced approach to academic writing (Cope & Kalantzis, 2015).
The case participants found ways to exhibit agency, and by doing so pushed back on the
larger forces of power such as academic discourse and the EMO (Delpit, 1995; Garcia et
al., 2018).
The prominence of academic discourse in student Designing showed up in Case 2
as well. Victor rejected the chance to Design with the teacher DWF he received because
his primary focus was the grade he received in each DWF cycle. He cited the teacher as
powerful in interviews, but the primary mediator of that power was academic discourse,
not an interpersonal relationship. In Case 3, student Designing was tightly controlled by
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the teacher. Matthew seemed to convey in conversations with students that they had some
power to decide what to do with their writing, but he became frustrated when they did not
Design in ways that fit the guidelines of the paper or when they broke academic rules,
such as not writing in a five-paragraph format (Rowlands, 2016). These findings were not
surprising considering the mixed results from previous research on whether student
agency is increased in VEEs because of the academic discourse context (Adelstein &
Barbour, 2017; Goodfellow, 2005; Hawkins et al., 2011; Ligorio & Van Veen, 2006;
Tunison & Sackney, 2004). However, this limiting of student power and Designing did
not seem to frustrate students, as seen in previous research (Rice & Carter, 2016).
Instead, any source of conflict seemed to stem either from teachers feeling that students
enacted too much power, as with Case 2 and Case 3, or from students not understanding
exactly what they needed to do to get a good grade, as in Case 3. These findings suggest
that VEE students may be able to negotiate some power with their teachers during the
DWF process, but that power may be limited by the teachers’ mediating influence
through the ways they perpetuate the roles and rules of academic discourse (Charteris &
Smardon, 2018; Cook-Sather, 2020; Prinsloo et al., 2016). Implications for teacher
practice from these findings are discussed in a later section. This dynamic is furthered by
the virtual environment itself; the following section details how the VEE influences
teacher-student power negotiation around DWF.
Virtual Education Environment Effects on Digital Writing Feedback
Research Question 4 addressed the virtual education environment’s impact on
teacher-student power dynamics in the context of digital writing feedback. The related
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assertion is as follows: VEE spaces and tools may perpetuate traditional teacher-student
power dynamics. The following findings were used to build this assertion:
1. The applicable Case 1 finding was Access and Control Facilitated by the
VEE.
2. Case 2 findings were VEE as a Space for the DWF Process and Access and
Control Facilitated by the VEE as a Tool.
3. The Case 3 finding was Access and Control Facilitated by the VEE.
Evidence from case findings related to access and control in the VEE indicated
that teachers generally had more access and control across all VEE spaces, and the
amount of student access and control reflected norms regarding teacher-student power
that were understood by the case participants (Tsankov et al., 2018). In Case 1, Blythe
possessed high levels of access and control, reflecting the greater amount of agency she
exerted with DWF. The other embedded unit student, Adam, showed significantly lower
levels of access and control. Interestingly, the teacher’s choice to use Writable as an
outside application for DWF caused a shift in access and control levels for teachers and
students. Melanie had to ask Blythe to access certain tools in Writable because the
student had access to tools and spaces that the teacher could not access. This finding may
indicate that LMS-based spaces and tools limited student agency in the VEE more than
outside applications limited agency (Tsankov et al., 2018).
The Case 3 teacher, on the other hand, felt that students did not and should not
have high amounts of agency in the DWF process (Duff, 2010; Gee, 2011). Similarly,
Case 3 data on VEE access and control showed high access and control for the teacher
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and low access and control for the students. At points where Case 3 students did exercise
some agency, the teacher maintained control of the VEE. For example, in a small group
session where students gave DWF to the teacher on a sample he had written, they were
limited to typing their comments in the chat while the teacher had access to and control
over the microphone, video, and note pod rights.
Case 2 findings provided another perspective on the nature of VEE influence on
power. Observational data from the finding Access and Control Facilitated by the VEE as
a Tool seemed to indicate that the teacher had slightly more access than the students, but
there was not enough data about Victor’s control of the VEE space to support any firm
conclusions in that area. However, Honest did feel that proximity was difficult to
establish with students, meaning that students felt less influenced by the teacher. Thus,
the VEE-based asynchronous tools that facilitated efficient DWF kept the students and
teachers apart and thus broke down some of the traditional power dynamics Honest
expected to see (Duff, 2010; Goodfellow, 2005). Unfortunately, this breakdown did not
result in Victor using his agency to Design with teacher DWF but instead allowed him to
refuse to interact with the DWF entirely. In sum, findings from each case indicated the
VEE as a space facilitated the teacher-student power dynamics already present in each
class. Case 2 was an exception; the VEE in this instance was used primarily as a tool for
DWF and therefore was rarely used as a space.
Implications for teacher practice based on this assertion are discussed in a future
section. However, given that this VEE was primarily controlled by an education
management organization, these entities should consider making three changes to better
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facilitate DWF practices for students and teachers: (a) provide more multimodal tools in
the LMS for feedback and writing as multimodality may increase student agency
(Bourelle et al., 2017; Cope & Kalantzis, 2015), (b) reduce class size so students have
more access to individualized teacher feedback (Graham, 2019; Molnar et al., 2019), and
(c) offer training to teachers and students in VEE tools and spaces to ensure all
stakeholders can act agentively in the virtual environment (Beese & Martin, 2020; Dana
et al., 2013; Pollock, 2020; Rice, 2018).
In summary, the four assertions described in the sections above answer the
research questions of the study and provide a condensed view of the findings across
cases. The next section connects these findings to the theoretical framework of the study.
Implications for Theory
The purpose of including a theoretical framework in this study was to provide a
grounding from which the study’s methods and interpretations of data could be
constructed. Reinking and Yaden (2020) and others (Stokes, 1997; Thomas, 1997)
articulate a view of education research theory that diverges from the traditional approach
that allows theory to be separated from practice. These researchers instead see theory and
practice interacting within research in a dialogic manner, resulting in “new fundamental
theoretical insights [that] emerge from systematic attempts to address the practical
challenges of achieving a sought-after goal” (Reinking & Yaden, 2020, p. 3-4). Theories
of literacy education, then, may be most useful to this dialogue when they move toward
improving the experiences of students and teachers with literacy pedagogy (Reinking &
Yaden, 2020). Theory in this study functions as a “dialectical scaffold”; in other words, I
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use data to interrogate theory and use theory to frame data (Reinking & Yaden, 2020, p.
12). This dialectic approach leads to a deeper understanding of how to achieve desired
educational outcomes (Hoadley, 2004; Reinking & Yaden, 2020). To continue this
dialogue, I provide in this section several implications for the theories of multiliteracies
and academic discourse gleaned from this study’s findings. Table 5.2 below lists the
theoretical implications for this study and the findings from which they were derived.
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Table 5.2
Implications for Theory
Theory

Multiliteracies

Implication

The role of multimodality in VEE-based DWF
was less prominent than typically suggested by
proponents of multiliteracies.
The call for multimodality in multiliteracies
seems to reflect the preferences of teachers and
students in the VEE.

Academic Discourse

The Designs of Meaning concept may explain
some, but not all, of the teacher-student power
dynamics in DWF processes.
Academic discourse socialization processes in
VEEs may be similar to those in the brick-andmortar classroom.

Supporting Findings

Case 1: Multimodality in DWF
Case 2
•
Accessibility is Key in DWF
•
Multimodality in DWF
Case 3: Multimodality in DWF
Case 1
•
Struggling with Using Old Tools in a New Way
•
Multimodality in DWF
Case 3
•
VEE as a Tool for DWF
•
Multimodality in DWF
Case 1: Teacher and Student as Co-Designers of the DWF Process
Case 2: Students Have the Ability to Reject the Designer Role
Case 3: Student Designing Mediated by Academic Discourse
Case 1
•
Varied Perceptions of Teacher-Student Power
•
Sources of Power in DWF
•
Dissymmetry of Forces Through Academic Discourse Socialization in DWF
•
Factors Impacting Student Agency in DWF
Case 2
•
Sources of Power in DWF
•
Academic Discourse Socialization
•
Factors Impacting Student Agency in DWF
•
Teacher and Student Recognize Dual Power in DWF
Case 3
•
Sources of Power in DWF
•
Differing Views on Control of the DWF Process
•
Factors Impacting Student Agency in DWF
•
Unified Perceptions of Teacher-Student Power
•
Student Designing Mediated by Academic Discourse
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The following sections explore the implications for the two theories that made up
this study’s theoretical framework: multiliteracies and academic discourse.
Implications for Multiliteracies
The theory of multiliteracies is part of the foundation for this study’s theoretical
framework (The New London Group, 1996). This theory is multifaceted, but the aspects
that closely relate to the study’s research questions are the notion of literacy as broadly
encompassing multimodal texts, the balanced approach to literacy pedagogy between
direct instruction and authentic learning experiences, and the acknowledgment and
critique of power present in literacy pedagogy (Alvermann, 2017; Cope & Kalantzis,
2015). These ideas were incorporated in the data collection and analysis strategies, and
case findings showed several implications for the theory based on the study’s results.
One implication for the theory of multiliteracies involved the role of
multimodality in teachers’ DWF: the role of multimodality in VEE-based DWF was less
prominent than typically suggested by proponents of multiliteracies. Advocates for the
multiliteracies approach to academic writing suggest that multimodality should be
incorporated across the secondary writing curriculum (Cope & Kalantzis, 2015). But
cross-case analysis indicated that multimodality was difficult to implement and therefore
used less frequently than text-based digital writing feedback. Teachers who did
implement multimodal DWF found that they had to go outside of the LMS to do so
because needed tools were not easily accessible within the LMS. Taking extra steps in
their DWF processes cost teachers precious time and added to their workload (Ali, 2016;
Grigoryan, 2017; Tham, 2017). In Case 2, the teacher opted to avoid asynchronous,
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multimodal DWF because he felt any programs or tools outside of the LMS would not be
accessible for students.
Teachers also reported having large classes, as discussed in the Case 1 finding
Multimodality in DWF and the Case 2 finding Accessibility is Key in DWF. Though
studies have found online classes are often much larger than brick-and-mortar classes
(Molnar et al., 2019), a review of college-level courses showed that online courses should
be smaller than in-person courses to account for the increased work teachers endure in
online modalities (Tomei & Nelson, 2019). This finding may prove true for K-12 VEE
classrooms as well (Graham, 2019; Molnar et al., 2019). The limitations of the LMS and
the large class sizes prevented the widespread use of multimodal DWF in these
classrooms.
Case 1 and Case 3 did implement multimodal approaches and used multimodal
tools frequently with some or most of the students in each class. Thus, the second
implication for multiliteracies is that the call for multimodality in multiliteracies seems to
reflect the preferences of teachers and students in the VEE. This implication resulted
from the Case 1 findings Struggling with Using Old Tools in a New Way and
Multimodality in DWF, and the Case 3 findings VEE as a Tool for DWF and
Multimodality in DWF. Teachers and students in Cases 1 and 3 seemed to prefer
multimodal DWF (Cavaleri et al., 2019), suggesting that the theory of multiliteracies may
reflect what academic stakeholders want in DWF (The New London Group, 2000).
Therefore, the EMO should minimize barriers to implementation by decreasing class
sizes (Graham, 2019; Molnar et al., 2019) and building multimodal feedback tools
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directly into the LMS, thereby reducing teacher workload and time constraints (Ali, 2016;
Brick & Holmes, 2008; Grigoryan, 2017; Tham, 2017).
A third implication from the study results related to the concept of Designs of
Meaning. The New London Group’s attempt to create a balanced pedagogy of literacy
included the Designs of Meaning structure that could be applied narrowly to writing
processes or broadly to social Designing (Cope & Kalantzis, 2000). In this study’s
theoretical framework, I suggested Designs of Meaning might explain the role students
play in the digital writing feedback cycle. Study findings indicated students may function
as Designers of teacher DWF. However, the feedback cycle stayed focused on academic
writing, which placed the findings of this study in line with the criticism of Leander and
Bolt (2013) regarding multiliteracies presenting written text as the primary goal despite
the theory’s focus on multimodality. I would argue this narrow focus on written text was
due to the academic discourse context and therefore inevitable. In a balanced approach to
literacy pedagogy, teachers must enculturate students in the dominant communication
strategies of the discourse before they can help students critique these strategies (Delpit,
1995). Thus, the figure presented in Chapter 2 seemed accurate in its portrayal of the
academic discourse context and the student role as Designer.
However, the figure did not account for further nuances of teacher-student power
negotiation throughout DWF processes. Proponents of the theory of multiliteracies have
suggested teachers can use their power to limit student agency and perpetuate inequities
in student access to multiliteracies (Alvermann, 2017; Mills, 2009). Study findings
supported this possibility and illustrated it within teachers’ DWF processes. This study’s
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teachers, in their roles as discourse gatekeepers (Duff, 2010), enacted power in every
aspect of student Designing. For example. teachers limited student agency and Designing,
as seen in the Case 1 finding Teacher and Student as Co-Designers of the DWF Process
and the Case 3 finding Student Designing Mediated by Academic Discourse. They
wielded significant power in the Available Designs students could access in the DWF
cycle, as seen across findings in all three cases. And they affirmed or devalued student
Designing by assigning a high or low grade to a student’s Redesigned text (Hyland &
Hyland, 2001). Therefore, Figure 5.1 below presents a revised version of this study’s
proposed theoretical framework that illustrates the power dynamics of teachers and
students seen in this study more accurately.
Figure 5.1
Revised Model of Designs of Meaning in Academic Writing Feedback
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The above model attempts to capture how the teacher influences the writing
feedback process because of their powerful academic role. As seen in this figure,
academic discourse played a significant role in the DWF processes observed in this study.
The subsequent section explores how this study’s findings influenced understandings of
academic discourse in virtual education environments.
Implications for Theories of Academic Discourse
The primary implication for theories of academic discourse is that academic
discourse socialization processes in VEEs may be similar to those in the brick-and-mortar
classroom. Previous research indicated traditional academic discourse identities, such as
the roles of a powerful teacher and a powerless student, might be broken down somewhat
in VEEs due to the equalizing effect of virtual spaces and the physical distance between
teacher and student (Chou & Liu, 2005; Gregory, 2014; Howard et al., 2020; Ligorio &
Van Veen, 2006; Tunison & Sackney, 2004; Waddell, 2017). But academic discourse
roles and structures in this study were not substantially different from those seen in
traditional brick-and-mortar schools (Adelstein & Barbour, 2017; Goodfellow, 2005;
Hawkins et al., 2011). The following findings contributed to this understanding:
1. Case 1 findings were Varied Perceptions of Teacher-Student Power, Sources
of Power in DWF, Dissymmetry of Forces Through Academic Discourse
Socialization in DWF, and Factors Impacting Student Agency in DWF.
2. Case 2 findings included Sources of Power in DWF, Academic Discourse
Socialization, Factors Impacting Student Agency in DWF, and Teacher and
Student Recognize Dual Power in DWF.
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3. Case 3 applicable findings were Sources of Power in DWF, Differing Views
on Control of the DWF Process, Factors Impacting Student Agency in DWF,
Unified Perceptions of Teacher-Student Power, and Student Designing
Mediated by Academic Discourse.
These findings illustrated the far-reaching impact of academic discourse on the
DWF process and its power dynamics. As described previously, academic discourse was
the primary limitation on student agency in all cases through teachers’ actions and other
academic structures. Though many literacy researchers agree that academic discourse
exists (Cazden, 2001; Duff, 2010; Gee, 2011; Hyland & Hyland, 2001; Lea & Street,
1998), they have yet to settle on the correct approach to it (Cope & Kalantzis, 2015;
Delpit, 1995). I suggest along with Cope and Kalantzis (2015) and Delpit (1995) that a
balanced approach is needed; teachers should make academic discourse plain to students
while simultaneously empowering them to critique the rules of the discourse. Academic
rules and identities in a VEE may currently look like those in brick-and-mortar secondary
classrooms, but these findings establish a starting point from which researchers and
educators can start to restructure academic discourse socialization.
Digital writing feedback is an ideal place to implement these changes because
numerous strategies already exist that empower students to apply, and eventually bend,
the rules of academic discourse (Gruszczynska et al., 2013), thus perpetuating a balanced
approach to literacy pedagogy in which students can navigate and critique academic rules
for literacy (Cope & Kalantzis, 2015; Delpit, 1995). One such strategy is peer DWF. Case
1 and Case 3 included peer DWF; however, students did not use it, perhaps because of a
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focus on teacher DWF over other sources of DWF or ineffective implementation.
Including peer DWF effectively in VEEs could counteract the notion of the teacher as the
sole source of knowledge in writing while building student motivation and writing skill
(Cho & MacArthur, 2010; Graham et al., 2015; Lin & Yang, 2011; Philippakos &
MacArthur, 2016).
This section detailed the implications for theory based on this study’s findings.
Reinking and Yaden (2020) suggest that theories of literacy, rightly applied, should help
researchers and educators move toward specific actions that improve pedagogy and other
educational goals. Toward that end, the following sections recommend implications for
practice and avenues for future research based on the above theoretical implications and
the assertions discussed previously.
Implications for Practice
The following sections detail recommendations for teachers and students gleaned
from this study’s results. Table 5.3 outlines these implications for practice and aligns
them with the findings from which they were derived.
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Table 5.3
Implications for Practice
Stakeholder

Teachers

Implication

Teachers should recognize that their
personal biases may influence their choice
of DWF strategies and find ways to
prioritize student needs and research on
effective DWF instead of their own
preferences.

Teachers need to make academic discourse
rules transparent for students, then help
them critique the power dynamics that may
need changing.
Teachers need training in a variety of areas
related to power, equity, and implementing
multimodality in DWF processes.

Teachers need training in the value and
appropriate implementation of peer DWF.

Supporting Findings

Case 1
• Personalized DWF
• Multimodality in DWF
Case 2
• Simple, Efficient DWF
• Accessibility is Key in DWF
Case 3
• Finding Balance Between Personalization and Standardization in DWF
Case 1: Dissymmetry of Forces Through Academic Discourse Socialization in DWF
Case 2: Academic Discourse Socialization
Case 3: Student Designing Mediated by Academic Discourse
Case 1
• Factors Impacting Student Agency in DWF
• Dissymmetry of Forces Through Academic Discourse Socialization in DWF
• Access and Control Facilitated by the VEE
Case 2
• Factors Impacting Student Agency in DWF
• Academic Discourse Socialization
• Access and Control Facilitated by the VEE
Case 3
• Factors Impacting Student Agency in DWF
• Equity in the VEE’s DWF Process: The Formula is Flawed
• Student Designing Mediated by Academic Discourse
• Access and Control Facilitated by the VEE
Case 1: Multiple Sources of DWF
Case 3: Finding Balance Between Personalization and Standardization in DWF
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Stakeholder

Implication
Teachers should support students’
engagement in frequent writing for a variety
of purposes.

Students

Students need training in VEE tools as well
as the importance of and strategies for
revision.

Supporting Findings
Case 1
• Dissymmetry of Forces Through Academic Discourse Socialization in DWF
Case 2
• Academic Discourse Socialization
Case 3
• Unified Perceptions of Teacher-Student Power
• Student Designing Mediated by Academic Discourse
Case 1
• Training in VEE Procedures
Case 2
• Students Have the Ability to Reject the Designer Role
Case 3
• The LMS Perpetuates Inequity
• Student Designing Mediated by Academic Discourse
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The following sections explain each of these suggestions for teachers and
students.
Teachers
I gleaned several implications for teacher practice from study findings. First,
teachers should recognize that their personal biases may influence their choice of DWF
strategies and find ways to prioritize student needs and research on effective DWF
instead of their own preferences. The following findings contributed to this idea: (a) the
Case 1 findings Personalized DWF and Multimodality in DWF, (b) the Case 2 findings
Simple, Efficient DWF and Accessibility is Key in DWF, and (c) the Case 3 finding
entitled Finding Balance Between Personalization and Standardization in DWF. Teacher
preferences heavily influenced DWF choices, as explained in the first assertion and seen
in the above case findings. Therefore, Case 1 strategies focused on personalization and
multi-layered support, Case 2 strategies stayed simple and straightforward, and Case 3
strategies were standardized at times and personalized in other instances. Student needs
were not disregarded; on the contrary, teachers mentioned their students frequently in
defending their chosen strategies.
The teachers felt they were doing what was best given the academic context and
the needs they perceived students to have, but I did not find any evidence of teachers
asking students what they needed regarding DWF. Previous research shows writing
feedback is more effective when the giver of the feedback understands learner needs
(Aitchison, 2009; Hyland, 2003). Consequently, teachers may see greater student success
if they treat DWF as a dialogue (Pederson, 2018; Waner, 2013), asking students about
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their personal writing goals and surveying student writing and technology skills before
designing a feedback approach.
Further, several findings referenced either growth in or a lack of relationship
between teacher and student that could contribute to how smoothly DWF processes flow.
Previous research suggests that using multimodal tools such as video may help create
these needed relationships in VEEs (Ali, 2016; Dagen et al., 2008; Grigoryan, 2017; Ice
et al., 2007; Vincelette, 2013). Some evidence of this relationship building occurred in
the Case 1 findings Personalized DWF and Multimodality in DWF, where both the
teacher and the student identified seeing each other’s faces as key to feeling that the
teacher cared about students and their writing. Students in this study also seemed to
generally prefer multimodal DWF. In Cases 1 and 2 students only received multimodal
DWF if they requested synchronous help. Case 2 teacher Honest pointed out that
struggling students rarely sought out help of this sort, and yet Cavaleri et al. (2019) found
that struggling writers may stand to benefit the most from multimodal DWF. Thus, if
teachers put aside preferences and enacted DWF strategies based on stated student needs
and research on effective methods, students may be better able to engage with teacher
DWF.
A second implication for practice is that teachers need to make academic
discourse rules transparent for students, then help them critique the power dynamics that
may need changing. The case findings on academic discourse suggested students knew
academic discourse was a source of power impacting their DWF processes, but they were
sometimes confused as to what the rules were or how they were to fulfill their academic
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roles as students (Duff, 2010). For example, Kinsley in Case 3 seemed unaware that the
academic rule for writing organization was to write in paragraphs. Once Matthew
explained this rule to her, she was able to modify her understanding of academic writing
and succeed in the given academic discourse. By clearly stating these discourse rules for
students, teachers can reduce inequities for students whose community discourses do not
align with the discourse of school (Delpit, 1995; Duff, 2010).
But just understanding the rules is not enough. According to the balanced
approach to literacy pedagogy, students also need to be able to deconstruct the rules of
power they encounter in academic communities when necessary (Cope & Kalantzis,
2015; Gee, 2011). Melanie and Blythe in Case 1 demonstrated the effectiveness of
allowing students to break the rules occasionally. Both participants understood that the
five-paragraph essay was the expected format for school essays, but Melanie encouraged
Blythe, as a perceived expert in academic discourse, to take risks with her writing and try
different methods of text organization. This break from the norm reflects an ongoing
conflict in ELA classrooms regarding form-first writing instruction (Rowlands, 2016);
Rowlands (2016) suggests teachers such as Melanie may avoid the problematic nature of
the ubiquitous five-paragraph format by instead having students attend to audience,
context, and purpose in their writing. In contrast, Victor in Case 2 and Hudson in Case 3
could verbalize academic rules for writing, but they either did not understand them or did
not have the tools to critique them and act in an empowered way. Victor’s power was
seemingly misplaced by simply rejecting the DWF altogether, and Hudson’s DWF cycle
was stopped short by the teacher after his first round of revision did not meet the
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teacher’s academic standards. These contrasting examples demonstrate the possibilities
for more effective DWF if teachers will help students navigate and interrogate academic
discourse (Howard et al., 2020).
The third implication is that teachers need training in a variety of areas related to
power, equity, and implementing multimodality in DWF processes. Specifically, VEE
teachers could benefit from training in the following topics: (a) improving equity for all
students, (b) understanding the purposes of multiliteracies, (c) gaining strategies for
implementing multiliteracies in their classrooms and interrogating systems of power
alongside their students, (d) placing their students as Designers of writing and DWF, and
(e) incorporating multimodality in their teaching practices and in student writing. This list
of needed trainings stemmed from ten case findings, which are listed in Table 5.3. These
findings pointed toward an interesting contradiction: teachers knew about the power
dynamics impacting DWF, but they seemed to lack an understanding of how these power
dynamics affected their students. Matthew in Case 3 articulated several key problems he
had noticed regarding the notion of equity in classrooms throughout the school (Barbour
et al., 2012; Thompson et al., 2012). But he did not notice when that inequity affected his
student, Hudson, who had external factors impacting his ability to work with teacher
DWF.
Another way this misunderstanding arose in the cases was in how to use the VEE
effectively for empowering students toward agency with DWF. In all three cases, the
teacher possessed the majority of the access and control in VEE spaces. The single
exception was the use of Writable in Case 1, where the student had more access and
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control than the teacher in some areas of the application. Multimodal tools might help in
some ways by increasing the teacher-student proximity (Hawkins et al., 2013), but
teachers also need to use VEE spaces where students possess high levels of access and
control, or traditional teacher-student power negotiation will likely continue (Adelstein &
Barbour, 2017; Goodfellow, 2005; Hawkins et al., 2011). Thus, training VEE teachers in
navigating issues of power, supporting student power in DWF, and using multimodal
VEE tools for DWF may facilitate effective, equitable writing feedback for students.
An additional implication for practice is that teachers need training in the value
and appropriate implementation of peer DWF. Peer DWF was widely implemented in
Case 1, as seen in the finding Multiple Sources of DWF. In Case 3, only a few students
engaged in peer DWF during a synchronous session, as detailed in the finding, Finding
Balance Between Personalization and Standardization in DWF. No data supplied in either
of these cases showed that students used the peer DWF in their writing. However, peer
feedback can be beneficial to students’ writing when it is implemented effectively
(Barnard et al., 2015; Philippakos & MacArthur, 2016). In addition, previous research
found adolescent students were more engaged when they worked collaboratively with
peers during literacy tasks (Parsons et al., 2018); this finding suggests peer DWF may
improve motivation, and therefore should be included in DWF processes. However,
previous studies have demonstrated that expert guidance and clear expectations for peer
DWF are important to its effectiveness, and one of the reasons for the lack of uptake in
Cases 1 and 3 may have been the lack of teacher guidance during the implementation of
peer DWF. Thus, teachers may benefit from learning how to coach students in using peer
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DWF processes (Barnard et al., 2015; Philippakos & MacArthur, 2016). In addition,
Howell et al. (2018) suggested teachers may be more likely to implement professional
development if it includes specific strategies they can use in their classrooms, so this type
of training may appeal to VEE teachers. Understanding the types of training currently
available to teachers for peer DWF implementation may be a useful area for future
research as well.
The final implication for teachers is that they should support students’
engagement in frequent writing for a variety of purposes. In all three cases, almost all
DWF was accompanied by a grade. When the teacher tried to withhold a grade, as in
Case 3, the students still focused on getting the assignment rewritten so they could find
out their grade. This persistent connection between feedback and grade perpetuates
traditional academic discourse (Cazden, 2001; Duff, 2010). In addition, writing research
indicates that students need ample opportunity to practice their writing (Graham, 2019),
which is difficult for teachers to supply if they are forced to grade every text students
write. Allowing space for ungraded writing was difficult in this study’s classrooms. The
LMS did not allow teachers to send DWF to students through the built-in DWF without a
grade, making grades a central focus of student writing.
However, there may be ways for teachers to get around this structure without
increasing their workload. For example, teachers could allow students to write frequently
during synchronous sessions and emphasize that the texts would not be submitted for a
grade. If an LMS requires some type of submission and a grade, the teacher could count
the grade solely for participation points. By increasing time spent writing and decreasing
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the pressure to get a good grade on each text, teachers may find the DWF process more
intrinsically motivating for students (Graham, 2019). In summary, implications for
teachers included the following: (a) reducing the impact of teacher preferences on DWF
processes, (b) helping students navigate academic discourse, (c) receiving training in
aspects of power, peer DWF, and other effective feedback strategies, and (d) creating
space for frequent writing in VEEs. Beyond implications for teacher practice, study
results also supported implications for students.
Students
One implication for students is that they need training in VEE tools as well as the
importance of and strategies for revision. The Case 1 finding Training in VEE
Procedures, the Case 2 finding Students Have the Ability to Reject the Designer Role,
and the Case 3 findings The LMS Perpetuates Inequity and Student Designing Mediated
by Academic Discourse were the foundations for this implication. Students in Case 1
spent a significant amount of time training in VEE tools for DWF. As a result, the teacher
reported that she had few questions about using Writable or completing the steps of the
DWF cycle. But Adam’s experience with the outside VEE tool was complicated by a lack
of technical skills with specific programs, despite his extensive experience with mobile
writing tools from his previous school. This student’s struggles highlighted the need for
focused support in learning to use the VEE tools needed in a particular classroom. These
findings also disprove the idea that adolescents are digital natives and can easily adapt to
school-based digital literacies (Archer, 2012; Burnett et al., 2006; Jenkins, 2006).
Previous research has shown the assumption that adolescents have access to needed
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technology and possess needed digital literacies skills harms economically marginalized
students who may not have these tools or skills (Jenkins, 2006). Because students’ lack of
skill with VEE tools (Burnett et al., 2006) and lack of needed technical language (Archer,
2012) could be barriers to participating fully in the VEE, training students in both areas
may remove obstacles for students who are unable to participate in DWF cycles.
Students also need training in understanding why revision is necessary and how to
effectively revise their writing (Graham, 1997; Graham et al., 2015). The Case 2 finding
Students Have the Ability to Reject the Designer Role indicated Victor may not have
understood the purpose of using teachers’ DWF to revise his writing. Instead, he
narrowed his focus to his overall ELA grade and consequently missed two opportunities
to grow as a writer. Similarly, in the Case 3 finding Student Designing Mediated by
Academic Discourse, Hudson seemed to understand why revision was important, but he
was unable to execute the steps Matthew outlined in his DWF. Part of the reason for this
disconnect may have been that Hudson did not understand how to revise a text deeply, so
instead, he opted to edit words and tackle smaller areas to change. Guiding students to
acknowledge the importance of revision and helping them understand how to notice and
work through problems in their writing may help them be more able to take up DWF
(Hayes et al., 1987; Graham, 1997).
The above implications for practice highlight changes for teachers and students
that could improve the DWF process in a VEE. While the results provided ample data
from which to draw conclusions, some limitations existed in this study as well. The
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following section describes these limitations and suggests areas for future research to
build on the knowledge constructed in this study.
Limitations and Recommendations for Future Research
This study was necessarily limited by its design as a multiple case study and the
scope of its research questions. Other limitations stemmed from characteristics of the
time and location of the study as well. The following sections explain the limitations I
identified in this multiple case study of DWF and identify areas for future research based
on this study’s results.
Limitations
Several limitations existed in this multiple case study. First, this study was limited
by its design because multiple case studies are limited in purpose (Yin, 2014). Multiple
case study research is not intended for developing sweeping recommendations, nor
should the results of a multiple case study be assumed true for other contexts (Stake,
2006; Yin, 2014). Nevertheless, this design was the best fit for the research questions,
which sought to explore the phenomenon of DWF in a specific context (Yin, 2014). I
have thus attempted throughout this study to provide thick, rich description of the theory,
methods, and resulting conclusions such that the reader can identify the characteristics of
each case context and come to their own conclusions (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Yin, 2014).
Second, this study’s data was limited because the teacher and a few individual students
served as the primary data sources in each case. This limitation resulted partially from the
fact that SVS functioned in a mostly asynchronous manner. Also, no synchronous
meetings were required for students. Because the entire class is never in one location at
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the same time, it was difficult to gather information on the entire class. I knew this
limitation was likely before I entered the study site, and therefore I planned embedded
unit data collection to delve deeply into DWF processes despite the lack of class-wide
data. The teacher also served as a crucial source of information about case processes;
teachers were effective informants about DWF in these cases because they made many of
the decisions regarding DWF processes.
Another limitation was the limited time period for data collection; I gathered data
over just one semester. Though this length of time was adequate to follow and understand
two full cycles of DWF (Stake, 2006), it is important to note that the results of this study
could be different if it were conducted over a longer period. Finally, cases were in the
lower secondary grades; students in higher grades may have different experiences with
DWF. These limitations should be accounted for when interpreting the results of the
study. Because this study is limited in scope and purpose, several avenues exist for future
research. The next section gives suggestions for future studies.
Recommendations for Future Research
Future research could build on the results of this study in multiple ways.
Researchers may consider developing a quantitative study to determine which VEE-based
DWF types assist in developing writing skills and improving standardized writing
assessment scores. Another avenue for future research might be studies of peer DWF in
VEE-based schools. This type of DWF seemed to be ineffective in this study’s cases, but
past research has shown that it may be helpful to students if implemented effectively
(Cho & MacArthur, 2010; Graham et al., 2015; Lin & Yang, 2011; Philippakos &
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MacArthur, 2016). Given the previous description of the various training needs of
teachers, studies exploring types or methods of training most helpful to VEE teachers
could be useful. In a related vein, another line of research that might be beneficial to the
understanding of VEE-based DWF is a quantitative or mixed-methods study examining
whether the implementation of VEE tool training with students increases the uptake of
teacher DWF. These studies could further develop understandings of DWF processes and
power dynamics in a VEE.
Conclusion
This chapter explained how this study’s findings answered the research questions,
suggested implications for theory and practice, outlined the limitations of the study, and
offered suggestions for future research with DWF. Though limited by its design as a
multiple case study and the structures of VEE interactions at the study site, this study
added significant knowledge to the field of VEE-based DWF. DWF processes in a VEE
may be teacher- and tool-driven and may limit student agency. Academic discourse may
be perpetuated through teacher-student interaction and VEE spaces and tools. These
assertions answer the research questions and provide insight into how literacy pedagogy
functions in a VEE.
The results of this study address a gap in the existing research with K-12 VEEs
and DWF in several ways. First, this study begins to answer the question of what teachers
and students are experiencing in virtual education environments (Fitzpatrick et al., 2020).
The enrollment in these schools is growing, and despite concerns regarding academic
achievement, it is important to know how literacy pedagogy is approached in these
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environments. Previous literacy research in VEEs called for qualitative studies to
describe the literacy pedagogy occurring in these contexts (Fitzpatrick et al., 2020).
Additionally, this type of exploratory qualitative data offers new avenues for quantitative
research by identifying variables to be studied (Creswell, 2007; Creswell & Plano Clark,
2018). In turn, future studies could continue exploring the effectiveness of K-12 VEEbased schools and help stakeholders make informed decisions regarding these schools.
Second, this study collected data from a variety of sources and included both
teacher and student perspectives to understand digital writing feedback in a virtual
education environment. Previous research on DWF did not frequently gather both teacher
and student perspectives (Chen, 2014; Grigoryan, 2017; McVey, 2008) or actual student
writing and teacher feedback (Barnard et al., 2015; Ice et al., 2010; Tham, 2017). But
Guénette (2007) argued that the information supplied by gathering both teacher and
student perspectives could be one of the primary benefits to conducting qualitative
research on writing feedback. Consequently, this study sought to address the gaps in
research by gathering multiple perspectives and sources of data.
Third, this study added new information that begins to move the idea of
multiliteracies from a theoretical construct to a practical framework for VEE-based
pedagogy (Reinking & Yaden, 2020). There are extensive possibilities for Redesigning
power dynamics in VEEs (Chou & Liu, 2005; Gregory, 2014; Howard et al., 2020;
Waddell, 2017), and multiliteracies offers the potential to help stakeholders Design
meaningful learning that transforms traditional academic discourse while enabling
students to work within it. In an interview a few years ago, Allan Luke, a prominent
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member of the New London Group, reflected on what literacy should look like in this
decade. Luke urged, "Now, more than ever, schooling, education, and literacies have to
be about reading and writing the world [emphasis in original]" (Garcia et al., 2018, p.
74). Perhaps VEE-based DWF, administered in an equitable, research-grounded manner,
may offer the chance for students to learn how to write a better future for themselves and
for society.
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Appendix A
Principal Recruitment Email
Hello [Principal Name],
I hope you are doing well and your semester is off to a smooth start. As you may
remember, I am working on my doctoral degree in literacy, and I am beginning data
collection for my dissertation this semester. For this study, I am looking at teachers'
feedback on student writing in virtual schools, and I would love to interact with _____’s
students and teachers on this topic if you would allow me to do so. I am passionate about
virtual schools, and I hope my work will encourage others in my field to further research
this type of schooling in the future.
Over the past two years, I have sent surveys out to English 1 and English 2
students at ______ and received their input on the feedback they receive on writing. This
year as part of my dissertation I would like to research three middle/high school ELA
virtual classrooms in more detail. I plan to collect data such as audio-recorded interviews,
video-recorded observations, student writing, and teacher feedback. Each classroom
would require participation from 1 teacher and 2 students. This research will follow the
timeline below:
1. August-September 2020: Confirm classroom participation with 3 teachers and 6
students. Collect interviews, classroom observations, student writing, and teacher
feedback.
2. October 2020: Continue observations and collecting student writing/teacher
feedback.
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3. November 2020: Collect final interview.
4. January-February 2021: Have teachers and students read over small portions of
the study to ensure I have represented their experiences truthfully and accurately.
All of this collected data would be covered under the ethics guidelines of
Clemson University's Institutional Review Board and would not contain students'
personal identifying information beyond student ID numbers (which of course are not PPI
when separate from any other identifying information). Names would be removed from
observation recordings. All files would be saved in password-protected documents on my
password-protected computer. Students would need to acknowledge informed consent
before participating, and no students or teachers would be required to participate at any
time.
Would you be willing to grant me permission to reach out to the English teachers
and request their participation? Further, I would appreciate a list of 6th-12th grade English
teachers who meet the following criteria: (1) Have taught at a virtual school for at least
one full year and (2) are state-certified in middle or high school ELA.
I am happy to answer any additional questions you have, and if you do allow me
to work with ____, I commit to making the process as noninvasive to regular
instructional interactions as possible.
Thank you in advance for considering this opportunity.
Best,
Alicia Kelley
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Appendix B
Teacher Recruitment and Screening Email
Hello Teachers!
I am a former English I teacher at _____; I taught for four years with the school
before moving back into graduate school full-time. In my years at _____ I noticed two
things:
1) Teachers and administration in many virtual schools work HARD to serve their
students well.
2) The research on virtual schools and the work you are doing is still limited.
My goal in my graduate work is to give voices to you and your students and to
offer a different perspective on virtual school. I specifically focus on writing instruction
in English courses.
This year I'd like to invite you to partner with me in gathering data on your and
your students' perspectives of writing feedback in the virtual environment. I'm curious to
know what is working, what is not working, and why. I know how extremely busy you all
are, so I promise to make your participation as simple and low-stress as possible.
If you are willing to consider participating, please send me a reply letting me
know your interest and answer the following two questions:
1. How many years have you been teaching in a virtual school?
2. In what formats do you currently give students feedback on their writing?
Here is my anticipated plan of data gathering:
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1. August-September: Confirm classroom participation with teachers and
students. Collect interviews, classroom observations, student writing, and teacher
feedback
2. October 2020: Continue observations and collecting student writing/teacher
feedback
3. November 2020: Collect final interview
4. January-February 2020: Have teachers and students read over small portions of
the study to ensure I have represented their experiences truthfully and accurately
Each participating teacher will receive a $15 Starbucks card as a token of our
appreciation. If you have any further questions, you can reach me at
aliciak@g.clemson.edu or at 864-593-4366. The principal investigator on this study is my
advisor Dr. Emily Howell. Her email is esmothe@g.clemson.edu should you have any
questions for her. I appreciate your considering this opportunity, and I look forward to
sharing the great work you all are doing with a broader audience.
Regards,
Alicia Kelley
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Appendix C
Student Recruitment Email
What do YOU think about writing feedback?
Every time you turn in a paper, your teacher gives you feedback on your writing.
How do you feel about the feedback you receive? How do you use the feedback?
We want to know YOUR answers!
Participating students will be entered to win a $25 Amazon gift card
Reply to this email to express interest in joining the Writing Feedback Research
Study

Principal Investigator: Dr. Emily Howell, esmothe@g.clemson.edu
Co-Investigator: Alicia Kelley, aliciak@g.clemson.edu; 864-593-4366
• Eligibility: Must have been enrolled in ____ at least one year
• Each participant will be entered to win a $25 Amazon gift card
• Time required: 3-5 hours total between August-December 2020, 1 hour or less in
January/February 2021
• For further information, contact Alicia Kelley at aliciak@g.clemson.edu or 864593-4366
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Appendix D
Teacher Consent and Release Forms
Information about Being in a Research Study
Clemson University
Digital Writing Feedback Research Study
KEY INFORMATION ABOUT THE RESEARCH STUDY
Voluntary Consent: Dr. Emily Howell and Mrs. Alicia Kelley are inviting you to
volunteer for a research study. Dr. Howell is a professor at Clemson University. Alicia is
a doctoral student at Clemson University. She is conducting this study with the
supervision of Dr. Howell.
Alternative to Participation: Participation is voluntary, and the only alternative is to not
participate.
You will not be punished in any way if you decide not to be in the study or to stop taking
part in the study.
Study Purpose: The purpose of this research is to understand how you view the use of
writing feedback you give to students on writing assignments.
Activities and Procedures: Your part in the study will be to share your experiences with
giving writing feedback to students through interviews, classroom observations, and
conversations with the researcher where you will talk through your thoughts as you give
feedback on student writing. We will collect copies of the feedback you give to some
students. We will also ask you to send out emails to students and save observation
recordings to send to us.
After Alicia Kelley has analyzed the data, she will ask you to read over what she written
to see if it is truthful and reflects what you experienced. This task will occur a few
months after the other data collection activities.
Participation Time: It will take you about 4-6 hours to be in this study.
Risks and Discomforts: We do not know of any risks or discomforts to you in this
research study.
Possible Benefits: You may not benefit directly from taking part in this study; however,
the information provided in this study may help educators and other stakeholders
understand the experiences of teachers with giving writing feedback in a virtual school.
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EXCLUSION/INCLUSION REQUIREMENTS
• Must be currently teaching an English Language Arts course to 6th-12th grade
students in a virtual school
• Must have current state certification in English Language Arts
• Must have taught in a virtual school for at least one academic year
• Must give students feedback on their academic writing as part of the course
INCENTIVES
You will receive a $15 Starbucks gift card for completing all data collection activities in
this study.
AUDIO/VIDEO RECORDING AND PHOTOGRAPHS
Part of the data collected in this study will include audio/video recording and screenshots.
Class observations will be recorded along with interview sessions and sessions where you
talk through your thoughts as you give writing feedback to a student. We will ask you to
save the class observation recordings using the Adobe Connect save function and email
them to the researchers. We will then save them on a password-protected computer.
Interviews and discussions around feedback will be audio or video recorded as well. The
researchers may take screenshots of feedback you give to students as well. All recordings
and files will be edited to remove names and identifying information and saved on a
password-protected computer.
Recordings and screenshots including your likeness or voice may be shared publicly, and
they will be retained indefinitely for use in future research studies or sharing in academic
publications and presentations. You will need to review and sign a media release form to
indicate you understand the uses of these recordings and screenshots.
PROTECTION OF PRIVACY AND CONFIDENTIALITY
The results of this study may be published in scientific journals, professional
publications, or educational presentations. We will do everything we can to protect your
privacy and confidentiality. We will not tell anybody outside of the research team that
you were in this study. No names will be saved in documents or shared with anyone
outside of the research team. We will use pseudonyms throughout the research
documents and future publications and presentations. We will save data on a passwordprotected computer. Any data in Microsoft Word documents or Excel spreadsheets will
be saved as password-protected files. We may share general results of this study with
your school, but no identifiable information will be explicitly shared with your school or
school administrators; all information shared will be for the teachers or classrooms as a
group.
Identifiable information collected during the study will be removed and the de-identified
information could be used for future research studies or distributed to another investigator
for future research studies without additional informed consent from the participants or
legally authorized representative.
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CONTACT INFORMATION
If you have any questions or concerns about your rights in this research study, please
contact the Clemson University Office of Research Compliance (ORC) at 864-656-0636
or irb@clemson.edu. If you are outside of the Upstate South Carolina area, please use the
ORC’s toll-free number, 866-297-3071. The Clemson IRB will not be able to answer
some study-specific questions. However, you may contact the Clemson IRB if the
research staff cannot be reached or if you wish to speak with someone other than the
research staff.
If you have any study related questions or if any problems arise, please contact Alicia
Kelley at Clemson University at 864-593-4366 or aliciak@g.clemson.edu.
CONSENT
By participating in the study, you indicate that you have read the information
written above, been allowed to ask any questions, and you are voluntarily choosing
to take part in this research.
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Clemson University Authorization for Use of Photographic/Image/Video/Voice
Recording
Program Name: Clemson University Digital Writing Feedback Study
Dates of Program: August 2020-February 2021
Clemson University Contact: Alicia Kelley
Participant’s Name: _______________________________________________
PLEASE READ THIS DOCUMENT CAREFULLY. It affects the rights you may have
concerning the use by Clemson University of any photographs, video, images or voice
recording taken of you during the program identified above.
I, _______________________________________ hereby grant permission to Clemson
University and its representatives and employees to take photographs or videos of me, to
make recordings of my voice, and to obtain a transcript of my spoken or written words
during my participation in the Clemson University Digital Writing Feedback Research
Study. I give Clemson University permission to use these images, recordings, and
spoken or written comments, as well as my name, likeness, voice and biographical
information as follows:
1. To copy, reproduce, distribute, modify, display and perform.
2. To use in composite or modified forms in any media, now known or later
developed, including but not limited to publications, newspapers, television,
radio, sound track recording, motion picture, filmstrip, still photograph, the
Internet, the world wide web, or any transcript.
3. For purposes including but not limited to education, research, trade, advertising,
and promotion of the project throughout the world and in perpetuity.
I agree that I will receive no further consideration, other than that already received, for
these uses and that Clemson University owns all rights to the images and recordings. I
waive the right to inspect or approve uses of the images, recordings or written copies.
I hereby release Clemson University, its representatives, agents, employees and assigns
from any claims that may arise from these uses, including claims of defamation, invasion
of privacy, or rights of publicity or copyright. This release is binding on me, my heirs,
assigns and estate and represents the entire agreement between me and Clemson
University regarding the matters herein.
I agree that Clemson University is not obligated to use any of the rights granted under
this Agreement.
___________________________________________ Participant’s Signature
___
____________________ Date
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Appendix E
Focal Student Consent and Release Forms

Clemson University
Assent to Be in a Research Study
Digital Writing Feedback Research Study
You are being invited to volunteer for a research study by Dr. Emily Howell and Mrs.
Alicia Kelley. Dr. Howell is a professor at Clemson University. Alicia is a doctoral student
at Clemson University. She is conducting this study with the supervision of Dr. Howell.
Why are we conducting this research?
The purpose of this research is to understand the interactions you and your teacher have
when they give you feedback on your writing in your English Language Arts class.
What will I have to do?
Your part in the study will be to share your experiences with your teacher’s writing
feedback through interviews, classroom observations, and conversations with the
researcher where you will talk through your thoughts as you read and work with your
teacher’s feedback on your writing. We will also ask you to send your digital copies of
your student writing to us.
After Alicia Kelley has analyzed the data, she will ask you to read over what she written
to see if it is truthful and reflects what you experienced. This task will occur a few
months after the other activities.
Audio/Video Recording And Photographs
Part of the data collected in this study will include audio/video recording and screenshots.
Class observations will be recorded along with interview sessions and sessions where you
talk through your thoughts as you read and respond to teachers’ writing feedback.
Interviews and discussions around feedback will be audio or video recorded as well. The
researchers may take screenshots of your academic writing as well. All recordings and
files will be edited to remove names and identifying information and will be saved on a
password-protected computer.
Are there any potential harms or risks if I take part in the research?
There are no harms or risks with taking part in the study.
Are there any benefits if I take part in the research?
You may not benefit directly from taking part in the study. However, the information
provided in this study may help educators and other stakeholders understand the
experiences of students with receiving teachers’ writing feedback in a virtual school.
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Will I receive any gifts for taking part in the research?
Once you complete all data collection activities, you will be entered in a drawing to win a
$25 Amazon gift card.
Do I have to take part in the research?
Your participation in this study is voluntary, and you may stop participating at any time.
This research will not be used to positively or negatively impact your grades,
participation in programs, or access to future academic opportunities.
What if I have questions?
You can ask questions at any time during the research. You can call Alicia Kelley at 864593-4366 if you have questions.
By being in this study, you are saying that you were given a copy of this form, have read
the form, been allowed to ask any questions, and voluntarily choose to take part in the
research.
A copy of this form will be given to you.
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Parent Permission Form
Clemson University
Digital Writing Feedback Research Study
KEY INFORMATION ABOUT THE RESEARCH STUDY
Voluntary Consent: Dr. Emily Howell and Mrs. Alicia Kelley are inviting your child to
volunteer for a research study. Dr. Howell is a professor at Clemson University. Alicia is
a doctoral student at Clemson University. She is conducting this study with the
supervision of Dr. Howell.
You may tell us at any time that you do not want your child to be in the study. Your child
will not be punished in any way they do not take part in the study or stop taking part in
the study. Your child’s grades will not be affected by any decision you make about this
study. We will also ask your child if they want to take part in this study. Your child may
refuse to take part or quit being in the study at any time.
Alternative to Participation: Participation is voluntary, and the only alternative is to not
participate.
Study Purpose: The purpose of this research is to understand the interactions your child
and the teacher have when he/she gives your child feedback on writing in an English
Language Arts class.
Activities and Procedures: Your child’s part in the study will be to share the
experiences with the writing feedback your child’s teacher gives to your child through
interviews, classroom observations, and conversations with the researcher where your
child will talk through their thoughts as they read and work with their teacher’s feedback
on their writing. We will also ask your child to send us digital copies of their academic
writing.
After Alicia Kelley has analyzed the data, she will ask your child to read over what she
written to see if it is truthful and reflects what your child experienced. This task will
occur a few months after the other activities are completed.
Participation Time: It will take your child about 3 to 5 hours to be in this study.
Risks and Discomforts: We do not know of any risks or discomforts to your child in this
research study.
Possible Benefits: Your child may not benefit directly from taking part in this study.
However, the information provided in this study may help educators and other
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stakeholders understand the experiences of students with receiving teachers’ writing
feedback in a virtual school.
EXCLUSION/INCLUSION REQUIREMENTS
•

Must be a 6th-12th grade student enrolled in an English Language Arts class
in a virtual school

MANDATORY REPORTING
The research team includes individuals who are mandatory reporters. Your family’s
personal information may be disclosed if required by law. This means that there may be
rare situations that require us to release personal information about your family, e.g., in
case a judge requires such release in a lawsuit or if we are aware of any harm to
participants (including reporting behaviors consistent with child abuse or neglect). In
accordance with S.C. Code §63-7-310, we are required to report child abuse or neglect.
INCENTIVES
Once your child completes all data collection activities, they will be entered in a drawing
to win a $25 Amazon gift card.
AUDIO/VIDEO RECORDING AND PHOTOGRAPHS
Part of the data collected in this study will include audio/video recording and screenshots.
Class observations will be recorded along with interview sessions and sessions where you
talk through your thoughts as you read and respond to teachers’ writing feedback.
Interviews and discussions around feedback will be audio or video recorded as well. The
researchers may take screenshots of your academic writing as well. All recordings and
files will be edited to remove names and will be saved on a password-protected
computer.
Recordings and screenshots including your child’s likeness or voice may be shared
publicly but will not explicitly be shared with your child’s teachers or the school. Images
and recordings will be retained indefinitely for use in future research studies or sharing in
academic publications and presentations. You will need to review and sign a media
release form to indicate you understand the uses of these recordings and screenshots.
PROTECTION OF PRIVACY AND CONFIDENTIALITY
The results of this study may be published in scientific journals, professional
publications, or educational presentations. We will do everything we can to protect your
child’s privacy and confidentiality. We will not tell anybody outside of the research team
that your child was in this study. Interviews and discussions with researchers about
writing feedback will be conducted in a private setting away from other students and
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teachers. No names will be saved in documents or shared with anyone outside of the
research team. We will use pseudonyms throughout the research documents and future
publications and presentations. We may share results of this study with your child’s
teacher and school, but we will not explicitly share any identifying information or
information about your child by themselves. Any information shared with the school will
be for the group of participating students. We will save data on a password-protected
computer. Any data in Microsoft Word documents or Excel spreadsheets will be saved as
password-protected files.
Identifiable information collected during the study will be removed and the de-identified
information could be used for future research studies or distributed to another investigator
for future research studies without additional informed consent from the participants or
legally authorized representative.
CONTACT INFORMATION
If you have any questions or concerns about your child’s rights in this research study,
please contact the Clemson University Office of Research Compliance (ORC) at 864656-0636 or irb@clemson.edu. If you are outside of the Upstate South Carolina area,
please use the ORC’s toll-free number, 866-297-3071. The Clemson IRB will not be able
to answer some study-specific questions. However, you may contact the Clemson IRB if
the research staff cannot be reached or if you wish to speak with someone other than the
research staff.
If you have any study related questions or if any problems arise, please contact Alicia
Kelley at Clemson University at 864-593-4366 or aliciak@g.clemson.edu.
CONSENT
By allowing your child to participate in the study, you indicate that you have read
the information written above, been allowed to ask any questions, and you are
voluntarily choosing for your child to take part in this research.
Print child’s name: _____________________________________________
Print parent’s name: ____________________________________________
Parent’s signature: ____________________________________ Date:
__________
A copy of this form will be given to you.
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Clemson University Authorization for Use of
Photographic/Image/Video/Voice Recording
Clemson University Research Project: Digital Writing Feedback Research Study
Department: Education and Human Development
Clemson University Contact: The faculty contact is Dr. Emily Howell and the graduate
student contact is Alicia Kelley.
Child Participant’s Name: _____________________________________________
Parent’s Name: _____________________________________________________
By signing below, you are giving Clemson University permission to make audiovisual
recordings and photographs of your child while he/she is participating in the research
project described above and to use those recordings and photographs for research and/or
educational purposes.
PLEASE READ THIS DOCUMENT CAREFULLY. It affects the rights you may have concerning
the use by Clemson University of any photographs, video, images or voice recording taken of your
child during the research project identified above.
I, _____________________________________________________ hereby grant permission to
Clemson University and its representatives, volunteers, students and employees to take
photographs and/or or videos of my child identified above, to make recordings of my child’s
voice, and to obtain a transcript of my child’s spoken or written words during his/her participation
in the Clemson University research project described above. I give Clemson University
permission to use these images, recordings, and spoken or written comments, as follows:
1. To copy, reproduce, distribute, modify, display and perform.
2. To use in composite or modified forms in any media, now known or later developed,
including but not limited to publications, books, journals, newspapers, television, radio,
sound track recording, motion picture, filmstrip, still photograph, the Internet, the world
wide web, or any transcript.
3. For education, and research purposes including but not limited to research and/or
academic papers, books and publications; research presentations at academic
conferences/meetings; and classroom presentations throughout the world and in
perpetuity.
4. My child’s name and contact information will not be disclosed in connection with these
uses.
I agree that I will receive no further consideration for these uses and that Clemson University
owns all rights to the images and recordings. I waive the right to inspect or approve uses of the
images, recordings or written copies.
I hereby release Clemson University, its representatives, agents, employees and assigns from any
claims that may arise from these uses, including claims of defamation, invasion of privacy, or
rights of publicity or copyright. This release is binding on me, my heirs, assigns and estate and
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represents the entire agreement between my child and Clemson University regarding the matters
herein.
I agree that Clemson University is not obligated to use any of the rights granted under this
Agreement.
___________________________________________________________________
Signature of Parent or Guardian
Date
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Appendix F
Class Sample Student Consent and Release Forms
Clemson University
Assent to Be in a Research Study
Digital Writing Feedback Research Study
You are being invited to volunteer for a research study by Dr. Emily Howell and Mrs.
Alicia Kelley. Dr. Howell is a professor at Clemson University. Alicia is a doctoral
student at Clemson University. She is conducting this study with the supervision of Dr.
Howell.
Why are we conducting this research?
The purpose of this research is to understand the interactions you and your teacher have
when they give you feedback on your writing in your English Language Arts class.
What will I have to do?
Your part in the study will be participate in class sessions as normal. During class, Alicia
Kelley will be recording the session and will observe the activities and conversations that
happen around the writing feedback process.
Audio/Video Recording and Photographs
Class sessions that discuss writing feedback may be recorded; your actual writing will not
be recorded if it is displayed on screen during class. The researchers may also take
screenshots of the recording. Your face or any information that could be used to identify
you will not be shown in these screenshots.
Are there any potential harms or risks if I take part in the research?
There are no harms or risks with taking part in the study.
Are there any benefits if I take part in the research?
You may not benefit directly from taking part in the study. However, the information
provided in this study may help educators and other stakeholders understand the
experiences of students with receiving teachers’ writing feedback in a virtual school.
Do I have to take part in the research?
Your participation in this study is voluntary, and you may stop participating at any time.
This research will not be used to positively or negatively impact your grades,
participation in programs, or access to future academic opportunities.
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What if I have questions?
You can ask questions at any time during the research. You can call Alicia Kelley at 864593-4366 if you have questions.
By being in this study, you are saying that you were given a copy of this form, have read
the form, been allowed to ask any questions, and voluntarily choose to take part in the
research.
A copy of this form will be given to you.
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Parent Permission Form
Clemson University
Digital Writing Feedback Research Study
KEY INFORMATION ABOUT THE RESEARCH STUDY
Voluntary Consent: Dr. Emily Howell and Mrs. Alicia Kelley are inviting your child to
volunteer for a research study. Dr. Howell is a professor at Clemson University. Alicia is
a doctoral student at Clemson University. She is conducting this study with the
supervision of Dr. Howell.
You may tell us at any time that you do not want your child to be in the study. Your child
will not be punished in any way if he/she does not take part in the study or stop taking
part in the study. Your child’s grades will not be affected by any decision you make
about this study. We will also ask your child if he/she wants to take part in this study.
Your child may refuse to take part or quit being in the study at any time.
Alternative to Participation: Participation is voluntary, and the only alternative is to not
participate.
Study Purpose: The purpose of this research is to understand the interactions your child
and the teacher have when he/she gives your child feedback on writing in an English
Language Arts class.
Activities and Procedures: Your child’s part in the study will be to participate in class
sessions as normal. During class, Alicia Kelley will be recording the session and will
observe the activities and conversations that happen around the writing feedback process.
Participation Time: It will take your child no additional time to be in this study apart
from attending class sessions as usual.
Risks and Discomforts: We do not know of any risks or discomforts to your child in this
research study.
Possible Benefits: Your child may not benefit directly from taking part in this study.
However, the information provided in this study may help educators and other
stakeholders understand the experiences of students with receiving teachers’ writing
feedback in a virtual school.
EXCLUSION/INCLUSION REQUIREMENTS
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•

Participants must be students enrolled in a 6th-12th English Language Arts class in
a virtual school

MANDATORY REPORTING
The research team includes individuals who are mandatory reporters. Your family’s
personal information may be disclosed if required by law. This means that there may be
rare situations that require us to release personal information about your family, e.g., in
case a judge requires such release in a lawsuit or if we are aware of any harm to
participants (including reporting behaviors consistent with child abuse or neglect). In
accordance with S.C. Code §63-7-310, we are required to report child abuse or neglect.
AUDIO/VIDEO RECORDING AND PHOTOGRAPHS
The data collected in this study will include audio/video recording and screenshots. Class
observations will be recorded and saved on a password-protected computer.
Recordings and screenshots including your child’s likeness or voice may be shared
publicly, and they will be retained indefinitely on a password-protected computer for use
in future research studies or sharing excerpts in academic publications and presentations.
You will need to review and sign a media release form to indicate you understand the
uses of these recordings and screenshots.
If you do not choose to sign a media release form, your child may still participate in
class, but no likeness of your child or your child’s voice will be shared publicly at any
time, and any identifying information, audio recording, or video recording of your child
will be deleted from the observation recording before saving.
PROTECTION OF PRIVACY AND CONFIDENTIALITY
The results of this study may be published in scientific journals, professional
publications, or educational presentations. We will do everything we can to protect your
child’s privacy and confidentiality. We will not tell anybody outside of the research team
that your child was in this study. No names will be saved in documents or shared with
anyone outside of the research team. We will use pseudonyms throughout the research
documents and future publications and presentations. We will save data on a passwordprotected computer. Any data in Microsoft Word documents or Excel spreadsheets will
be saved as password-protected files.
Identifiable information collected during the study will be removed and the de-identified
information could be used for future research studies or distributed to another investigator
for future research studies without additional informed consent from the participants or
legally authorized representative.
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CONTACT INFORMATION
If you have any questions or concerns about your child’s rights in this research study,
please contact the Clemson University Office of Research Compliance (ORC) at 864656-0636 or irb@clemson.edu. If you are outside of the Upstate South Carolina area,
please use the ORC’s toll-free number, 866-297-3071. The Clemson IRB will not be able
to answer some study-specific questions. However, you may contact the Clemson IRB if
the research staff cannot be reached or if you wish to speak with someone other than the
research staff.
If you have any study related questions or if any problems arise, please contact Alicia
Kelley at Clemson University at 864-593-4366 or aliciak@g.clemson.edu.
CONSENT
By allowing your child to participate in the study, you indicate that you have read
the information written above, been allowed to ask any questions, and you are
voluntarily choosing for your child to take part in this research.
A copy of this form will be given to you.
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Clemson University Authorization for Use of Photographic/Image/Video/Voice
Recording
Clemson University Research Project: Digital Writing Feedback Research Study
Department: Department of Education and Human Development
Clemson University Contact: The faculty contact is Dr. Emily Howell and the graduate
student contact is Alicia Kelley.
Child Participant’s Name: _____________________________________________
Parent’s Name: _____________________________________________________
By signing below, you are giving Clemson University permission to make audiovisual
recordings and photographs of your child while he/she is participating in the research
project described above and to use those recordings and photographs for research and/or
educational purposes.
PLEASE READ THIS DOCUMENT CAREFULLY. It affects the rights you may have
concerning the use by Clemson University of any photographs, video, images or voice
recording taken of your child during the research project identified above.
I, _____________________________________________________ hereby grant
permission to Clemson University and its representatives, volunteers, students and
employees to take photographs and/or or videos of my child identified above, to make
recordings of my child’s voice, and to obtain a transcript of my child’s spoken or written
words during his/her participation in the Clemson University research project described
above. I give Clemson University permission to use these images, recordings, and
spoken or written comments, as follows:
1. To copy, reproduce, distribute, modify, display and perform.
2. To use in composite or modified forms in any media, now known or later
developed, including but not limited to publications, books, journals, newspapers,
television, radio, sound track recording, motion picture, filmstrip, still
photograph, the Internet, the world wide web, or any transcript.
3. For education, and research purposes including but not limited to research and/or
academic papers, books and publications; research presentations at academic
conferences/meetings; and classroom presentations throughout the world and in
perpetuity.
4. My child’s name and contact information will not be disclosed in connection with
these uses.
I agree that I will receive no further consideration for these uses and that Clemson
University owns all rights to the images and recordings. I waive the right to inspect or
approve uses of the images, recordings or written copies.
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I hereby release Clemson University, its representatives, agents, employees and assigns
from any claims that may arise from these uses, including claims of defamation, invasion
of privacy, or rights of publicity or copyright. This release is binding on me, my heirs,
assigns and estate and represents the entire agreement between my child and Clemson
University regarding the matters herein.
I agree that Clemson University is not obligated to use any of the rights granted under
this Agreement.
___
_____________________________________________________________________
Signature of Parent or Guardian
Date
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Appendix G
Teacher Semi-Structured Interview Protocol
1. Can you tell me about your virtual school experience with writing feedback? (RQ #1)
2. Describe the process for teachers giving feedback on students’ writing. (RQ #1, #2)
3. Who determines how the writing feedback process works? Why? (RQ #2)
4. What types of virtual tools do you use for giving feedback? (RQ #1)
5. Why do you use these particular tools? (RQ #1)
6. In your opinion, what is the role of teachers’ writing feedback? (RQ #1)
7. How do you prioritize choice in your writing instruction? (RQ #2)
8. Do you feel students should have a choice in whether or not to use the feedback you
give on their writing? Why or why not? (RQ #3)
9. Do you feel students have a choice in whether or not to use the feedback you give on
their writing? Why or why not? (RQ #2, #3)
10. How do you see students using or not using the choice they may have in the feedback
process? (RQ #2, #3)
11. How does the online environment affect the amount of choice a student gets in the
feedback process? (RQ #4)
12. How does the online environment affect your relationship with your students around
the writing feedback process? (RQ #4)
13. Could you walk me through an example of a time you gave feedback to a student
recently? (RQ #1)
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Appendix H
Student Semi-Structured Interview Protocol
1. Can you tell me about your virtual school experience with writing feedback? (RQ #1)
2. Describe the process for teachers giving feedback on your writing. (RQ #1, #2)
3. Who determines how the writing feedback process works? Why? (RQ #2)
4. Is this feedback process different from if you were writing/composing outside of
school? How so? (RQ #3)
5. What types of virtual tools do you use for receiving/working with your teacher’s
feedback? (RQ #1)
6. What are your experiences with these tools, and how do you feel about these
experiences? (RQ #1)
7. Do you feel students should have a choice in whether or not to use the feedback you
give on their writing? Why or why not? (RQ #3)
8. Do you feel you have a choice in whether or not to use your teacher’s feedback on
your writing? Why or why not? (RQ #2)
9. What is your role with the feedback you receive? (RQ #3)
10. How does the online environment affect the amount of choice you get in the feedback
process? (RQ #4)
11. How does the online environment affect your relationship with your teacher around
the writing feedback process? (RQ #4)
12. Can you walk me through an example of a time you received your teacher’s feedback

recently? (RQ #1, #3)
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Appendix I
Observation Protocol
Focus of Observation
I am primarily observing how students and teachers interact with teachers’
feedback on writing. I will look for aspects that relate to agency as defined by Bandura
(1989). Observations will center around teacher feedback and student writing.
Materials
1. Laptop
2. Laptop charger
3. audio recorder
4. flash drive
5. notebook
6. pencil
7. IRB files: guardian consent form, media release form, minor assent form (email one
week before, include in file pod in the room)
Before Observation
1. Review notes from previous interviews or observations.
2. Confirm with stakeholders that observation is acceptable for the set date and time.
3. Test audiovisual equipment; charge devices.
4. Verbally get confirmation from all students present that they have read the assent
document.
5. Collect signed media release forms from the teacher.
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After Observation
1. Review observation notes.
2. Retrieve electronic files and save backups- have teacher remove names and student
work product that is not under a signed consent form.
3. Remove student likeness from video and audio clips if their media release forms are
not returned.
4. Transcribe relevant portions of audio recordings.
5. Write any necessary memos.
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Appendix J
Think-Aloud Protocol
Focus of Think-Aloud Protocol
Think-aloud protocols will seek students’ and teachers’ thoughts as they receive
or give feedback on student writing. These protocols will occur during each feedback
cycle the first time teachers see student writing to give feedback and the first time
students view their teachers’ feedback. Established research on think-aloud protocols
suggest the researcher avoid giving explicit instructions or showing participants an
example (Charters, 2003; Ericsson & Simon, 1981).
Materials
1. Laptop
2. Laptop charger
3. Audio recorder
4. Flash drive
5. Notebook
6. Pencil
Think-Aloud Opening Prompts
1. Could you describe for me what you are seeing?
2. Can you talk me through your thoughts as you read this text/feedback?
3. Can you talk me through your thoughts as you write this text/feedback?
Think-Aloud Continuing Prompt
1. Hand signal only to keep talking, no verbal prompts (Charters, 2003)
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Appendix K
Codebook
Table K.1
Sample In Vivo Codes by Case
Participant

Code Name

1

Case

Adam (Student)

I Already Know How to Do It All

1

Adam (Student)

Instant Feedback

1

Adam (Student)

Get Me Ready for What’s Ahead

1

Blythe (Student)

Academic Writing

1

Blythe (Student)

Community

1

Blythe (Student)

It’s Not Really Hard

1

Melanie (Teacher)

Individualize and Personalize It

1

Melanie (Teacher)

In the Weeds

1

Melanie (Teacher)

See Their Face

2

Honest (Teacher)

Borderline Students

2

Honest (Teacher)

In the Virtual Environment It Takes Longer

2

Honest (Teacher)

Proximity

2

Victor (Student)

I’m Just Going to Leave It Like This

2

Victor (Student)

It’s Pretty Simple

2

Victor (Student)

3

Hudson (Student)

Telling You Why You Got It Right Or Why
You Got It Wrong
I Feel Like I Have a Choice

3

Hudson (Student)

It’s a Really Good Relationship

3

Hudson (Student)

3

Kinsley (Student)

It’s Very Easy to Use Once You Know How
Everything Works
Easier to See What They’re Talking About

3

Kinsley (Student)

Going Back with the Virus

3

Kinsley (Student)

I Miss My Friends

3

Matthew (Teacher)

Empower Your Kids Through Choice

3

Matthew (Teacher)

The Formula is Flawed

3

Matthew (Teacher)

To What Extent Are We Supposed to Go

Note. This list is not intended to be comprehensive; in vivo codes listed above are a
sampling from each case’s teacher and the students in each embedded dyad.
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Table K.2
Emergent Codes by Case and Frequency
Case

Type of Code

Code Name

1

Descriptive

Process of
DWF

1

Descriptive

VEE as Tool

1

Descriptive

Teacher DWF

1
1

Emotion
Descriptive

Admiration
VEE as space

1

Emotion

Anxiety

1
1

Emotion
Descriptive

1

Emotion

Love
DWF on
Drafting
Hesitation

1

Emotion

Hope

2

Descriptive

Process of
DWF

2

Descriptive

DWF
Connected to
Grades

2

Descriptive

Teacher DWF

2

Descriptive

VEE as Tool

2

Descriptive

Choice in
DWF

Example
“She said, based on our conversation
yesterday. Try breaking your longer
paragraphs into multiple paragraphs help
the reader better follow your ideas. And
then based on our work. Yesterday, I
know you're going to add to your intro.
And so I did do both of those.”
“The other thing that is frustrating is that
there are limits to the platform.”
“I like to make sure I'm okay with it first
. . . but mostly [Ms. Smith], just because
she's a teacher and she like is going to be
the one reading it and like getting all the
little details and stuff like that.”
“[Writable] is really cool.”
“The message boards are very important
for kids to utilize. But they're very hard
to navigate.”
“I’m anxious for my grades, because I'm
always anxious about my grades.”
“I do love writing essays.”
“Just remember, your thesis statement
should be clear and valid.
“I don't know, maybe I'm wrong about
that.”
“We're hoping that we get a curriculum
refresh.”
“This first read through I'm looking at
readability, I'm looking at grammar,
looking at MLA format, checking for a
thesis, main points. And then after this,
after I kind of have a feel for the essay,
then I'll go through the rubric and say all
right, this falls into this category or this
one falls into that category.”
“If I get an F and I get like, I don't know
50% and he comments on certain points
I really need to work on, then I would
see that as something that I would
probably have to fix.”
“So here, he does a decent job of pulling
out some of the technical language.”
“Going through, I just kind of highlight
some things that stick out to me at first.”
“In their responses to the feedback,
there's the students that do nothing with
it. There are the students that respond
and kind of push back.”
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Number of
References
131

108
65

31
26
13
13
9
9
9
20

12

8
8
6

Case

Type of Code

Code Name

2

Descriptive

Limitations of
VEE

3

Descriptive

Structure of
DWF

3

Descriptive

3

Descriptive

Multimodality
in DWF
Teacher DWF

3

Descriptive

3

Descriptive

3

Descriptive

Process of
DWF

3

Emotion

Happy

3

Emotion

Positive

3

Emotion

Confused

3

Emotion

Disappointed

Power in
DWF
Choice in
DWF

Example
“In the virtual environment it takes
longer to just, virtually takes longer to
show people stuff, takes longer to get
everything pulled up and set up.”
“I feel like this is the perfect way to
personalize but I also feel like there are
patterns to students' mistakes. So
through my ability to recognize those
patterns, I create a storehouse of
feedback.”
“I'm going to show you a quick little
video.”

Number of
References
4
20

13

“So I'm going to take some parts of what
you said and I'm going to put some parts
in that I think would help.”
“I don't have that control here, but I have
10 times the expectations.”

10

“You need to empower your kids
through choice. Because then I feel like
you can really pull from whatever
modality that they're more aligned with.”
“Like how I did it. He like said to like,
he said he just typed in what I had to do.
And then I had to come up with the other
sentences.”
“It's like, you know, at least he gave me
the bare bones. And I'm so happy he did,
but like, what if he could give us the
meat and potatoes, if we just challenged
them more.”
“It was good. We had a, we like changed
it up. We like edited it.”
“I'm not sure what he's trying to tell me
to fix. Like the repetitiveness?”
“I am mildly disappointed because I feel
like [Hudson] can do much better.”

7

9

7
4

4
2
2

Note. Only the most frequent emergent codes were included for each case. I aimed to
include the top ten most frequent codes in each case; however, Case 2 had fewer than ten
emergent codes that were used more than one time.
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Table K.3
A Priori Codes by Type and Frequency
Type of
Code or
Category
Qualitative
Content
Analysis
Qualitative
Content
Analysis

Code Name
Student
Designer

Description
Person possesses
predetermined role of
student in and out of the
virtual environment.
Person who Designs with
Available Designs and
creates a Redesigned product
or social structure. Person
may be aware or unaware
that they fulfill this role.
Person must exhibit agency
and power to function as
Designer.
Social or semiotic structures
used by a Designer to
Design. May be traditional
grammatical structures,
technologies, or previously
established social norms.
Data describes or indicates
an expectation that is unique
to the academic setting.
Reference may be implicit or
explicit.

Qualitative
Content
Analysis

Available
Designs

Qualitative
Content
Analysis

Academic
Discourse
Expectations

Qualitative
Content
Analysis

Designing

Person is acting on a text or
social structure using
available designs. They may
be aware or unaware of their
stance as a Designer.

Qualitative
Content
Analysis

Teacher

Person possesses
predetermined role of
teacher in and out of the
virtual environment.
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Example

Number of
References

N/A

78

“I've seen them take
the choice and not
take the choice.”

64

“Some kids are just
natural writers. And
then they're trying to
like rein in their
writing to match a
template.”
“While it is your
opinion, it is still and
this is tricky too, most
of the time you need
to write in third
person were academic
writing.”
“It all depends on
what you feel like you
want to do. And so if
you want to take that
feedback, and you
want to do that, then
your role would be to,
you know, do revision
and put the things in
there that you forgot,
or you did wrong,
and, you know, kind
of go up on that. But
if you didn't want to
do that, then that's
totally fine.”
N/A

63

52

50

44

Type of
Code or
Category
Qualitative
Content
Analysis

Code Name
Redesigned

Qualitative
Content
Analysis

Extensive
Access

Qualitative
Content
Analysis

Synchronous,
Multimodal
DWF

Qualitative
Content
Analysis

Extensive
Power

Qualitative
Content
Analysis
Qualitative
Content
Analysis

Minimal
Power

Qualitative
Content
Analysis

Minimal
Access

Qualitative
Content
Analysis
Qualitative
Content
Analysis

Asynchronous,
Text-Based
DWF
Equal Power

Equal Access

Description

Example

Number of
References

The new text or social
structure that the Designer
creates from Available
Designs and the act of
Designing. The text or social
structure must show
demonstrable signs of being
new or different based on the
impact of the Designer.
Person possesses the ability
to move or use tools in the
virtual environment that is
greater than others’ access.

“I used the thesis
statement we went
over in live lesson and
I changed some of it.”

39

Image shows teacher
accessing log notes
about a student that
the student cannot
access himself.
N/A

25

“I’m gonna go ahead
and record [the
session].”

21

“You don't need to
type anything.”

13

“You can turn on your
webcam, too if you'd
like.”

11

“I wish I could [log in
to the program] for
them. But we don't
have Google
classroom so I can't
import.”
N/A

11

Image shows both
participants are able
to take screen sharing
away from the other
participant at any
time.

7

DWF is synchronous and
multimodal. DWF must
include two or more modes
to be classified as
multimodal. Mode options
include text, visual, spatial,
auditory, or kinetic modes.
Person possesses maximum
ability to make decisions for
themselves or others about
how to use the virtual
environment.
Person possesses little ability
to make decisions for
themselves or others about
the virtual environment.
Person possesses the ability
to move or use tools in the
virtual environment that is
similar to all or most others
in the virtual environment.
Person possesses limited
ability to move or use tools
in the virtual environment.

DWF is asynchronous and
text-based.
Person possesses the same
ability to make decisions for
themselves or others about
how to use the virtual
environment as most or all
other people in the virtual
environment.
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22

9

Type of
Code or
Category
Qualitative
Content
Analysis

Code Name

Description

Asynchronous,
Multimodal
DWF

Qualitative
Content
Analysis
Provisional

Synchronous,
Text-Based
DWF
Reference

Provisional

Legitimacy

Right to exercise power due
to socioculturally agreedupon authority

Provisional

Coercion

Ability to give punishments

Provisional

Reward

Ability to give rewards
(physical, emotional, mental,
social)

Provisional

Expertise

Right to exercise power due
to higher level of knowledge
or skill

Example

Number of
References

DWF is asynchronous and
multimodal. DWF must
include two or more modes
to be classified as
multimodal. Mode options
include text, visual, spatial,
auditory, or kinetic modes.
DWF is synchronous and
text-based.

N/A

2

N/A

1

Right to exercise power due
to personal relationship

“Like what they
personally thought
instead of it being
towards more like,
educationally, what
they felt like
academically they
wanted, you know,
what they felt
personally not as, like
coming from a
teacher's point of
view, I guess you
would say.”
“I honestly think it
has a lot to do with
the teacher just
because the teacher is
the one that's grading
it.”
Researcher: “He says,
here's a spelling
mistake, and you don't
fix it. You know, and
you just kind of look
at him. What do you
think would be the
effect of that or the
result of that?”
Participant: “So he'd
probably give me a
bad grade.”
“Makes [me] more
confident in like my
next essay. So I'm not
like so nervous.”
“My expertise is in
the feedback.”
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11

8

7

3
3
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